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Abstract
With the widespread availability of digital tools for storing, accessing, and shar-
ing information, why is so much information still lost, forgotten, or kept on pa-
per? The work in this thesis finds that such disorganization results from problems
in the designs of the personal information management (PIM) tools in common
use today. Such problems impede information capture, force many information
forms to be left out, and cause information to be forgotten.
How can these problems be mitigated? Our Information Scraps study iden-
tifies the need to support more diverse kinds of information, while conserving
time, attention, and memory for retained information items.
Our first approach to achieving these goals is to eliminate the artificial sepa-
ration and homogeneity that structured PIM tools impose, so that arbitrary in-
formation can be captured in any way desired. A two-year study of List-it, our
short-note-taking tool, discovers that people keep notes serving 5 primary roles:
reminders, reference items, progress trackers, places to think, and archives of
personal value.
The second reintroduces structured data to support more effective use and
management of information collections. Jourknow addresses the manageability
of large note collections with lightweight-structured note contents and contex-
tual retrieval, the access of notes by the contexts and activities at the time of cre-
ation. Poyozo reinforces recollection of previously seen information, by provid-
ing visualizations of all of a person's past information activities. Finally, Atomate
addresses the challenge of managing the ever-increasing deluge of new informa-
tion, by letting people delegate to software behaviors actions to be automatically
taken when new information arrives.
These studies identify critical needs of PIM tools and offer viable solutions.
Thesis Supervisor: David R. Karger
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One of the effects of living with electric information is that we live ha-
bitually in a state of information overload. There's always more than
you can cope with.
Our Age of Anxiety is, in great part, the result of trying to do today's job
with yesterday's tools and yesterday's concepts.
- M. McLuhan, The Medium is the Message (1964).
With the pervasive availability of powerful digital tools for storing, accessing,
and sharing information, why is information still lost, forgotten, or kept on ran-
dom pieces of paper? We are currently experiencing a moment in the techno-
logical advancement of human civilization, where digital information and com-
munications technology have significantly transformed and simplified many of
our everyday activities - yet, most people are still beset with basic information
management problems. These range from simply forgetting or misplacing useful
information, to experiencing cumulative stress and frustration caused by an in-
ability to effectively allocate time or prioritize tasks. Such problems impede the
speed and efficiency with which we can carry out daily tasks, thereby impacting
nearly all aspects of our lives - from our performance at work to the quality of our
inter-personal relationships. Key to this dilemma is the fact that although infor-
mation is increasingly obtained and communicated digitally, people's core infor-
mation management practices have not changed significantly for centuries: they
still rely extensively on physical, paper-based tools - as in paper notebooks, desk
calendars, and the ubiquitous sticky notes - to archive and manage information,
utilizing digital tools only as drop-in replacements, instead of taking advantage
of the information processing opportunities that they provide.
Why have personal information management practices resisted change, de-
spite the radical transformation of so many of our other activities? Moreover,
given that personal organization problems are so readily evident for many people
today, why have personal information management tools not been extensively
re-designed or refined? What properties of digital personal information man-
agement tools make them work, and fail to work, for individuals? If such set of
factors can be identified and mitigated, how might the advanced capabilities of
our modern digital tools be better applied to solving people's information man-
agement problems? What roles will these new, redesigned tools have, and what
impact will they have on people's lives?
The work in this thesis investigates these questions, with an initial focus on
identifying the reasons that people seem to be remaining disorganized in the
presence of the sophisticated digital tools which hold the potential for eliminat-
ing these problems. The fact that these questions remain unanswered is only
now becoming apparent, as the most common previously accepted explanations
are being disproved through obsolescence. For example, while it may have been
true at the dawn of personal computing some 30 years ago, it is simply no longer
the case that digital devices are insufficiently capable, limited in capacity, or un-
available in the places and times we need them, to be convenient for use in our
everyday information needs. In fact, the devices we have today have developed
at such an exponential rate that their capabilities now potentially surpass any
foreseeable immediate need [14]. Similarly, the size and physical form factors of
digital devices have become miniaturized to the point that they now exceed the
portability of nearly all their analogue equivalents.
Thus, the vast advances in hardware capabilities suggest that the problems
that prevent their adoption lie, not at the level of the system capabilities, but in
the way the raw computational capacities of these devices can be transformed
into a functionality designed to help keep people organized, that is, at the level
of personal information management applications and user interfaces.
Towards this end, the first goal of this thesis is to achieve an understanding of
when, how and why people use, or conversely, avoid use of, the digital personal
information management (PIM) applications that are widely available today. We
aim to determine the ways that such tools could be re-designed to better meet
missed opportunities to help people more effectively keep and use information.
As described in Chapter 2, this involves initially determining people's needs,
in the context of how and where they work, as well as considerations of the de-
vices and tools they use. Since so much of how people use information in the
course of their daily activities has been significantly changed by digital tools, our
results may contrast with those of foundational ethnography studies conducted
in the 1980's (e.g., [101, 92]), which addressed office paper-based information
management strategies.
A second main goal of this work is to introduce new interfaces and capabil-
ities for PIM tools, in order to address the problems revealed in the first part of
our investigation. As revealed in Chapter 3, primary concerns center upon the
ease, speed and efficiency of use, flexibility, and reducing the demands of atten-
tion and short-term memory. Towards this end, we apply a variety of techniques
including lightweight parsing of textual input, lifelogging, faceted browsing, end-
user programming and temporal visualization.
1.1 New demands on information management
In contrast to other types of digital tools, the evolution of PIM has been slow and
incremental. Digital communication tools, for example, whether mobile phones,
e-mail or the Web, have so rapidly and thoroughly transformed the ways we com-
municate with one another that most people cannot fathom life without them.
By contrast, digital PIM tools have not changed significantly since the first dig-
ital calendaring and electronic messaging tools introduced in time-sharing ma-
chines of the late 1970's [88], the precursors to the myriad calendaring and mes-
saging tools available on desktops and mobile phones today.
Does the lack of transformative change in personal information management
practice stem from a lack of need? Much evidence suggests the contrary: one in-
disputable effect of digital information technology is that it has resulted in more
information, needed more rapidly, frequently, and for a greater variety of activi-
ties than ever before.
In the workplace, digital information technology has brought such a boost to
individual productivity, through an amplification of each person's ability to find
and communicate information, that it has fundamentally accelerated the way
corporations need to operate in order to remain competitive. This, in turn, has
resulted in increased demands being passed back to the individual worker. In the
resulting new economy, workers are required to perform new, more varied, and
specialized tasks in less time, and are expected to work more independently and
autonomously than ever before [47].
Beyond the work environment, people also partake of increasingly more in-
formation [117], now that they have access to virtually limitless information via
the Web, together with the ability to instantly contact anyone, anywhere, at any
time, through digital channels such as e-mail, messaging and video chat. This
digital connectedness has fundamentally re-structured the human social net-
work, enriching and spreading it more widely than ever before. Such networks, in
turn, have facilitated much greater, and more effective, information sharing, fur-
ther encouraging unprecedented quantities of information consumption [111].
Moreover, the sheer reliance on information has intensified the pressure upon
our ability to capture, retrieve and store it effectively and efficiently.
1.2 Effects of sustained pressure upon work and life
In 1968, Alvin Toffler wrote on the potential effects of information technology,
and the ways it would "accelerate" life to a limit beyond which people could nor-
mally function. To this he ascribed a term, "information overload," to describe a
condition he proposed where a person, outpaced by the demands brought about
by digital technology, would feel perpetually overwhelmed, disoriented, and sub-
sequently desensitized to the environment. This would essentially incapacitate a
person, rendering them unable to act or make decisions.
While the effects of technology described by Toffler contain elements of exag-
geration based upon his imagination of the future in 1968, there is significant ev-
idence that people today are experiencing comparable difficulties meeting their
new workplace demands, for which information management problems are at
least partially responsible.
For instance, studies of e-mail use revealed that people who preferred to keep
their inboxes efficiently organized often fell behind on their filing, resulting in
their experiencing feelings of stress and loss of autonomy [139]. In studies of
desktop file systems, it was similarly found that despite deliberately constructed
file hierarchies, many users ended up with highly cluttered desktops and over-
flowing "misc" folders, filled with random, unrelated files that failed to be filed
in their appropriate places [12]. Other studies looking at how people perceived
their PIM tools and activities revealed a general discontentment; while most par-
ticipants were proud of their paper-based organization schemes, individuals per-
ceived their digital PIM activities as time- and labor-intensive chores [26]. For
example, a McKinsey survey conducted in 2010 reported that 25% of managers
in large companies felt that their volume of digital correspondence - e.g. e-mail,
voice mail and keeping track of events ongoing, was "completely unmanageable".
Being overwhelmed, these individuals felt powerless to stop or filter the informa-
tion, spending substantial time and resources even to activities that they deemed
unimportant: 40% reported spending the equivalent of one full day each week on
tertiary information management and communications activities that they be-
lieved were "clearly not valuable" [103].
Larger-scale workplace surveys have suggested that these PIM frustrations
may profoundly affect people's basic assessments of their quality of life. Over-
all, workplace stress has increased consistently over the past 15 years, while job
satisfaction has correspondingly declined [64]. While productivity may have in-
creased in conjunction with the number of hours spent working (both in and
out of the office), individual workers' sense of self-achievement, confidence and
autonomy have dropped over the past 30 years. According to the UN Household
and Labor Force Survey of 2006, 86.8% of American males and 66.5% of American
females aged 15+ typically worked more than a full 40 hour work-week'. Addi-
tionally, in spite of the fact that the pressures of work were constantly mounting,
workers were not taking the vacations to which they were entitled. Twenty-six
percent of working Americans gave up their vacation time, while less than 50% of
managers took their vacation allowance [42]. While the long-term effects of such
prolonged lack of "downtime" have not yet been fully analyzed, psychologists and
specialists of preventive medicine assert that such practices could be linked to an
increase in mental and physical illnesses, including chronic depression [1].
1.3 Challenges particular to PIM
Why is it that PIM tools were not better designed to accommodate people's needs
in the first place? Moreover, if problems are so prevalent and visible today, why
have they not been extensively refined or redesigned?
PIM tools have changed so little, we believe, due to a confluence of psycho-
logical, technological, and economic factors. Among digital applications, PIM
tools have witnessed perhaps the most turbulent evolution in the marketplace.
Many new tools succumb to failure before becoming mainstream, for reasons
1Percent working more than 40 hours per week - http: //data. un. org
ranging from the dominance of particular software platforms over others, result-
ing in niche adoption [141], to blatant user rejection (e.g., [140]), to merely the
failure of the software to materialize after ambitious design and development
phases [123].
In addition, psychological factors pertaining to the way that PIM tools are per-
ceived distinguish them from other kinds of digital tools and devices. PIM tools
contain key items of critical information, and hence occupy a special place in
people's lives; any potential changes that might alter people's ability to get ac-
cess to that information might significantly disrupt their lives. This inherently
causes people to be averse to any changes being made to their PIM tools. Famil-
iarity is another factor: since PIM tools are used so frequently, people become
comfortable with them, and expect them to behave in certain ways. Changes
that might compromise this understanding may cause the user to feel they must
re-learn and re-acclimatize to the system. This risk aversion has been observed
repeatedly, when users protest even the smallest of changes in popular PIM tools
(from e-mail to calendaring tools). As a result, PIM tool designers, in turn, have
been motivated to introduce PIM interface changes gradually and conservatively,
while heavily borrowing visual metaphors and functionality from previous ver-
sions of tools, if only to ease the adoption and transition to the new tools [118].
But perhaps the greatest factor which has slowed progress in this field is a lack
of adequate understanding of users' needs in the technologically-accelerated,
rapidly-evolving workplace [86, 79, 127]. Specifically, the rate at which digital
technology has changed people's workflows has meant that PIM tool designers
have had to try to track a moving, accelerating target when trying to identify
people's needs. This is difficult for many reasons, as described by Russell and
Lawrence:
It is clear that people have a very difficult time anticipating future
need or retrieval requirements for personal data. The Rolodex is a
well-known system for storing phone numbers and addresses. Alas, it
just doesn't scale well to many thousands of email addresses (plus IM
handles, plus mailing lists, plus passwords, etc). Unfortunately, just
as the Rolodex model doesn't scale well without augmentation, the
increasing amount and varying kinds of personal information imply
that future personal information will come in an increasing number
of forms and ever-increasing quantities.
A basic question for personal information system design is understand-
ing not just what personal information is, but how people would like
to use all kinds of personally created, derived, and observed informa-
tion. What kind of information needs to be stored and how will it be
used? What needs to be retrieved? In short, what are the information
hopes, needs, and desires of users? [79
Fortunately, the current state of technology being such that "the future has al-
ready arrived" suggests that progress can begin to be made towards understand-
ing the needs people have in their workplaces, through methods such as contex-
tual inquiry [119]. Specifically, we employ interviews, longitudinal field studies,
and artifact and interaction log analysis to examine people's needs within the
contexts of the social, physical and informational environments that influence
their behavior.
1.4 Building a better PIM
In the face of these challenges, can PIM tools still be improved to facilitate in-
formation management, and allow people to feel less stressed in their newly de-
manding work environments? As will be shown in this thesis, the answer is a
definitive yes, and such progress can be made in the following ways.
First, there is a need for a reconsideration of the interfaces that would allow
current PIM tools to provide a better fit for people's needs. Such changes involve
lifting the constraints that these interfaces heretofore have imposed toward sup-
porting more diverse kinds of information, while optimizing functionality so that
they can be used with less effort.
Secondly, an expansion of the role of PIM tools is essential in the information
management practices of individuals, beyond the simple storage and retention of
personal information records. For example, given that task-management activi-
ties are becoming increasingly challenging with the deluge of information that is
available, PIM tools could provide capabilities and affordances to help people to
better keep track of all the things they have done, are doing currently, and need
to do next, therefore potentially mitigating task-related stress. To aid in accom-
plishing tasks more effectively, PIM tools could help individuals maintain a better
awareness of the information (both static and dynamic) they need to get things
done, while at the same time keeping irrelevant information at bay, to prevent
distraction and depletion of precious attentional resources.
These strategies were derived from observations made during the first ethno-
graphic study of this thesis, as described in Chapter 3, in which observations of
the ways people used existing PIM tools were compiled. In addition, interviews
were conducted to understand how people perceived these tools.
1.5 Investigative Approach and Themes
1.5.1 Focus one: What are the needs of PIM?
An initial step towards identifying the main deficiencies of current PIM systems
is to achieve an understanding of the current state of information management,
and the ways that people use their tools in their modern digital workplaces. Specif-
ically, we first pose the following question:
* What are the greatest information needs in today's technology-enabled work-
place, based upon the ways people manage their information throughout
their daily activities?
To answer this question, this thesis commences with the study of information
scraps, an ethnographic investigation into the basic failures of existing informa-
tion practices. This study, described in Chapter 3, examines the complex land-
scapes of people's information workplaces, and specifically, how professional knowl-
edge workers use a multiplicity of general purpose tools - both analog and digital
- to meet the needs that digital PIM alone have failed to adequately support.
We continue this investigation with the List-it study (described in 4), an ex-
amination of the ways people use digital note-taking tools. This study reveals the
needs associated with the particular kinds of notes which people produce, and
suggests possible ways they could be supported.
Key needs for PIM tools today
Among the areas for improvement which are identified in regard to current PIM
tools, several stand out as primary issues for consideration. As follows, these top-
ics become the major foci for our remaining investigations.
" Conservation of attention and memory - The finite nature of a user's time
and attention makes conservation of these resources a foremost priority, as
tasks demanding of them continue, indefinitely, to grow. The Information
Scraps Study supports this view, by revealing that the time and effort re-
quired for use are still among the primary reasons that people prefer paper
over digital PIM.
" Diverse kinds of information - A second issue arises from the disparity, be-
tween the abundant variety of information people naturally expect to keep
track of, and the limited types of information that existing PIM tools are
designed to handle. The Information Scraps Study identifies the most fre-
quently encountered forms, and catalogues over 500 forms that had no log-
ical "place" in PIM tools. Despite this form diversity, this study found that
people are rarely cognizant of form distinctions among the information items
they keep. Traditional PIM tools, however, make such form distinctions very
prominent, define specific, distinct sets of manipulations that can be done
with each.
e Complexity of when and how information is needed - Traditional PIM tools
strongly associate information forms with retrieval facilities. For example,
alarm reminders are associated exclusively with calendar events, allowing
people to recall information only at a particular date/time. In reality, how-
ever, the need-form mapping is vastly more complicated. For example, peo-
ple consult particular kinds of reference notes whenever they need to do
something, such as whenever they log onto a web site, make a long-distance
call, or go shopping on-line. Specific notes may be needed at certain times
of the day, and others only occasionally several times a year, while still oth-
ers might not be needed to be referred to ever again. We will describe the
complex relationships between the forms/contents of notes and their likely
needs in the List-it studies of Chapter 4.
1.5.2 Focus two: Re-designing PIM
Given the entire spectrum of unmet needs just described, the remaining work in
this thesis focuses upon the following question:
* How can the interfaces and capabilities of personal information manage-
ment tools be better designed to support people's needs?
Addressing the attentional demands of PIM
The work in the remainder of this thesis addresses a variety of approaches toward
a more memory and attention-sensitive PIM.
The tyranny of structured input -This is an exploration focusing on re-designing
interface mechanisms around speed and efficiency, particularly where such con-
siderations are paramount, that is, at the points of capture and access. One av-
enue we explore is to eliminate input constraints that impede input speed: by
directly supporting natural (unconstrained) textual input, anything may be cap-
tured and expressed in any way.
We refer to this strategy as "freeing" PIM from the tyranny of structured in-
put: most PIM tools today impose strict requirements on the ways information
may be expressed and captured, including what kinds of data can be stored, the
structure and syntax used, and even the order in which data can be expressed.
The user interface mechanisms that capture this data, usually structured input
forms, are both physically and mentally taxing. In the first place, they require
users to essentially translate what they want to capture into a pre-specified or-
der, structure and syntax. Additionally, the form controls often consist of a mul-
titude of small, validated form widgets requiring precise manipulation. These
strictly-validating form controls are unforgiving, designed to permit no amount
of flexibility in what may be expressed. The result is that people cannot deviate,
insomuch as to capture other kinds of information they might need, or even to
annotate those information items they have successfully created.
To determine whether or not freeing PIM tool interfaces from such constraints
would improve PIM tool usefulness, we developed three tools that exhibit no
such restrictions. The first was List-it, a simple micro note taking tool that could
capture and save arbitrary text snippets from the Web, in order to better support
diverse information keeping needs. List-it was instrumented to collect all inter-
actions users had with it over time, to permit a post-hoc analysis of how such ca-
pabilities were used. Chapter 4 summarizes the findings from a two year deploy-
ment study of List-it, which revealed that people took notes in List-it represent-
ing thousands of different information types, for five main purposes - reminders,
reference items, progress trackers, places to think, and archives of personal value
- only the first two of which were well supported by existing tools.
Two other systems, beginning with Jourknow (described in Chapter 5) ex-
tended List-it's capabilities with contextual capture and navigation for larger note
collections. Meanwhile, Pinky was designed to avoid the tedium of interface
forms for routine web-based tasks, supporting natural English-like commands
in a variety of forms.
The necessity ofstructure - An orthogonal approach to conserving attention is
achievedTo through attention extension, that is, expanding a person's attention
by means of automation and other proactive support. Specifically, we explored
the automatic retention of information experienced by the individual that might
be of use later, (otherwise known as lifelogging), as well as more general forms
of automation, including the delegation of simple, routine tasks and responsibil-
ities, as one might do with a human personal assistant.
While unconstrained natural language is both more versatile and easier than
structured restricted input methods for users to express, it is typically more chal-
lenging for machines to process. Thus, to achieve the kind of automation dis-
cussed here, structured, machine-interpretable data was essential.
To circumvent the predicament of needing structured data but also avoid the
burden of structured data input interfaces, we explored several new interfaces
that provided more flexibility and efficiency than standard structured input forms.
In this endeavor, we took advantage of the fact that not all structured data needs
were equal: in some cases, it was necessary to interpret exactly what a person
was saying with reference to a pre-existing vocabulary, while in other cases, com-
plete disambiguation was not necessary. For example, to build a command-and-
control robot, such as Pinky or Atomate, it was necessary to completely disam-
biguate a user's intent to determine appropriate action. For such applications,
we devised a constrained natural language interface (CNLI), to allow users eas-
ily to specify behaviors they wanted to be executed in certain conditions. Another
technique introduced was the "sloppy parser" of Pinky, which allowed commands
to be interpreted, despite variations in order and syntax.
However, for the Jourknow prototype, pidgin enabled the specification of struc-
ture in note elements without any reliance on being able to deep parse such
structure into meaning (e.g., against pre-existing ontologies, lexicons or seman-
tics). Since the key design goal of Jourknow was to enable the efficient capture
of arbitrary kinds of structured information, pidgin allowed the specification of
such structure without having to give the system prior knowledge of what the in-
formation being captured might represent. The resulting structure was sufficient
to enable the system to provide faceted-browsing and note cross-referencing fa-
cilities.
1.6 Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 summarizes developments in the history of personal information man-
agement, including key ethnographic studies and prototypes that influenced the
interface and application prototypes described in the remaining sections of the
thesis. This is followed by a chapter on our ethnographic work, the Information
Scraps Study, in Chapter 3.
Shifting focus from the ethnographic work, we investigate fast, low-effort in-
formation capture. Chapter 4 presents a two-year study of List-it, a note-taking
tool and data collection instrument, which we developed to allow a study of how
people used micro note tools in everyday life. Following this analysis, an explo-
ration of approaches of putting structure back into notes is considered: Jour-
know, an notebook application that allows arbitrarily structured input forms to
be expressed and indexed for easy access; and, Pinky, an interface for letting users
issue structured commands with flexibility.
The following two chapters focus on use of structured data- specifically to-
wards attention extension and memory reinforcement, through the use of reac-
tive automation and structured data streams with the Atomate system (Ch 6), and
lifelog visualization with Poyozo (Ch. 7).
Chapter 2
Background and Motivation
In this chapter, we summarize the relevant work that has been conducted in re-
gard to the use and design of tools which help people manage their personal in-
formation.
We organize the related work in the field into two sets: ethnographic field
studies examining the ways that people organize information in their existing
environments, and the design and testing of new PIM tool systems. A third cate-
gory comprises the theoretical models of PIM, primarily by Jones, Lansdale and
others, which is used to introduce the literature, since these define the scope and
terminology utilized throughout the field.
2.1 Definitions and scope
Prior to discussing previous studies and systems that frame the research of this
thesis, we will stablish a common vocabulary and formalize the scope of the
works, which we borrow from existing theoretical work, primarily by Jones. This
involves introducing working definitions of "information", "personal informa-
tion', the "activity of managing one's personal information", as well as typically
associated ways of characterizing and storing personal information: collections,
items and forms.
2.1.1 Information
Centuries of philosophical discourse have sought adequate definitions of "infor-
mation" and "knowledge". Today, fields as diverse as philosophy, information
theory, control and signal processing, physics, and cognitive science define in-
formation in significantly different ways.
The field of Information Science [30], has adopted an cognitivist view of in-
formation, formalized by Brooks' "the fundamental equation for information sci-
ence" [32], in which he describes information as "that which changes the knowl-
edge structure of an individual by some amount". By defining information in
this way, the quantification and interpretation of information becomes inher-
ently subjective: the amount of change imparted to a person's knowledge struc-
ture is entirely dependent on the starting state of the person experiencing it -
thus the significance, meaning and importance of information can be appraised
only from a persons frame of reference.
2.1.2 Personal Information Management
Narrowing the scope of information to that which is personal, Boardman uses
the simple definition that personal information management (PIM) concerns in-
formation kept by an individual for him or herself [26]. He contrasts this from
general information management, for instance, which includes activities where
information is kept and curated by professionals for other people, such as cus-
tomers or an audience (such as librarians) [27]. Jones [74] uses a slightly broader
definition, as any information that meets one of the following three categories:
1. Information kept for an individual's own personal use.
2. Information about a person kept by and under the control of others.
3. Information experienced by a person (but outside his or her control).
Jones's category 1 above is more specific than Boardman's, which does not
specify the purpose of the information being kept, by stipulating that it is infor-
mation kept by an individual for a personal future use, as opposed to a work or
project-related information activity. Yet, Category 3 is very inclusive, including
potentially all information that a person consciously experiences, e.g., sees or
hears. Category 2, meanwhile, may consist of information about the individual
that he or she may not even be aware of, or have any control/ownership over;
examples include information about a consumer held by advertisers (obtained
through click-stream or behavioral analysis, for example), a person's credit or
lending history, a person's family history or criminal record, held by a govern-
mental agency, or an person's medical history, held by a medical practitioner.
While this taxonomy encompasses most of what is commonly thought of as
personal information, a fourth category of information can affect an individual's
situation and is yet not included in the other three. This is the set of information
that affects or impinges upon an individual, of which the individual is not aware.
The lack of awareness of this information may cause an individual to make a sub-
optimal decision that might detrimentally impact their situation - such as, for
example, being delayed on the way to work because of a choice to take a particu-
lar route affected by road works an individual is unaware of. Or such information
may affect the user in a positive way, such as causing a serendipitous encounter
among friends.
2.1.3 Quantifying and characterizing personal information
The aforementioned definition of information avoided the question of how it was
measured. Since quantifying information is useful for metrics useful to PIM, such
as how well was managed, we proceed to define an information quantity called
the information item.
Information items
A working definition established by Jones was the term "information item", used
to describe a single "package of information", such as a paper document, an e-
mail, a web page, or a hand-written note containing a reference to a web site.
Each "package" can contain different quantities of actual information, in a the-
oretic sense, such as a book versus an e-mail vs a sticky note-to-self, but each
"package" would constitute a single information item according to this defini-
tion. Jones also speaks explicitly in his work about the possibility of informa-
tion items contained within other information items (e.g., chapters or pages of a
book).
Are there different kinds of information items?
Jones observed that people typically describe information items in terms of the
specific kinds of tools that are used to manipulate them, such as e-mails, web
pages, Word documents, and so on. To capture this notion formally, he proposed
term "information form" to reflect any class of information items that are manip-
ulated with a common set of tools [74]. Examples of information forms include
e-mails, which are all manipulated with e-mail clients, paper documents, word
processor files, spreadsheets, address book contacts, and web page bookmarks.
What this definition overlooks, however, is the fact that there are many in-
formation items that are left out of their proper tools, either because there is no
proper tool for the information item, or because some other tool was used in-
stead, such as for reasons of convenience or availability. According to Jones' def-
inition, such information items would have no information form, or would be
assigned an arbitrary, and seemingly incorrect, form. For example, many people
use word processors to compile large collections of recipes, to-dos, contact in-
formation and other miscellanea because word processors are familiar and con-
venient tools for writing things down. Yet, according to Jones's definition, these
items would be considered "documents" - not distinguished from other kinds of
more typical examples, such as letters or reports.
To get around this definitional limitation, the study in Chapter 3 introduces
the notion an information scrap, as a package of information that has, thus far,
failed to get "properly" filed or written down with PIM tools available today. In
the analysis of information scraps, we are forced to "look beneath the packag-
ing" of an information item and to compare information items by contents and
purposes they serve. Divorcing information items from the tools currently used
to manage them also allows us to analyze ways that items should be managed
rather than in terms of the coping strategies people use as stopgap measures to-
day.
Collections
To describe a set of information forms that a person collects and manages, Jones
introduces the term "Personal Information Collection" (PIC), or "Personal Space
of Information" (PSI), "the subset of one's personal information that the user has
explicit control over, nominally if not exclusively". These personal information
collections are stored in one or more personal information environments (PIEs),
such as one's desktop or laptop computer, mobile phone, or office.
2.1.4 Primary Activities of PIM: Capturing, Keeping, Refinding
What activities constitute information "management"? Jones answers that four
primary activities constitute primary management activities between (and inclu-
sive of) when information is obtained and when it is later retrieved. Such activi-
ties include:
1. Finding/Seeking - A problem typically addressed in information retrieval
(IR), finding information that satisfies a particular need (such as through
web search, or by browsing a collection).
2. Capture/Keeping - The act of storing a piece of information for anticipated
later use. This information could have been explicitly sought, or encoun-
tered serendipitously, such as in an e-mail arriving from a colleague, or in-
formation encountered while randomly browsing the web.
3. Re-finding/re-searching - Finding for a second time, perhaps by searching
one's PIC or by repeating a search of original sources. The former is consid-
ered a "PIM activity," while the latter is within the scope of IR.
4. "M-level" activities - As characterized by Jones, a variety of "meta-level ac-
tivities" surrounding the information item to facilitate later use and retrieval,
including organizing, grouping, ordering, and classifying/deriving a taxon-
omy. This can also involve cleaning up collections, discarding information,
or sharing it with others.
2.1.5 Secondary PIM activities: Task management,
brainstorming, etc.
In our Information Scraps Study (Chapter 3), we found that addition to these "pri-
mary activities", PIM tools are also the places where other kinds of thinking oc-
curred. Many of these "secondary" activities are perceived as more important
than the primary purposes described earlier, and yet are less well supported by
existing tools. Such activities include the following:
1. Task/project management and planning -The activity of keeping and prior-
itizing tasks, according to their relative deadlines and dependencies, as well
as breaking down goals into viable plans of action.
2. Drafting - The composition of draft e-mails, blog posts, talks, outlines.
3. Brainstorming, ideation - Generating, elaborating and refining ideas, ex-
plicitly enumerating possibilities to objectively assess and understand op-
tions.
4. Problem solving, sense-making, synthesis - Analyzing information for vari-
ous investigative purposes, such as generating summaries, opinions, or so-
lutions to problems.
2.2 Differences among personal PIM strategies
Malone's case-study analysis of the paper organization strategies of 11 individu-
als in their office environments is perhaps the best known and often cited work
in PIM strategies. A core observation of this study was a comparison of two dif-
ferent styles in which people managed paper information. The first, which he
called "pilers," consisted of "messy" keepers of information, people who spent lit-
tle time organizing information once it was received, leaving it, instead, stacked
on their desks. The second type comprised what he called "filers", those who ti-
died the information they collected into systems as frequently as possible. These
two distinct classes were similarly found in later studies including MacKay et.
al., et. al. [99], and Whittaker and Sidner [139], in their respective studies of e-
mail use, while Whittaker and Hirschbirg [138] later found that individuals rarely
stayed with a single strategy - more often alternating between two strategies, or a
mixture of both. Balter, et. al., [11] and later Abrams et. al.'s observations of web
bookmark and e-mail organization [2] both offered categories that sub-divided
Malone's taxonomies, classifying filers and pilers by their respective tidying fre-
quencies.
With respect to understanding why different individuals preferred different
strategies, Malone concluded that workflow was likely a major contributing fac-
tor; individuals with "highly proceduralized jobs" often had tidy desks, while
those whose jobs demanded more flexibility, such as research scientists, tended
to be messy. Malone identified potential benefits cited by participants for both
piling and filing strategies: filing afforded a scalable system for retrieving any of
a large number of equally important items, while piling afforded a quick retrieval
of a "hot set" of recent items which were still near the top of the pile.
Lansdale, in "Psychology of Personal Information Management" [92], con-
ducted a post-hoc cognitive task deconstruction of Malone's study, extending his
observations in a number of important ways. For example, he addressed the way
in which observed behavior was interpreted. Lansdale reminded PIM researchers
that observed behavior (such as the piling behavior described by Malone) was
often the result of a complex decision process, driven by a combination of the
user's needs, the constraints of his or her tools, and the individual perception of
the costs and benefits of particular actions, rather than a direct reflection of their
needs, per se:
A central aspect is that people are making trade-offs between the strate-
gies that they can use which shift the emphasis upon the psychologi-
cal processes which have to be employed.
The piles that Malone reports are not, in a simple sense, representa-
tive of a need in the user. Quite the reverse, in fact. They are a com-
pensating strategy for the problems of classification. In using piles,
the worker is making a trade-off of several dimensions of difficulty.
To avoid the process of classification, he puts objects in a particular
place. With this he forgoes the opportunity to retrieve the document
by any simple classification-based search. But he has other things up
his sleeve: first, he can remember what it looked like. - Second, he
may remember where it was left, thereby reducing his area for search.
Third, the use of piles has an implicit element of ordering by time: the
most recent documents are near the top of the piles. This may be use-
ful information. [92]
Lansdale's notion of compensating strategies, characterizing the process by
which a person resorts to using tools in particular ways, is significantly differ-
ent from the idea that observed behavior is a direct reflection of the user's needs.
The latter, perhaps more naive, assumption suggests that piles created in one
medium resulted from some intrinsic need to form piles. A more subtle expla-
nation might be the conclusion that the piling behavior happened to be the best
option perceived by the user after weighing all the pros-and-cons under the given
constraints. This perspective of compensating strategies led to our particular
characterization of information scraps in Chapter 3 - that the information which
fell "in between" existing PIM tools resulted in a particular compensation strat-
egy, one which suggested a failure of certain PIM tools in meeting essential needs.
2.3 "Hot", "warm", and "cold" information items
Given a particular organizational strategy, information items are seldom all treated
equally. Many studies have derived ways of classifying found information items
according to the ways that an individual handles them. Cole's categories for pa-
per information, for example, consisted of a three category system: action infor-
mation, personal work files, and archived information [40]. Action information
consisted of reminders primarily of things to do ("hot"), while personal work
files consisted of project-specific information ("warm"), and archived informa-
tion was for "the rest," that is, "cold" information items which were to be kept
for the long term for reference and recordkeeping/ archival purposes. Anderson
and Erickson [7], and later Barreau and Nardi [13], similarly arrived at three cat-
egories of information by their use: ephemeral, working, and archived. In their
systems, ephemeral information was that which had a "short shelf life" and "high
visibility", while working information had a longer lifetime and was also readily
accessible. Archived information, meanwhile, was that which was kept indefi-
nitely, and was most distant from the individual, having little or no visibility.
Lin [96] examined one particular class of information form, the micro-note,
which he defined as a short, textual note-to-self, and determined that whether
a note was "hot" or "cold" was largely determined by the purpose that it served.
For example, notes that served as temporary storage tended to go from being
"hot" to discarded immediately, while notes that served as a prospective memory
aids remained longer, eventually becoming "cold" and forgotten and archived
indefinitely or eventually discarded. He used the term lifecycle to describe the
duration of a note's existence.
Note roles
Lin's work inspired our List-it analysis of forms, roles and lifecycles of digital
micro-notes presented in Section 4.4.1. We derived a more detailed and precise
characterization of intents of creation, which we refer to as note roles. We treated
the information form, contents, and role of a note as separate dimensions of each
information item, revealing that a single information item often served multiple
roles, while information of similar content could end up as vastly different dif-
ferent forms, and that tools were often chosen to meet role needs. Thus, these
dimensions are neither orthogonal nor identical - they tend to be correlated in
subtle ways modulated by the affordances of tools, dynamic constraints and in-
formation needs.
Examples of such roles, include memory triggers, which constitute a class of
information items created to remind the person (i.e., bring their attention to)
something later; and reference items, which, by contrast, are intrinsically con-
tainers to hold information until it is later needed. Other roles are defined in
Section 4.4.1.
2.4 Examination of problems in PIM
This section reviews the core challenges central to the problem of designing tools
for the purpose of facilitating personal information management, which we ad-
dress in the work described in this thesis. A review of previous approaches follows
in Section 2.5.
2.4.1 Effort at capture - Efficiency versus recallability trade-off
A number of early PIM studies examining factors that influence what tools people
choose for keeping information found relationships between the perceived ef-
fort/exertion necessary when a tool and the tool's ultimate perceived usefulness.
For example, Kalnikaite and Whittaker [81] reported that efficiency was primary
among factors influencing the choice of a particular tool at the time of capture.
In their study, the difficulty, or effort required to write things down, in itself, was a
primary reason that people chose not to do so. Instead, they chose to keep these
items in "organic memory" (OM) rather than in an external "prosthetic memory"
(PM), such as notes. Additional evidence in the same study showed that organic
memory, in general, degraded dramatically faster than PM over time. Hence,
these observations suggested that efficiency should be considered a priority in
PIM studies.
However, an opposite view exists, in studies such as that by Lansdale [92],
which revealed that effort and time exerted on categorization activities at the
time of capture often led to better recall later. Specifically, asking individuals to
derive categories for each information item they were capturing resulted in bet-
ter recall then merely selecting a pre-existing category. This was, in turn, better
than not asking users to categorize an item at all. Lansdale termed this observa-
tion the capture-effort paradox: the more effort a given tool requires of a user at
capture time, the less likely they are to capture information using it, but the more
likely it is that they will later recall the item.
In a similar vein, a later study by Kalnikaite and Whittaker showed that the
very process of taking notes actually improved recall of information kept in those
notes - even when these notes were not later consulted [81]. The authors spec-
ulated that the time, effort and mental processes required to "codify" the knowl-
edge in written form may be responsible for amplifying and anchoring the infor-
mation in memory, which, in turn improves its later recall. Similar results from a
classroom study by Fisher and Harris documented that while writing notes and
reviewing them later yielded the greatest results on test scores, students who
wrote notes, even if they did not review them later, outperformed those that
merely attended lectures but did not take notes [57].
2.4.2 Whither categorization?
A number of studies have examined the process of categorization - identifying
how effective people are at categorizing information in general and deriving tax-
onomies to file their information archives. Studies examining the taxonomies
people created include studies of file folders of paper archives [138], e-mail archives
[139], web bookmarks [3], and file systems [13]. In support of categorization ac-
tivities, a number of studies have revealed that people, in general, prefer location-
based finding, that is, getting to their information items via navigation, rather
than using keyword search [78].
Falling behind causes stress
Yet other studies have revealed problems with categorization. The biggest prob-
lem is that categorizing items consumes time and effort, and as a result, people
frequently fall behind in such categorization activities. For example, Whittaker
and Sidner showed that among subjects who maintained e-mail folder organiza-
tions, only 48% of e-mails were filed, while 52% remained in their "Inbox" folder,
and as a result, peoples' Inboxes contained thousands of items.
Lagging behind such filing activities and being witness to an ever-overflowing
Inbox were reportedly a major source of stress for many individuals, resulting in
a feeling of being overwhelmed and "not in control" of their activities. The study
also revealed that many folders were ineffective - nearly 40% of created e-mail
folders contained two or fewer items. (Similarly, Boardman found that 41.6% and
38.8% of e-mails, and bookmarks, respectively, were left unfiled in their cross-tool
study [271).
In contrast, work by Bergman [137] showed a different kind of overload-based
failure of categorization. In one example, it was shown that since people often
waited to download their digital photos until their cameras approached the max-
imum capacity, they often created enormous folders to store their photos on their
computers, resulting in a disorganized mixture of photos. This result caused
them considerable distress, as it prevented them from locating important and
prized photos of their families.
Not worth the effort?
Other studies have shown that categorization simply may not have been worth
the effort exerted to establish them. Abrams, and later Aula et al. and Tauscher
et. al., showed that web bookmark archives were so rarely used for retrieving web
documents that it was unlikely to be worth the effort [3] [8] [131].
Categorization harmful to recall?
Elsweiler's study of re-finding filed e-mails demonstrated that participants who
filed e-mail regularly (i.e., Malone's filers) were actually worse at re-finding e-mail
over time than both those kept everything in their inboxes and "spring-cleaners"
who only filed periodically [53].
Difficulty deriving taxonomies accurately and consistently
A lab study by Dumais and Landauer [50] studying people's ability to consistently
categorize items in taxonomies revealed that in general, the problem of classify-
ing information into taxonomies was not only difficult for even expert users, but
that people were very poor at doing so consistently and accurately. When one
set of subjects were asked to derive a categorization for, and file a collection of,
randomly-selected entries from the Yellow Pages, which subsequently a second
set of users would use to retrieve, the correct categories were selected only 50%
of the time. This study also demonstrated that the result was similar even when
retrieval cues were enhanced with examples.
Boardman et. al.,'s cross-tool study [27] further demonstrated that there were
often inconsistencies, even in the ways that a single individual kept information
among his or her PIM tools. For example, a person's desktop file system organi-
zation was rarely mirrored across their e-mail folders, and web bookmarks, al-
though some similarities were noticed. They posited that the reason for this was
that "people may have different organizational needs in different tools" and that
PIM tools thus may not benefit from increased integration. An alternative hy-
pothesis was that, even among the most fastidious filers, the ultimate evolution
of a user-derived taxonomy was dependent on its history, e.g., the order, selection
and rate at which items were added to it. Thus, rather than converging indepen-
dently to some optimal ideal, the fact that people's taxonomies were idiosyncratic
and particular to their histories, meant that they were susceptible to losing mean-
ing as memory of such history degraded over time.
2.4.3 Fragmentation and fixed-schema PIM
As summarized by Chapter 8 of Personal Information Management [79], one of
the most significant problems faced in PIM today is information fragmentation,
the artificial dispersion and separation of collections of related information items
caused by limitations in existing PIM applications software.
Fragmentation is primarily caused by two related design limitations:
1. Applications that are designed around a single, fixed data type: the fact that
most of today's PIM tools are entirely separate, special-purpose applica-
tions dedicated to managing a singular type of information, causes them
to be unable to handle information of other types and forms.
2. A lack of integration among application tools, closed proprietary data for-
mats: the fact that these tools use proprietary databases prevents applica-
tions from mutually accessing each others' data; nor is data easily shared
among applications. The fact that application designers have lacked the
incentive to provide better tool integration has left these apps separate en-
tities.
Symptoms of fragmentation might include 1) a single item, or pieces of the
item, appearing in multiple places, 2) items not appearing with other like items
where they should be, or 3) the need to swap between multiple applications or
devices in order to write something down in the "appropriate place" [77]. The first
can cause one or more copies to fail to remain up to date (resulting in multiple
inconsistent copies of a single item. The second could lead to the user forgetting
that the item exists, or result in additional steps to collect items from disparate
locations, reducing the efficiency with which particular items can be retrieved.
The third symptom can greatly thwart information capture.
A number of studies have examined the extent to which evidence of fragmen-
tation can be witnessed in the use of existing tools. Bergman in [19] showed that
identical folders were created across tools 20% (SD=19.38%) of the time, and that
55.57% (SD=32.61%) of information items were related to information items kept
in separate applications. This study also showed that, when the interface encour-
aged users to do so, users' behaviors exhibited a strong preference for organiz-
ing items by project rather than format - indicating that details, such as format,
were less important than user-subjective categories. In a survey conducted in
Bergman's study, users indicated a strong desire to be able to view information
pertaining to projects in a single place, rather than dispersed among separate
tools. The aforementioned cross-tool study of Boardman [27] found significant
overlap (7 folders per folder, SD=5.6), although for email and bookmarks, this
overlap was considerably smaller. At the time of this writing, no studies have yet
examined the impact of fragmentation on information capture, but the results
from Chapter 4's List-it deployment suggested that input fragmentation caused
significant difficulties.
2.4.4 Task and memory support (Reminding and visibility)
Examination of the properties and capabilities of human memory has been the
focus of psychology and cognitive science for decades. But the ways that these
properties impact a person's daily life have become particularly important re-
cently, with the dramatic increase in complexity and volume of information that
people manage on a daily basis. Two diary studies revealed, that many memory
failures were encountered daily that disrupted the flow of work, and that these
failures could be roughly characterized as one of three types: prospective fail-
ures, retrospective failures, and action slips. Prospective memory failures, which
consisted of failures that occurred when an individual forgot something that was
going to happen, or needed to be done in the future, were perceived as the most
detrimental, and the largest sources of stress, [511 because these failures led to the
neglect of responsibility. Retrospective memory failure (which could be termed
"ordinary forgetting"), such as forgetting a person's name or phone number, or
what one did yesterday, primarily impacted the efficiency with which things were
done. Meanwhile, action slips, characterized as memory failures in which the in-
dividual was momentarily thrown "off course" while having an intention to do
something else, resulted in an act that might be inappropriate for that intent or
situation. Such failures typically resulted in mere wasted effort, but also occa-
sionally had more severe consequences, resulting from the omission of an essen-
tial action. Such slips were typically caused by inattention and routine habit, or
were provoked by distracting events, such as interruptions.
What have people done historically to mitigate such disruptive failures? Jones,
Bruce and Dumais [75] examined in great detail, the tools and strategies people
have used to organize, store, and back-up their personal information, to mini-
mize the impact and incidence of memory failures. Their study showed a sur-
prising underutilization of the features of tools designed to help people get back
to information, such as the bookmark facilities in browsers. Instead, they used
alternative strategies, such as saving web articles in a project folder of their hard
drive, or pasting it into notes to self. The researchers concluded that the lack of
flexibility, as well as other unmet needs of these filing features, led people to use
alternate strategies: among these unmet needs included the lack of availability,
as well as the lack of ability to be freely annotated, shared with others, and placed
in relevant locations to be reminded of later. Essentially, these were the same rea-
sons that caused information scraps to be created, as described in Chapter 3.
With regard to coping with prospective memory failures, Brush and Czerwin-
ski's study of the use of reminders to keep track of office work revealed that pro-
fessional knowledge workers relied heavily on lightweight memory triggers, to
remind them of things at appropriate times [33]. Such bits of information, which
consisted primarily of strategically placed, short words, marks, or lists, played an
essential role in helping people manage many of the things they had to do each
day. Bellotti found that to-do lists were often used for state tracking, to "keep
one's place" to facilitate resumption, if interrupted [15]. Both Czerwinski's and
Belloti's studies revealed that paper was often the preferred choice for keeping
track of memory triggers. Malone [101] and Harper and Sellen [127], argued that
paper's affordances, in particular its ubiquitous availability, ease of use, and abil-
ity to be placed anywhere (an affordance Bellotti referred to as the "in the way
property"), made it unmatched towards this use. The advent of the sticky note,
in particular, transformed nearly any physical surface into a read-write informa-
tion medium, which greatly improved the ability to place information wherever
in the physical world it needed to be.
Studies exploring the disruptive nature of interruptions, and their impact on
action slips and prospective memory failure, have been documented even before
the advent of modern digital PIM tools. As early as 1965, Eschenbrenner [55] and
Woodhead [144] separately documented the impact of interrupting and distract-
ing factors, such as noise upon decision making accuracy and speed. More re-
cently, Czerwinski and Horvitz studied the nature and causes of interruptions,
and the significantly larger difficulty users experienced when returning to the
original task after an interruption [45]. Carton, et. al., documented correlations
between the number of social interruptions a person experiences while trying to
perform a task and decreased (objective) task performance, as well as increased
stress levels while performing those tasks [38]. Mark and Gozales's [104] detailed
analysis charted the degree and severity with which interruptions affected work-
flow, thereby highlighting the potential for better tools to help alleviate these dis-
ruptive effects. This study showed that not only were more than half (57%) of a
person's working sphere (task stretches) interrupted, but that interrupted tasks
took significantly longer, in total time, to complete, and that upon an interrup-
tion, a task took an average of 25 minutes to be resumed (although only 77% were
resumed the same day). Spier, Valacich and Vessey found that the effects of in-
terruptions on task performance depended on task complexity, and that com-
plex cognitive tasks took the greatest negative impact in the face of interruptions
[129]. Later work by Su and Mark revealed that longer interruptions could be sig-
nificantly correlated to work indices of workplace stress, increased job demands,
and decreased job latitude [130].
2.4.5 Availability
Related to visibility and efficiency of use is the measure of the degree to which a
tool can be used when it is needed, otherwise known as tool availability. Due to
the fact that people draw upon and encounter information many times through-
out the course of their multitude of activities, PIM tools maybe needed frequently
and at random times throughout the day, even if an individual is not near a com-
puter or has no free hands (e.g, such as when driving). The concept of having
PIM tools available anytime, anywhere, has made accessibility one of PIM's great
challenges.
This was first documented formally and discussed in the information work-
flow tools of the 1970's, in the study of minicomputer-based digital calendaring
tools. Kincaid observed that, while promising, these tools remained of limited
utility, because they were just "not there" (or usable) when they were needed [88]:
" The terminal could not be taken out of the office when the need to do so
existed.
" The calendaring application was too hard to access and use; too many menus
had to be waded through to reach and/or modify a calendar.
" Entering information was too cumbersome; times had to be entered exactly
as required by the system.
* The calendar was not available when other system facilities were in use,
whereas paper calendars were on the desktop, providing ready access in an
"interrupt mode", even while the user was engaged in some other activity.
While "terminals" in the 27 years since Kincaid's study have indeed minia-
turized, and now can be easily taken out of the office, availability problems still
nonetheless plague PIM tool users, causing them to prefer paper-based tools over
digital ones. In Chapter 3 we show that bottlenecks 2-4 above still seem to largely
remain, and in Chapter 4 we discuss how alleviating availability problems im-
proves success of data capture.
2.5 Proposed solutions for PIM
In Jones and Teevan's edited volume on PIM [79], five approaches to solving the
key problems of PIM are proposed: to save everything, unify everything, struc-
ture everything, search everything, and e-mail for everything. As the systems de-
scribed for this thesis draw most heavily from the first three proposed solutions,
this section briefly reviews related work in this domain.
2.5.1 Save everything
Progress has been made in two directions towards capturing more information
in our digital information tools. The first has been to develop better manual cap-
ture methods, while the second has addressed automatic sensing and capture of
activity, or lifelogging.
Snippet keepers/digital scrapbooks
Given the abundant evidence supporting the need for greater efficiency and avail-
ability of PIM tools, recent "digital scrapbook" tools (also known as snippet keep-
ers) have optimized their designs around such goals. Tools like Evernote', Yo-
jimbo 2, and CircusPonies Notebooks for example, like our tool, List-it (described
in Chapter 4), support the universal, quick capture of heterogeneous informa-
tion into a single digital scrapbook. These tools were designed to allow "quick in,
quick out" use to minimize disruptiveness of the note-creation action to another
primary task. By providing a single repository and point of capture, such tools
also have had the effect of unifying information which previously had gone into
separate PIM repositories, thereby reducing fragmentation.
Criticisms of snippet keepers include their inability to provide organizational
and retrieval capabilities familiar to users of structured PIM tools, such as multi-
ple methods of sorting, browsing and threading items, beyond tagging and key-
words search for items. Without such organizational facilities, some critics have
argued that these tools scale poorly over time as personal collections grow.
This criticism has led us to explore ways of providing more effective browsing
and retrieval of information items in snippet keepers. For the Jourknow proto-
type described in 5.1, we introduce the ability for people to revisit and explore
their entire collection using a faceted browsing interface [52], which has been
shown to be effective towards helping people navigate large heterogeneous col-
lections of multidimensional data.
Lifelogging: memory support through automatic capture of daily activities
Given the ever-increasing demands to keep track of a larger quantity and variety
of information on a daily basis, it would seem beneficial to seek ways to apply
the now vast and still exponentially improving memory and sensing capacities
to helping people more easily and better keep track of all the information they
encountered and might need later. This has led to a line of research to build
effective external prosthetic memories using various types of digital information
'Evernote - http://www.evernote.com
2Yojimbo - http://www.barebones.com/products/yojimbo
3CircusPonies Notebook - http:/ /www.circusponies.com/
technology.
The idea of applying technology to let individuals more easily capture infor-
mation witnessed during the course of an their everyday activities was first pro-
posed by Vannevar Bush in 1945 with the MEMEX concept [35]. His proposed
system consisted of components for both capture and later sensemaking and re-
view; a person would simply wear a small camera strapped to his or her forehead,
which could be easily triggered at important moments throughout the individ-
ual's day. When he or she returned to the office, these images could be offloaded
and archived in a database "desk" that could hold all the photos taken throughout
the individual's life, and organize them for rapid review whenever needed.
More than sixty years later, Bush's vision was realized in a prototype called
SenseCam [701, which could take photos for approximately two weeks and of-
fload them to a personal computer at any time for review. Studies examining
the impact of the use of SenseCam demonstrated that such capture techniques,
while simple, were significantly helpful for example, to individuals with disabili-
ties that induced impaired cognitive or memory function [24], but also to groups
of unimpaired individuals, who reportedly became more aware of, and retained
better memory of life events with SenseCam use [97]. Thus, the simple concept of
capturing activities automatically has demonstrated significant potential to help
people keep track of day-to-day activities in both clinical and everyday settings.
Another project exploring the use of automatic capture fifteen years prior to
SenseCam was PEPYS [109], the first application designed for the hand-held Xe-
rox PARCTab [135], the world's first personal digital assistant. PEPYS recorded
an individual's movements throughout the Palo Alto Research Center buildings,
recording the exact times that each individual entered and left every room. By
cross-correlating histories in a central database, PEPYS showed users both a his-
tory of where they were at a particular date and time, as well as who they met
at those places. This system preceded by nearly two decades the now-pervasive
location-based services such as Google Latitude, which today let individuals eas-
ily and automatically share and track each others' physical locations via location-
sensitive smartphones.
The myTea study [59] revealed significant need and potential use for auto-
matic capture techniques in the experimental sciences. myTea simulated a chem-
istry wet-lab experiment with real chemists, and revealed that chemists routinely
"greatly under-documented their processes" because writing things down required
time, effort, and the use of hands, when obviously, all three of these were scarce in
the middle of a wet-lab experiment. Due to widely known standardization in pro-
tocols and processes, it was perceived that writing the steps down in detail was
unnecessary; instead, writing the name of the process and a few key terms were
deemed "good enough". Interviews revealed that such practices occasionally re-
sulted in consequences that cost significant time and effort further down the line.
In fact, with such abbreviated notations, changes or adaptations in protocol were
often not documented, and later forgotten. Later, when the experimental process
was shared with others, these changes which were not captured might cause dif-
ferent experimental outcome or cause significant wasted time and effort. Thus,
the application of automatic capture techniques was considered a method that
might solve such problems, and, as a result, accelerate the pace of science,
Pertaining to the recall of everyday events, Czerwinski and Horvitz showed
that while people might forget a significant number of every-day events within
a month's time, providing video recordings of the events successfully augmented
users' memories, improving their recollection of specific days and other details
[44]. A later study by Kalnikaite and Sellen similarly demonstrated, with a longitu-
dinal study, that having photos automatically capture significant moments (with
associated GPS locations) allowed users to recall more events and with greater
detail than when unaided by photos [80].
Relating to PIM, studies of whether automatic capture of context of a primary
information activity (such as note taking or studying) could enhance later recall
include a study by Kalnikaite and Whittaker, who showed that audio captured
automatically when notes were taken later improved the interpretation of taken
notes during review [82]. As for documents, Minneman showed that even exter-
nal content that was not personally relevant, (such as significant world events
and holidays), could help people re-find documents by serving as "landmarks in
time" [122]. In two interview studies, Blanc-Brude revealed that location, time of
creation, and file type were the primary attributes that people most often recalled
about their documents; visual attributes and events were also significantly mem-
orable. In addition, over half of the participants clearly recalled actions taken
with particular information, such as the fact that a file had been e-mailed to a
particular friend or colleague [25].
Given this evidence suggesting the benefits of automatic capture and the use-
fulness of contextual cues towards helping people remember information pre-
viously encountered, we explored the use of such techniques in the context of
helping people remember the information scraps they kept so that they could
make more effective use of them later. Jourknow, for example, described in Sec-
tion 5.1 uses captured activity and location context to make the activity-based
retrieval of captured notes possible, and make it easier to interpret such notes
later.
2.5.2 Unify everything
To address the issue of fragmentation, Jones, Karger, and Bergman discuss several
complimentary approaches by which items can be more uniformly accessed and
managed, despite the current state of data being locked up within proprietary
"application data silos" [77]. In particular, they discuss the use of desktop search
interfaces, e-mail and project-focused desktops (sometimes known as activity-
based computing or ABC environments) and virtual project views of documents
and resources.
Projects that have realized this last approach include Boardman's Workplace
Mirror [28], Bergman's Project Folders [20] and Jones' Planz [76] which generated
unified views of digital resources across their source applications and locations.
Planz, in particular, allowed resources such as presentations, documents and e-
mails to be brought together into a central, hierarchical "project plan" view.
2.5.3 Structure Everything
While the aforementioned approaches to reducing fragmentation were designed
to work with existing "application data silos" and thus comprised creating conve-
nient views of files, and other opaque, self-contained, application-specific data
files, most of these files internally contained implicit references of people, places,
things and other resources. Such representations were neither made explicit, or
in an easily machine-resolvable way, thus making very difficult the comparison,
navigation or organization of the contents therein.
A more radical approach was taken by Haystack [83], a desktop environment
in which all data was represented in RDF [93], and therefore could be thoroughly
interlinked. In Haystack, files and "documents" were no longer opaque binary
units, but contained resources and references to other resources. Since particular
resources could be referenced anywhere by a universally unique identifier (e.g.,
a URI [143]), fragmentation could basically be eliminated; where a collection or
view was needed, it could simply be assembled out of references to appropriate
resources. The use of RDF meant that new data schemas (such as provided by
the user) could be easily assimilated into the existing model. Similarly, since re-
sources in RDF could also represent physical people, places, and things in the real
world, references could be made to such things. This same approach was used
in Atomate, described in Chapter 6, to allow users to express desired reactive be-
haviors to the system. Other systems that also have used this approach include
OntoPIM [84] to allow inter-item reference reconciliation and user-ontology ex-
tension.
2.5.4 Situational awareness and PIM
The ratio of information that affects an individual of which they are aware, versus
not aware can be seen as that person's level of situational awareness, an abstract
measure meant to characterize the degree to which an individual is aware of the
information that most closely affects his or her state and decision-making pro-
cesses in dynamically changing environments. Human factors research has de-
veloped a theory for situational awareness [54] primarily for the study of ways to
improve the effectiveness of people's decision-making processes in critical envi-
ronments, such as those of fighter pilots, and systems for aircraft control towers.
While the connection between the tactical decision-making of a fighter pilot
and the everyday decision-making of an ordinary person managing his or her
to-do's may seem tenuous, many of the considerations used to design systems
for the former may be relevant to the latter. A fighter pilot may have dozens of
things competing for his attention at any moment, some of which he must fo-
cus on while maintaining a peripheral awareness of the others. Similarly, faced
with a constant stream of incoming information and interruptions from the Web,
e-mail, and phone calls, people in everyday information environments are con-
stantly, critically cognitively-loaded, often resulting in their failure to remain aware
of everything needed to fulfill their responsibilities. Slight disturbances such as
distractions can quickly upset one's attentional balance, causing one to get side-
tracked, to forget to do important things, and, potentially to fail to complete im-
portant tasks and responsibilities[ 105].
Moreover, the ways people consume information increasingly resembles the
ways that fighter pilots perform real-time "pattern recognition" on their environ-
ments in the process of making decisions. Instead of reading and contemplat-
ing what we read, we now read text in increasingly small fragments, bouncing
from one piece of information to the next, collecting only what we need as we
go. Kevin Kelly characterized this type of reading as "high-velocity information
foraging" [87] suggesting the tactics used in such real-time theaters of operation
may be transferrable to modern information work as well.
The consequences of informational and awareness failure in everyday tasks
are often less immediate (and usually less life-threatening) than that of a fighter
pilot; therefore, its impact is less visible. The effects, however, are nonetheless
present, and are thought to contribute significantly to stress, the perception of
being overloaded, and a failure to manage responsibilities. The studies concern-
ing the effects of interruptions discussed in 2.4.4, for example, concluded that
interruptions caused significant disruption to task flow, increasing likelihood of
task nonfulfillment, errors and task slips. Recognizing such workflow-related dif-
ficulties as failures of situational awareness allows us to draw inspiration from,
and transfer ideas from SA to the design of PIM tools that can help people get
things done more effectively.
How might SA theory be used to inform the design of PIM tools? Defining the
scope of a "situation" in the world of everyday decision making may be more dif-
ficult than that in the fighter pilot domain, which has clearly defined objectives,
risks, dangers and time-demands. The tactical situation for a fighter pilot can be
approximately characterized by a relatively small number of well-defined vari-
ables: the location, altitude, velocity/heading, and engine state of the plane and
the identity and position of nearby aircraft. By comparison, any given task for a
typical knowledge worker might depend on others for completion, and thus he
may need to actively monitor these to determine how and when to proceed. The
state of each of such tasks could be influenced a multitude of complex factors
that need to be considered; and any disturbances to any of the states of his situ-
ation might cause a person to have to re-prioritize and take appropriate action.
Thus, instead of trying to reproduce the characteristics of the paper based in-
formation tools (paper and pen, daily planners, sticky notes) that were most suit-
able for a time when information arrival volume was low and consumption pat-
terns were less rapid and more contemplative, PIM tools might be made to bet-
ter support informing users in dynamic environments, accounting for our innate
sparsity of time, attention and working memory. Specifically, PIM tools could be
designed to support users' situational awareness in two ways:
1. Perception /Information acquisition - Keeping people informed about ap-
propriate aspects of the world around them. Needs: Attention manage-
ment, low-effort information acquisition, filtering, and keeping (for later
use).
2. Interpretation and sensemaking -Letting people recognize situations quickly
based on perceived information, knowledge and past experience - arrival at
predictive mental models for what is going to happen next. Needs: contex-
tual sensemaking, long-term memory support.
While SA-based design criteria differ significantly from previously proposed
designs for PIM tools [73], a number of "PIM prototypes" have been essentially
designed around these criteria. For example, work from the MIT Media Lab in
the mid-90's on "mobile perceptual intelligence" [113] and JITIR (Just-In-Time
Info. Retrieval) [120] with wearable computers gave people relevant contextual
information to help them recall important information pertaining to the people
and objects they were interacting with in their environment. Similarly, systems
such as Implicit Query [49] offered people relevant information in the midst of
their main tasks.
Despite the groundbreaking nature of these research PIM systems, few have
made it into the realm of end-users. The Atomate and Poyozo systems presented
in this thesis, however, take an SA-oriented view of PIM to extend people's sphere
of awareness of the information that impinges upon them from one moment to
the next, with the aim of helping them conserve their attentional resources, get-
ting tasks done more quickly, and being able to make appropriately informed
decisions by having the right information available.
2.6 Summary
This chapter delineated the scope and roles of personal information manage-
ment, and reviewed major challenges widely recognized research in the field:
challenges of input/capture, categorization, fragmentation and visibility/memory
support. We then reviewed previous approaches to addressing these challenges
relevant to the approaches taken in systems described later, particularly the fast-
capture design of List-it (Ch. 4), the use of captured context with Jourknow (Ch.
5) and Poyozo (Ch. 7).
Chapter 3
Why is information falling "between
the gaps" of our PIM systems?
The Information Scraps Study
Despite the number of personal information management tools available today,
a significant amount of information remains out of their reach: the content is
instead scribbled on sticky notes, scrawled on the corners of sheets of paper,
stuck in our pockets, sent in email messages to ourselves, and stashed into mis-
cellaneous digital text files. This scattered information ranges from ideas and
sketches, to notes, reminders, shipment tracking numbers, driving directions,
and even poetry. The information may never make its way into our usual PIM
applications- yet we carry it around with us, cover our desks with it, and squir-
rel away large quantities of it in case we need it later.
We refer to these pieces of personal information as information scraps, a term
designed to describe the random note taken hastily on the back of a piece of junk
mail or on a paper napkin that ends up at the bottom of a desk drawer or crum-
pled in a jacket pocket. As a class of personal information, much remains un-
known about information scraps. What similarities exist among scrap features
and management practices? Why are information scraps so often kept outside of
traditional PIM locations, and instead on scraps of paper or in text files? Why do
we otherwise manage scraps by co-opting traditional PIM applications against
their intended modes of use, such as by composing emails addressed to our-
selves? If these unorganized bits of information truly indicate the limits of our
PIM tools, how might we begin to build better tools? Our goal in this research is
to open an investigation of information scraps, so that we might begin answering
these questions.
For a category of personal information that is so visible and ubiquitous, lit-
tle has yet been done to help us manage these vast nebulae of disorganized bits
which surround most of us in our personal home and work environments. In this
paper, we seek an understanding of information scraps - what causes their cre-
ation, how people manage them, and how they fit within the overall landscape of
information management practices people perform each day. Toward this end,
we contribute a cross-tool methodology for studying existing information scraps,
and apply this methodology to an investigation of information scrap practice. In
our study, we investigate the information types [74] stored in information scraps,
their layout and language, the tools used to create and manage them, and the
information scrap lifecycle, the process of what happens to information scraps
over time. Our artifact investigation reveals a large diversity of information types
captured in scraps; these uncommon types cumulatively account for a sizable
percentage of all information scraps.
Through analysis of our results, we derive a characterization of the typical
roles that information scraps serve in personal information practice: temporary
storage, cognitive support, reminding, information archiving, and recording of
unusual information types. These roles suggest a set of unmet design needs in
current PIM tools: lightweight entry, unconstrained content, flexible use and
adaptability, visibility, and mobility. Finally, we describe approaches that we be-
lieve will be the most successful in the information scrap management tools of
tomorrow.
3.1 Characterizing an information scrap
Although our investigation began without a firm definition for the term "infor-
mation scrap", we have continued to refine our ideas. Firm boundaries of what
items constitute (and do not constitute) information scraps allow us to relate our
efforts to prior work, communicate our ideas to a general audience, and scope
our research program.
An information scrap is an information item that falls outside all PIM tools
designed to manage it. This definition suggests that information scraps include
items such as address and contact information kept outside a person's address
book/rolodex, e-mail correspondence not kept in the email client, and to-dos not
kept in a to-do manager. It intentionally includes information items for which
no PIM tools currently exist, as well as information items stored and managed
in general-purpose (e.g., non-PIM) information tools. For the purposes of our
work, we choose to include tools such as notebooks, spreadsheets, and text ed-
itors/word processors in the set of general purpose tools, because they tend to
be catch-alls for PIM data. Our definition also intentionally makes no distinction
between paper and digital PIM tools. To illustrate, here are some examples of
information scraps from our research:
1. A to-do item written on a scrap of paper
2. A phone number kept on an office whiteboard
3. An e-mail address written on a class assignment.
4. Instructions about placing a long-distance call saved in a text file in a "Mis-
cellaneous" folder
5. Photo of whiteboard notes from a meeting captured kept on a cell phone
6. Serial number for an application saved in an email to oneself
7. Song lyrics and guitar tabs taped on the wall
8. A copy of an academic transcript saved in a text file
By our definition, information scraps are the personal information items that
have fallen "between the cracks" of our PIM tools. Rather than defined in terms
of a particular information type (such as a to-do item, person's phone number or
brainstorming notes), information scraps represent particular information (per-
haps of one or more types) that has been captured, stored or managed in partic-
ular, non-standard ways.
Reconciling this definition with a common definition of "information form"
from the PIM literature yields some difficulty. Jones defines an information form
as the set of information items managed by a common set of tools, constituting
the "constellation of tools and applications that make it possible to manipulate" a
set of items [74]. Yet, information scraps are not managed by any common, well-
defined set of tools; instead they are managed in a using practically any tools at
hand - generic tools such as sketchpads, sticky notes, and text editors/word pro-
cessors, to even markers and the surface of one's hands. (This set also includes
traditional structured PIM tools, in which information scraps can arise when, es-
sentially, the "wrong" tool is used for the job, such as a to-do list manager used to
keep personal contacts and web bookmarks) Since the set of tools used to man-
age information scraps thus cannot be distinguished from the set of all tools used
to manage information in general, we cannot define an information scrap as a
particular information form.
Instead, as described next, we arrive at a multidimensional characterization
of information scraps, consisting of their types (i.e., what they represent), how
they are expressed, and how and where they are stored/maintained. In particular,
we use a grounded theory approach [60] to classify information scrap contents as
described in Section 3.5.1.
3.2 Results Overview
Our study comprised 27 semi-structured interviews and artifact examinations of
knowledge workers across five organizations. Among the artifacts we collected,
we found information scraps to encode a small set of popular information types,
including to-dos, meeting notes and contact information, but also a wide vari-
ety of uncommon types, including fantasy football lineups, passwords and guitar
tabs. Information scraps often exhibited abbreviated language and underspeci-
fied data, sometimes complemented by sketches and freehand drawings. Tools
such as email and paper notebooks were most popular, although more structured
tools such as calendars were often adapted or co-opted as well.
Synthesizing these results, we consolidated a set of roles that information
scraps commonly play in personal information practice:
1. Temporary storage: created with a short life expectancy and retained as
memory prostheses [109] until such time as their usefulness has expired.
2. Cognitive support: works in progress, brainstorms, and other instances of
"thinking it through on paper."
3. Archiving: intended to hold on to important information reliably for long
periods of time-for example, web site passwords or descriptions of how to
perform a complicated task.
4. Reminding: placed in the way of our future movements and activities, thereby
leaving reminders for ourselves.
5. Unusual information types: captured because the information did not fit in
the participant's other existing PIM tools.
By examining the reasons why information scraps were used in the preced-
ing roles, we derived a set of needs and design affordances for information scrap
management:
1. Lightweight capture: lowering the time and effort barriers associated with
capturing personal information.
2. Flexible contents and representation: allowing multiple capture modalities,
and enabling the user to capture whatever information is important.
3. Flexible use and organization: enabling users to devise their own organiza-
tional systems or to adapt tools and information in novel ways.
4. Visibility and reminding: priming information so that it is likely to be en-
countered at a desired point in the future.
5. Mobility and availability: migrating personal information to and from mo-
bile scenarios.
Finally, we applied these insights to motivate PIM tool designs that provide
these affordances and are thus better prepared to handle the exigencies of messy
personal information practices.
3.3 Goals
In the research presented here, we have targeted a type of personal information
with many unanswered questions-one that highlights the ad-hoc, unorganized
underbelly of personal information. Our focus is on understanding why infor-
mation scraps exist, what kinds of information they hold, why they end up in the
tool or medium they do, and how they evolve through their lifetime. We entered
our study hoping to understand to following:
Characterization of the phenomenon. What is, and is not, an information
scrap? Can we improve our intuitive understanding into a more precise charac-
terization of the phenomenon?
1. Type variety: What kind of data will be encoded in information scraps? How
much variety will there be, and which information types will be the most
popular?
2. Structure and expression: How does a calendar item as an information scrap
compare to a similar item in a digital calendar such as Outlook? Will the
information scrap carry less information, or express it in a different way?
3. Tools: Information scraps are by definition held in inappropriate or general
purpose tools. What tools are these, and why do we use them? How do we
adapt the tools to hold information they may not have been designed to
carry? To what extent does fragmentation take place across tools, and does
this fragmentation inhibit later refinding or re-use?
4. User needs. What needs do information scraps serve? Why are they used in
preference to other PIM techniques?
3.4 Method
We conducted a study consisting of 27 semi-structured interviews and artifact
examinations of participants' physical and digital information scraps. Compared
to the studies described in Chapter 4, these studies were more exploratory in na-
ture, aimed at deriving a qualitative characterization of the causes, qualities and
consequences of information scraps, much inspired by Malone's study of office
organization, which he described thus:
This study illustrates a form of exploratory observation, like that of-
ten used by anthropologists, that can be an extremely useful prelude
to designing computer systems for human users. This study is not,
and is not intended to be, a controlled experiment or a large sam-
ple survey. The goal of data gathering here is to obtain qualitative
insights and compelling examples, not statistical proof of a priori con-
jectures. Where traditional experiments and surveys rely on the skill
of the study designer to reduce the effect of biases of the observers,
this methodology relies more on the skill and insight of the observer
to discover unexpected phenomena and illuminating examples in the
human systems being observed. Sometimes (as in this case), care-
fully controlled studies or more extensive naturalistic observations are
suggested by the insights obtained from exploratory observation, and
these are certainly worth performing.
Chapter 4 describes a study that has a much larger sample survey, in which we
are able to characterize information scraps and how and when they are created
through our instrumented note-taking tool, List-it.
From our previous work [134] it had become clear that information scraps
were a fundamentally cross-tool phenomenon, so we chose a cross-tool study
inspired by Boardman and Sasse, [27]. This study design allowed us to examine
the many locations and tools in which we believed scraps might appear. As our
questions were primarily concerned with information scrap content, organiza-
tion, location, and life cycle, we chose to focus on examining the scraps them-
selves, rather than the capture or retrieval process.
Diary studies and experience sampling studies would have also allowed us to
record information scraps as they were generated, but we were concerned that
the additional time and energy burden on participants would have conflicted
with the overriding importance participants place on ease and speed when cap-
turing scraps-participants may have simply chosen not to record the scrap to
avoid the effort associated with writing in their diaries. Finally, while observa-
tional studies such as those by Mark [63] would likely yield deep insights about
an individuals' information practices, the time and labor required to gain a broad
sample of participants made such a technique impractical for our purposes. Thus,
we opted for 1-hour interviews, artifact collection and post-hoc analysis.
We carried out the interviews with participants from five different organiza-
tions, following a five-person pilot study in our lab. Three of the organizations we
visited were information technology firms, focusing on mobile communication,
interactive information retrieval, and wireless communication. One was a small
(start-up), another medium sized, and the third a large international corpora-
tion. The fourth organization was an Internet consortium, working internation-
ally in a highly distributed fashion. The fifth was an academic research lab. We
interviewed 7 managers (MAN), 7 engineers (ENG), 6 administrative or executive
assistants (ADMN), 2 finance workers (FIN), 2 usability professionals (UI), 1 tech-
nical writer (WR), 1 campus recruiting officer (REC) and 1 industrial researcher
(RES). There were 13 males and 14 females; the median and mode age range was
"30-35". Educational level ranged between some college (4), college degree (11),
and graduate degree (12). This population was a diverse group of professional
knowledge workers with a skew toward those working in information technology.
Interviews were performed at each participant's main computer at his or her
typical place of work. For privacy reasons, participants were allowed to refrain
from sharing any particular piece of personal information. During the interviews,
we did not use the term information scrap; rather, we asked participants to tell us
about information that they had that was not formally recorded in a proper place,
like a calendar or project folder. Participants then provided us with a stream of
examples that we noted as they discussed these exemplar artifacts. Our questions
focused on revealing the purpose of the item, the reason it was recorded the way
it was, as well as where it fit in any context or process of use.
3.4.1 Defining "Information Scrap"
As discussed in the introduction, we devised the term information scrap to scope
the focus of our investigation on information that was placed outside a digital
PIM tool, in particular to allow us to most easily identify artifacts to omit from
our investigation and those to record. Throughout the discussion of the study,
we refer to an information scrap as a piece of personal information that:
1. Is in a tool with no explicit support for that information's schema, (e.g., a
phone number on a sticky note) or
2. Has no tool specifically designed to handle that kind of information, (e.g.,
an application serial number) or
3. Is in a tool that does not seem particularly well suited to the information
type. (e.g., a to-do with "where to remind me" information shoehorned into
the details field).
This definition was crafted so that information managed using the tools de-
signed for the purpose would be excluded. For example, emails serving a com-
municative purpose were not considered information scraps (as they were serv-
ing the original purpose of e-mail), in an e-mail sent by a person to him or herself
for the purpose of keeping a piece of information for later reference would be,
as this is an example of using a particular tool (such as e-mail) a purpose other
than communication - e.g., the storage of information, for which other PIM tools
exist. Similarly, an e-mail taken out of an e-mail client, printed, and posted on
a bulletin board would be considered an information scrap, as it was removed
from the tool designed to manage it. Similarly, word processor documents repre-
senting letters, essays, assignments, reports, and other typical "documents" were
not considered information scraps, but documents used as containers to compile
"miscellaneous" notes, such as phone numbers and web site URLs, were.
Thus this definition requires us to consider both the kind of information and
place/location that it was kept, rather than unilaterally on all information items
of a particular form, or kept in a particular tool or location.
3.4.2 Triangulation Method
Since, as just described, information scraps did not constitute a single set of
forms, tools, or locations, how should one go about trying to find them? The
potential danger in querying about specific locations, tools, or types of informa-
tion was that participants might have used tools, locations or types that we had
not anticipated, and thus we might omit entire classes of information scraps.
Our solution was thus to devise a method by which we would use particular
examples of tools, locations, and types, asking participants for information kept
in tools, locations and types that came to mind. Thus examples along each of
these dimensions were used merely to prime participants to think of other loca-
tions, tools and forms that we had not anticipated.
This methodology turned out to be very successful, yielding a huge variety of
forms, locations and tools we could not have anticipated due to their unusual,
particular nature.
To generate this set of examples, we began by running a pilot study (5 par-
ticipants) to generate a broad set of tools, locations, and types that we used as a
seed list for our final study. Table 3.4.2 displays the resulting examples of tools,
locations and forms that resulted.
As the participant or interviewers pointed out information scraps in each tool,
location or information type, the interviewers performed an artifact analysis and
a semi-structured interview focused on techniques surrounding the items of in-
terest. One of the interviewers, performing the artifact analysis, probed for as
many specific instances of the class of information scrap as feasible given the
time constraints. For each artifact, the following were recorded:
1. Information type: the information type as described by the participant (e.g.,
to-do, URL, shopping list).'
2. Tool: the tool used to author and edit the information scrap.
3. Whether the scrap was completely authored by the participant or contained
copy/pasted material.
4. Whether the scrap contained each of the following types of content:
* Text: written or typed text or words
" Photographs
" Pictorial Drawings: representational illustrations of real-world objects
'The data type was recorded as per the participant's primary classification of the artifact, even
if it contained multiple data types. Thus, even though many to-dos included names of people,
places to be, times of events, and so on, they were nonetheless coded as to-do if the participant
viewed the overall artifacts as to-dos.
Dimension Examples What was targeted
Email Messages that do not serve communication
purposes: emails sent to oneself, in the Drafts
folder, or archived in the inbox.
Calendar Calendar entries that did not correspond to
actual events; use of the details field.
Bookmarking tool Bookmarks carrying information beyond just a
Tools pointer to a web page-for example, "todo" or
"toread" bookmark folders.
Physical Notebooks All artifacts.
Physical Sticky Notes All artifacts.
Notetaking Applications All artifacts.
Freeform text files "todo.txt" or "todo.doc" files containing
personal notes, to-dos, and other artifacts.
Computer Desktop Documents of short-term interest and notes to
self.
Physical Desktop Freeform notes and documents of short-term
Locations interest.
"Miscellaneous" Folder Data that was difficult to categorize.
Office wall and whiteboard Participant-authored decorations or
annotations.
Reminders and to-dos To-dos and reminders not kept in a dedicated
to-do manager/calendaring tool.
How-to guides All artifacts.
Types Bookmarks (URLs of interest) Examples not held in a bookmarking utility.
Contact information Examples not held in a contact utility.
Notes All artifacts.
Short pieces of data (e.g., phone All artifacts.
numbers, passwords, serial
numbers, thank-you note lists)
Table 3.1: Triangulation approach - The three dimensions of Tools, Locations and
Types used to probe for information scraps during interviews. The listed types,
locations and tools were given as examples and participants were encouraged to
describe (and show examples of artifacts) corresponding to other types, locations
and tools not shown.
* Abstract Drawings: non-representational drawings, doodles, symbols,
arrows, annotations, graphs representing relationships or quantitative
data
Participants were responsible for identifying items and distinguishing multi-
ple items from each other. The interviewers guided the process so as to try and
get a representative sample of information scraps from a variety of tools, skew-
ing for breadth rather than depth, though we did spend extra time investigating
tools with large numbers of scraps. At the conclusion of the study, we consol-
idated similar information-type categories. To consolidate, we began with the
specific types recorded by one of the interviewers and verified by the other. The
two researchers then aggregated like types into larger categories as aggressively
as possible while attempting to preserve important differences. Such consolida-
tion was done iteratively much as done with open coding.
At the conclusion of the artifact examination the interviewers continued the
semi-structured interview, following up on topics of interest. Interviews typically
lasted sixty minutes.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 What do Information Scraps Contain?
In our artifact analysis, we coded each of the 533 information scraps for its infor-
mation type, and then consolidated similar categories. The results can be seen in
Table II and Figure 1.
Common Information Scrap Types.
The four most common information types we found in scraps were to-dos (92
instances), meeting notes (44 instances), name and contact information (38 in-
stances), and how-to guides (25 instances):
1. To-dos: Information scraps containing lists of items participants wanted to
accomplish. Action items, traditional to-do lists, and other information in-
terpreted as a to-do fell into this category.
2. Meeting notes: Notes taken down while the participant was in a meeting or
discussion. These ranged from notes taken at formal meetings to hallway
conversations.
3. Name and contact information: Typical contact information such as name,
address, phone number or email address.
4. How-to guides: Notes containing instructions on how to perform certain
tasks,kept for future reference. Examples included UNIX shell command
sequences ("incantations"), login procedures for remote servers, instruc-
tions on ordering food for meetings/seminars, filing for reimbursements,
and common office tasks such as shipping, calling, or faxing internation-
ally.
We note that two of these top four categories (to-dos and contact information)
are easily managed by many PIM applications. Problems at time of capture, dis-
cussed in Section 3.6.1, are possible reasons this information still so often ends
up in scrap form.
Diversity of Data Types and the Long Tail
Figure 3-2 illustrates the frequency of each information type we found within all
participants' scraps, ordered from most to least frequent. Immediately notice-
able is the contrast between the frequency of the common forms at the head of
the distribution (such as to-dos and bookmarks), and the long tail of forms with
few instances. Among these least common forms forms that were found only
once comprised 13% of all scraps; while those that were found twice or less, com-
prised 18% of all scraps. The median number of forms was 9, comprising scraps
Occurrences Types with the Given Number of Occurrences
92 To-Do
44 Meeting notes






9 Brainstorm, Calendar/Event Details, Event Notes
8 Progress Report, Receipts/Confirmations
7 Computer Repair Status, Conversation Artifact, Correspondence, Finan-
cial Data, Products of interest, Reminder
6 Calendar or Event List, Correspondence, Debugging Notes
5 Archived E-Mail, Computer Address, Ideas, Pre-Emptive Calendar
Scheduling
4 Account Number, Airplane Flight Information, Annotations, Design Lay-
out, People of Interest, Plans/Goals, Timeline, Airplane Flight Informa-
tion, Archived Document
3 Agenda, Configuration Settings, Jobs/Classifieds, Math Scratchwork,
Project Notes, Shipping Information, Template E-Mail Response, To
Read, Whiteboard Capture
2 (Mixed type), Academic Record, Bug List, Change log, Company Organi-
zation Chart, Debugging Program Output, Favorite Quote, File Backup,
Frequent Flier Information, Hotel Information, Performance Tracking,
Room Setup Diagram, Tax Information, Template Text, Time Log, To
Share
1 (No Memory of Meaning), Announcement, Application Instructions, Ar-
chitecture, Archived Document, ASCII Art, Baseball Schedule, Blue Chip
Stocks, Book Margin Comments, Book Outline, Calculation Chart, Car
Supply Shops, Citation, Class Assignments, Client ID Number, Concert
Tickets, Correspondence (E-Mail), Credit Card Information, Deadlines,
Decorative Drawing, Definition, Demographic Breakdown, Documenta-
tion, E-Mail Lists of Interest, Employee Desires/Goals, Event Planning,
Expense Report, Fantasy Football Lineup, File Transfer, Flow Diagram,
Funding Options, Gift Certificate, Guitar Chords, Gym To Join, Insurance
Claim, Kayaking Resources, Library Number, Moving Plans, Network Di-
agram, Newsletter Outline, Notes From Old Job, Parking Location, Part
Number, Patent Information, Phone Payment Statistics, Picture of Car,
Picture of Poster, Pictures of Team Members, Planned Trip (Map), Pre-
sentation, Price List, Project Overview, Public Notice, Puzzle An- swers,
README File, Rebate UPCs, Recipe, Resume, Room Location, Salary Cal-
culation, Serial Number, Sign Out Sheet, Song Lyrics, Talks Given, Travel
Agent, Word To Spell-check
Figure 3-1: Counts of collected scraps artifacts by form - The number of occur-
rences of each information type observed in our study. Distinct types on the right
are separated by commas; e.g., "8-Progress Report, Receipts/Confirmations"
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containing as contact information brainstorming notes, and calendar/event de-
tails.









Figure 3-3: Cumulative fraction of artifacts comprising the tail of the distribution
- The percent of information types that were found only once make up approx-
imately one eighth of all information scraps. The median is crossed at nine oc-
currences out of 533 recorded information scraps.
From our limited sample, the distribution of information types appears to fol-
low a discrete power law probability distribution, containing a long tail of unpop-
ular types. This correspondence between naturally occurring events and power
law distributions is referred to as Zipf's law [108], and has been noted in sev-
eral other domains such as the Long Tail of internet sales [6], the Pareto Principle
(8020 rule) in business economics [108], and Bradford's Law [31] in scientific cita-
tion patterns. In common with Anderson's conception of power laws in internet
sales, we found that the scraps containing rarer forms in our study cumulatively
rivaled the number of occurrences of commonly occurring forms.
We collected a large number of rarely occurring information types, includ-
ing book wish lists, application serial numbers, expense reports, resumes, guitar
chords, and information about kayaking. All of these types could benefit from an
application tailored to their particular intended uses (e.g., comparing kayaking
in Cambridge and Palo Alto, sorting resumes by years of experience, or finding
the most similar expense reports); however, unlike information types like to-dos,
the such types are so rare that dedicated applications are not widely available.
In addition to looking at the distribution of types for all scraps as a single
group, we also looked at each individual's scrap distributions to gain a sense for
comparison. In doing so, we observe a similar distribution for individuals' infor-
mation scraps, implying that individuals also used information scraps to keep a
large number of infrequently occurring information types; see Figure 3-4(a) and
Figure 3-4(b).
Figure 3-4(b) juxtaposes inter-participant and individual scrap type distri-
butions: ENG3's most common items were notes on the operational status of
the computers he was repairing or managing; however, he was the only partici-
pant to record such information. Thus, even though computer status notes were
in the head of the histogram of his personal scrap collection, operational sta-
tus notes were rare in the global distribution. Such "personal forms" were also
present in other participants' collections: ADMN1 maintained a set of artifacts
she needed to share with her superior, ENG2 kept an extensive set of personal
progress reports, and MAN6 had a sizable folder of documents to read in his free
time. Therefore, despite overall distributional similarities, personal differences
were clearly present among the types kept by different individuals.
3.5.2 Scrap Expression
The predominant method of encoding information in scraps was text, typed or
handwritten. Information scraps occasionally contained abstract drawings and
annotations (Figure 3-5). Such drawings included arrows, graphs or timelines,
stars, organizational lines and boxes, and markings indicating emphasis. We
coded our data to record the number of information scraps that contained text,
abstract drawings, pictorial drawings, or photographs. We found that 96% of the
collected artifacts contained text (95% of the digital scraps, 96% of the physical
scraps), 5% to contain abstract drawings (1% digital, 10% physical), 2% to contain
pictorial drawings (no digital examples, 4% physical), and 2% to contain photos
(4% digital, < 1% physical). In two-sample z-test comparing physical to digi-
tal scraps, physical scraps held more drawings, pictures and photos (p < 0.01).
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Figure 3-5: Sample physical scraps containing drawings - These information
scraps display typical ways text on physical scraps was marked up with arrows,
boxes, and lines for grouping and emphasis.
tained other elements as digital or physical attachments, such as receipts.
Due to the varied nature of the types of information scraps, there was a cor-
responding variation in scrap composition, including, for example, phone num-
bers, email addresses, or URLs. It was also common to see several such com-
ponents intermixed in a single information scrap or several unlike information
scraps together in one location-- for example, Figure 3-7a) displays a scrap writ-
ten on the envelope for a piece of physical mail that they received. This scrap
contained guitar chords, an address, a person's name, and two e-mail addresses.
Since such information types were rarely labeled, it was often difficult for the
interviewers to understand the content of some notes. In such cases, the par-
ticipant was asked to explain the elements comprising such artifacts at time of
collection.
Many examples of artifacts collected contained both incomplete and vague
information. Furthermore, the need to capture information in such an incom-
plete or vague form occasionally impacted how and where something was writ-
ten. For example, MAN3 explained the calendar event in his to-do manager: "I
...........................................
weffriddles answers









Figure 3-6: Information scraps containing unusual data - Counterclockwise
from upper left: guitar chords, an unknown string of numbers, and answers to
an online riddle.
don't know exactly when [my visitor] will come today... If we'll agree on the details
later, I prefer to use a to-do." Information scraps were used to capture data with
more fields than typical applications handled; for example, MAN maintained his
own contact list so that he could annotate contact entries with details of previous
business deals and other personal notes, fashioning a form of lightweight CRM
system2 out of scraps.
While most information scraps were very short (a few words or lines long),
we observed several instances of scraps of approximately a handwritten page in
length. Such scraps typically consisted of class, meeting notes, and brainstorm-
ing notes.
Several participants who kept free text files on their computer used the flexi-
bility of free text to lay out thoughts in creative ways. ADMN6 even created ASCII
art in her notes. Paper and physical tools were particularly preferred for their en-
coding flexibility, allowing participants freedom over visual structure and sketch-
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running perl not in path:
why not just run directly though-- use the absolute path to the perl executable
[3/19/2007 6:24:16 PM] sagemintblue says: instead of hacking your PATH variable mo
[3/19/2007 6:24:23 PM] sagemintblue says: at the omdline type this:
[3/19/2007 6:24:33 PM] sagemintblue says: C:\data\perl\5.8.3\bin\perl.exe -V
Figure 3-7: Typical kinds ofscraps collected - a) an envelope with guitar chords,
stock ticker symbols, e-mail addresses, and an unknown number, b) a web site
address, password and helpful SSH commands on a card in a rolodex, c) use of
the Outlook notes facility to maintain links of interest and the outline of a blog
entry, d) "CFP Meeting, ERCIM, didn't use database's, up in [incomplete]," meet-
ing notes, e) a brainstorm on a programming decision f) "email to Leone w.r.t.
600.000 euros," a reminder, g) several sticky notes on the laptop palm rest, read-
ing "XIA HUA," "ANDREW talk," and "Gopal's cell num", h) reminder written on
participant's hand i) text summarizing an e-mail the participant received j) an-
notated, copy/pasted chat transcript
ing (10% of physical scraps involved some sort of drawing annotation).
3.5.3 Syntax and Textual Composition
We found that text written in information scraps used extremely terse language;
many scraps consisted exclusively of key words, such as lists of names of peo-
ple, places or objects, and raw bits of data, such as phone numbers, addresses,
passwords, and other strings. Figure 5 gives examples of text used in scraps.
Information scraps used as temporary storage locations in particular exhibited
short language, listing single words or pairs of noun-object or noun-data value,
often omitting the verb or relevant predicate, as well as articles and particles. For
notetaking-in a meeting, class or brainstorming-phrase structure was more
common. We also noticed a tendency to omit the subject title or description of
what the data actually represented. Several participants, when sending emails to
themselves, intentionally left the subject field blank or wrote something general
such as "note to self."
3.5.4 Tools and Locations
We noted 51 different tools in use across our investigation, 33 digital and 18 phys-
ical. Figure 3-8 shows the distribution of the number of information scraps we
located in each tool or location. Another long-tail distribution results, encom-
passing a few, extremely common tools and locations, including e-mail and text
editors, and a large number of unusual locations, such as mind mapping tools,
on butcher paper, and or voicemails-to-self.
Among digital tools, email was the most often used for recording informa-
tion scraps (74 instances, 26.4% of digital scraps), followed by a text editor (47
instances, 16.8%; e.g., TextEdit or Notepad) and word processor (27 instances,
6.4%; e.g., Microsoft Word). Text editors were preferred over word processors for
being less complete or formal, particularly in early drafts of work. Several par-
ticipants used text files to keep separate collections of contact information: for














Figure 3-8: Tools and locations commonly used to store information scraps - T he
most common tools used were notebooks, email, and sticky notes, while less
common locations included writing in books, chat logs, dedicated GTD tools and
version control software.
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Percent of Participant's Scraps Held in Digital Format
Figure 3-9: Percentage of a person's scraps that were digital vs physical -- While
most participants were around 50% digital-physical a second peak occurred in
the 80-100% range consisting of participants who had gone almost entirely digi-
tal.
example, for business clients versus family and friends. In addition, some par-
ticipants used text files to keep contacts because it was easier to add notes about
particular contacts, such as the history of business negotiation with a particular
contact, or the names of the contact member's spouses and family members. In
the physical world, paper notebooks (94 instances, 37.2% of physical scraps) and
sticky notes (60 instances, 23.7%) were the most popular choices. Participants re-
ported that paper notebooks were often an appropriate choice because they were
portable and more socially acceptable in face-to-face meeting settings. Thus, pa-
per notebooks were the most popular tool for meeting notekeeping, and physical
meeting notes were three times as common as digital meeting notes.
Physical/Digital Divide
Overall, there was an approximate parity in the number of physical (253, 47.47%)
and digital (280, 52.53%) information scraps we gathered. However, this statistic
............ .............. ..  
is slightly misleading, as participants adopted widely different strategies. Exam-
ining the relationship between participant and percentage of scraps kept in dig-
ital vs. physical form, a chi-square test rejected the null hypothesis (p < 0.01),
demonstrating significant differences in the balance of physical versus digital in-
formation among participants. Figure 3-9 indicates how this dependence might
have arisen: while most participants were centered about the 50% range, a sec-
ond peak is visible in the 80-100% range. These highly-digital participants were
predominantly highly mobile workers, including two managers, an engineer, an
administrative assistant and a research scientist. The existence of almost-digital
practice is a somewhat surprising conclusion given previous findings that paper
was still favored over digital tools [36] [96], [127].
Mobility
When the scenario called for information workers to go mobile, participants of-
ten generated information scraps to carry important data around or to capture
information as events occurred. A small number of information scraps (22 in-
stances) were in mobile digital form: primarily smartphones, but also PDAs, SMS
messages and camera phone pictures. ENG7 and MAN7, in particular, used smart-
phones heavily for capture, and relied on synchronizing functionality with their
desktops. Though we were unable to note which physical information scraps
were used in mobile scenarios and which were not, our interviews suggested that
paper information scraps were particularly useful when mobile. U12 is an illus-
trative example of a digital smartphone user: she described how she would refer-
ence a note file on her smartphone with relevant phone numbers, and was likely
to send herself a voice mail or add a smartphone note file if the situation required.
Tool Adaptation
Many information scraps revealed ways in which participants adapted tools to
better serve their purposes. For example, we observed sticky notes and masking
Figure 3-10: Use of masking tape to situate information on relevant objects -
ENG3 affixed the operational status of the computers he managed directly on
the computer cases themselves.
tape used to deliver contextually-relevant information by being stuck to physi-
cal objects to which they referred: as visible in Figure 8, ENG3 wrote on mask-
ing tape the status of the computers he was fixing and attached them directly to
their cases. Sticky notes were routinely used as bookmarks in aid of refinding
commonly referenced pages of books. Sticky notes were even used to facilitate
information capture, to mitigate the slow and cumbersome textual input of cell
phones, as described later. Interviews revealed that sticky notes were among the
most loved of information tools; the wide variety of creative adaptation behaviors
support this perception.
We also observed adaptation and re-appropriation in digital tools. For exam-
ple, ENG4 used a popular Web-based software bug tracking tool as his personal
to-do list because it afforded an organizational principle that he liked (individual
issues as commitments with deadlines), he could access it from anywhere, and
because he could easily update his list of commitments by emailing the system.
Email was also often re-appropriated, most commonly by participants seeking to
archive information by sending themselves messages. Annotation and revision
were also quite common-documents were annotated with comments on what
the recipient should do, calendar events contained explanatory notes, and last-
minute amendments were appended to agendas. For example, ADMN5 printed
out the day's schedule for her notes.
3.6 The Information Scrap Lifecycle
In this section, we extend Lin, et. al.,'s micro-note life cycle concept [96] to infor-
mation scraps. In the following sections, we discuss, in turn, the process of infor-
mation scrap Capture, Transfer, Organization, and Reuse, defined as follows:
1. Capture - the process of translating a thought into a physical or digital
information scrap.
2. Transfer - optionally translating an information scrap from one form into
another, either to put it in a more permanent form or enable mobility.
3. Organization - the addition of structures and metadata to aid refinding of
scraps later.
4. Reuse, reference, retrieval and recall - the need to refind scraps (reference),
the process of refinding those scraps (retrieval), and memory for scrap con-
tents (recall).
3.6.1 Capture
We observed three major sources of information scraps: directly authored ma-
terial, automatically archived material, and copy/pasted material. Directly au-
thored material (the most common) was intentionally written in an effort to record
information. Indirectly authored material consisted of scraps that were created
as the result of some external action not initiated by the participant, such as re-
ceiving an email or paper correspondence from someone else, and then explicitly
kept by the participant. Thus, emails received and then saved in a "Miscella-
neous" directory constituted indirectly authored material.
In our interviews, copy/pasted information included examples such as pho-
tocopies of a credit card in a notebook, pieces of an online FAQ pasted into a
text file, and Internet chat transcripts manually saved. We coded our data to
examine how often participants included any material they did not directly au-
thor in their information scraps. We found that 113 of the 533 scraps (21.20%)
overall contained portions copied from other sources. Such scraps were more
likely to be digital (comprising 28.93% of the digital scraps) than physical (com-
prising 14.48% of the physical scraps) (A two-sample z-test demonstrated differ-
ence to be significant, p < 0.01). Among the directly-authored material, the most
commonly cited situation prompting information scrap creation was the need to
write something down quickly before it was forgotten [68]. To MAN6, writing in-
formation down quickly was essential to keeping his head clear; keeping "Mind
like water," he explained, was critical to getting things done effectively [5]. Others
also reported how offloading information from the mind and into an information
scrap freed them to focus on their primary task, such as holding a conversation,
paying attention to a meeting, or even driving the car (as with MAN7).
Capture speed was one of the most important determiners of the tool partic-
ipants chose to use. Even seemingly minor difficulties or annoyances with tools
could deter use of a tool. "If it takes three clicks to get it down, it's easier to email,"
FINI explained. MAN3's aforementioned practice of taking down information on
sticky notes and affixing them to the back of his mobile cellular phone to remind
him to later transfer the information to Outlook mitigated the clumsy input prob-
lems of his mobile phone. When asked why not enter the note digitally in the first
pass, he responded, "Starting in Outlook forces me to make a type assignment,
assign a category, set a deadline, and more; that takes too much work!"
Similarly, paper notebooks were often chosen instead of laptops because they
required no time to boot up. The effect is similar to the one described with mobile
applications by Oulasvirta and Sumari [112] and with organic/digital memory
tradeoffs by Kalnikaite and Whittaker [81].
Even when data represented a standard PIM type, such as with calendar events,
participants often preferred the recording a scrap in plain text, like "mtg @ 5pm
in cafe." In interviews, participants explained that entering the data into a struc-
tured form or application took double or triple the time it would take to simply
type the information. Thus, there was a tension between the desire to capture
the information quickly and the desire for rich representation and structure, of-
ten later achieved via the transfer process.
3.6.2 Transfer
Transfer, the process of moving an information scrap from one medium to an-
other after it has been captured, only occurred for a small proportion of the in-
formation scraps we observed. Participants explained that the scraps that were
transferred often held some particular importance. In particular, we discovered
three major reasons for initiating transfer. The first was to transform and re-
interpret the information to fill in incomplete details, making the notes under-
standable and appropriate for sharing with others or for permanent archiving.
For example, MAN4 religiously transferred all of his handwritten meeting notes
into emails to "fill in the gaps" and make the notes "sixty-day proof" (ensur-
ing they would be understandable sixty days later). Second, transfer occurred
when information was ready to migrate from a work-in-progress state to a more
complete representation and needed a tool that offered additional functionality.
Third was mobility: scraps were sometimes transferred onto other media to carry
to another room, or sent in e-mail so that it would be retrievable from home.
3.6.3 Organization
Among information scraps that were archived, techniques varied; some consoli-
dated information scraps of similar types/purposes, while others situated scraps
with others that were created at the same time and thus created a chronological
ordering. ENG1 in particular maintained three text files corresponding to three
different types of how-tos accumulated over several years.
Several participants expressed difficulty filing information scraps accurately.
This effect was especially powerful for single, unique thoughts: as ENG3 jokingly
complained, "where would you put the last two octets of a MAC address?" REC
concurred: "It's too much work to decide which section it should go in- because
sometimes things don't fit in just one, or fit in multiple places. It's hard to decide
what to do." When such difficulties occurred, participants reported dedicating
areas to unorganized information scrap collection, ranging from a special email
folder, "Miscellaneous" file folders, misc.txt text files, or a catch-all notebook.
We also noted that participants often copied information into multiple places
to circumvent application limitations or fragmentation, resulting in replication
across digital tools. For example, several participants copied contents from emails,
wikis, bug tracking tools, and groupware into their to-do list management tool or
calendar. Participants reported this behavior was an effective coping mechanism
for linking information from one tool into another which better fit their workflow.
For example, ENG4 pasted emails into job tickets and summarized them in one
line at the top (Figure 5i), because he wanted to keep all of the information rele-
vant to an outstanding ticket in one location. Similarly, ADMN5 copied relevant
email threads into calendar note fields when reminding her superior of a meeting
so that the superior would be able to reconstruct the context and purpose of the
meeting.
3.6.4 Reuse: Reference, Retrieval, and Recall
Participants reported that few of their scraps were actually referenced regularly.
Many information scraps were short lived, such as to-do items on sticky notes
which were referenced actively and then discarded. Others were archived in-
definitely, often immediately after creation; examples include class and meeting
notes. After archiving the scraps, participants reported usually not needing them.
Because our study methodology directly located the information scraps, we
did not rigorously examine refinding techniques; however, participants often spon-
taneously recalled the existence of a particular scrap and we could observe as
they located it for us. When refinding, participants used orienteering techniques
[110, 132] - direct navigation to a folder location thought to be relatively close
to the desired information scrap, followed by a local exploratory process until the
scrap was found.
We found that participants exhibited good memory for the meaning of almost
all of the scraps we uncovered. Out of the 533 information scraps indexed, only
one was uninterpretable by the participant.
3.7 How do people perceive their information scrap
practices?
During our interviews, we encountered a series of affective and psychological di-
mensions surrounding participants' perceptions of their own information scrap
practice.
There was often perceived social pressure to be an organized individual; ad-
mitting to the existence of information scraps ran directly counter to this per-
ception. Similarly to as recounted by [27], participants often began the interview
proud to demonstrate their complex personal information solutions. However,
as interviews proceeded participants became embarrassed at their level of disor-
ganization, just as participants in Bellotti and Smith's study did [17]. Our partici-
pants reported:
* "I would like to have time to organize what I've captured, but this never
happens." DOC adds that she wishes she were an adherent to the Getting
Things Done methodology [5].
" "By Friday, no stickies and no papers on the desk," U12 preemptively ex-
cused the existence of information scraps on her desk.
* "Ideally, I wouldn't need this anymore," ADMN2 says of the disorganized
notebook in which she keeps all of her important information. (Clearly, it's
not going anywhere.)
Several participants apologized for the state of their office or computer desk-
top. Exceptions to the embarrassment trend were participants who put extra time
into organizing their lives, including self-described lifehackers [133], and those
who simply embraced the mess. MAN6, as a Getting Things Done devotee [5],
was quite proud to demonstrate his array of tools. Other participants expressed
pride in maintaining strict control over their information items. In contrast were
those who had simply accepted that their lives would be messy; ENG1 repeated
to the researchers what had become an affirmation of her love for a messy note-
book: "It's OK to have a notebook!"
Often participants experienced a tension between their perceptions of them-
selves as organized individuals and the messy reality of their lives at the time of
the interview. U12 described her regimen of "always" transferring all her sticky
notes into Outlook tasks, but when we noted that there were several such notes
that had remained un-transferred for some time, the response was defensive:
"I've been too busy lately." Believing oneself to be an expert re-finder of infor-
mation scraps also seemed de rigueur. When asked about problems participants
might have refinding information scraps later, responses were curt:
1. "I just remember." (ADMN3)
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Figure 3-11: Information scrap roles -The main reasons information scraps were
created were for the purpose of archiving, temporary storage, work-in-progress,
reminding, and to store unusual or one-off information that would not fit else-
where.
2. "Generally, I remember where things are." (RES)
3. "I remember things." (MAN5)
Despite these claims, participants usually spent considerable time locating
information they wanted to share with us. Many participants thus overestimated
their memory for scrap locations.
3.8 Analysis
3.8.1 Common Information Scrap Roles
We have consolidated a list of common information scrap roles (Figure 3-11):
- -- ____ _ ___ ..... . ..... .......... . ...........
1. Temporary Storage - Information scraps' small, discardable presence en-
abled their common use as temporary storage, or exosomatic short-term
memory. ADMN2 kept sticky notes on her laptop palm rest for just this
purpose, recording visitors' names and contact information later to be dis-
posed of. Mobility was often the reason that information was transferred
to temporary information scraps; for example, directions were often writ-
ten transferred from an e-mail or mapping web site to a sticky note prior to
departure for that location.
2. Cognitive Support - Our participants shared many incomplete works-in-
progress, such as half-written emails, ideas for business plans, brainstorms,
and interface designs- scraps used to aid the process of thought. "Before
I put anything in the computer, I like to put it on the whiteboard first,"
ADMN4 explained of her newsletter layout design process. Information
scraps served cognitive support roles because scrap creation tools supported,
and even encouraged, messy information work.
Two such support functions were epistemic action [89] and external cog-
nition [126]. Participants used information scraps in support of epistemic
action to manipulate and reflect on external manifestations of their ideas,
generating alternatives, refinements and elaborations. Information scraps
also served as external cognition, when participants "thought through" dif-
ficult problems on paper, including problem solving, and draft creation. We
observed a wide variety of information scraps being utilized in external cog-
nition roles-for example, ENG2 and ENG5's in-progress notes taken down
while debugging.
3. Archiving. In contrast to temporary storage scraps, which were intended to
have short lifetimes, many information scraps were intended to hold on to
important information reliably for long periods of time. For example, many
participants used information scraps to archive notes from meetings-as
well as information they could not rely on themselves to remember such
as passwords. Several participants emphasized the importance of knowing
that the information had been safely saved.
4. Reminding. Preemptive reminding was an important element of several
types of information scraps collected, most commonly to-dos and calen-
daring (event) information. Participants preferred simple, reliable approaches
to such reminding: they took advantage of information scraps' visibility
and mobility by placing them in the way of future movements to create re-
minders. Colored sticky notes, unread or unfiled emails and files left on
the desktop reminded participants to take action or to return to a piece of
information at a later date.
5. Unusual Information Types. This role was a catch-all for personal infor-
mation that did not quite fit into existing tools. Taking advantage of in-
formation scraps' freeform nature, participants corralled unique informa-
tion types that might have otherwise remained unmanaged. For example,
ENG3 created an information scrap system to manage a library-style check-
out for his tools, and MAN4 maintained a complex document of contact
information annotated with private notes on clients. This role was particu-
larly prominent in situations where the information did not match existing
tools' information schemas, such as calendar items with a date but no start
time chosen.
3.8.2 Organization and Fragmentation
We may characterize information scraps of each type by the amount of effort that
participants have invested in organizing them. We use Web site passwords as
illustrative examples.
1. Low-invested effort: scraps that are fragmented, unique, or separate from
similar data. This includes information of a type that has not recurred of-
ten enough to warrant collection in a specialized repository, or temporary
information such as might be encoded on a post-it. Example: Web site pass-
words are archived using whatever is handy: emails, post-its, or text files.
Medium-invested effort: information types with many instances archived
together, but that remain unorganized. Example: The user has made sure
that all of his or her passwords are archived somewhere in the e-mail inbox,
though they are not tagged or filed in any consistent way.
High-invested effort: information types with many instances archived and
organized. Example: Passwords are all kept in the e-mail inbox in a special
folder called "passwords."
Of the scraps we collected, a large proportion exhibited low effort-once cap-
tured, they were allowed to remain where placed. This placement was usually
dictated by convenience of capture. In notebooks or text files, this pattern re-
sulted in a chronological stream of scraps as new scraps were simply added to
the beginning or end. For email, participants seemed to leave scrap emails (e.g.,
emails to self) in their inbox rather than filing them away in a subfolder. Our
results support earlier observations regarding engineers' lack of organization in
their logbooks [106].
Fragmentation arose from participants' voluntary placement of scrap infor-
mation in different places. The primary reason participants cited for writing
information of the same type at different locations was convenience at time of
capture. For instance, ADMN2 kept contact information (names, phone num-
bers, addresses) in her main notebook, a paper desk calendar, and a mini ad-
dress book; and reported that where any piece of contact information ended up
was determined by the location of the closest notepad. When asked about re-
trieval, she reported having to "rummage around" when she didn't remember
where something was placed, that this often took time, and that she recopied
contact information between locations so that it would later be more easily found.
3.8.3 Constraints
Information scrap practice depends on particular physical, temporal, social, or
structural conditions of a situation that may necessitate tool use. We suggest that
these conditions play a particular role in information scrap generation that may
not be as evident in tools that have a stronger correlation between task and tool.
One such strong correlation is a personal finance task: we have an application
for balancing checkbooks, and are fairly indifferent to the physical environment,
time constraints, and social conditions while we use it. There are also certain
agreed social conventions around these tasks. Paying bills is usually a primary
task in terms of one's attention-it would be unusual to pay bills while meeting
with a colleague. As such, with such strong conventions and tool support around
a particular practice, we do not see information scrap challenges in capture, stor-
age and retrieval.
If we were to instead jot down thoughts while meeting with a colleague about
a paper, the temporal, physical, and social constraints would have more of an
effect on our choice of tool. For instance, it maybe socially taboo to be seen either
using a computer in this context, or to take lengthy notes during the meeting.
Either condition may predicate quick gestures on the back of a note card. The
social conditions of an exchange may be such that it would break the flow of the
conversation to reach for a more formal mechanism than a scrap of paper.
Likewise, when mobile, more formal mechanisms for recording data may both
be physically awkward and require too much engagement and time. So, currently,
physical, temporal, social and structural factors have particular bearing on the
devices selected and the kind of input generated with information scraps.
3.8.4 Caveats in Our Findings
The boundary between information scraps and the rest of our personal informa-
tion remains fuzzy, especially in the case of high organizational effort. Once an
amateur chef decides to collect all of her favorite recipes on a blog and tag them
by cuisine type, are the individual recipes still information scraps? In one sense,
no-she has devised her own organizational scheme for her recipes and appro-
priated a generic tool to support this scheme. On the other hand, a generic tool
may lack some of the capabilities that recipe-specific tool might provide, thereby
limiting its usefulness.
With regard to the variety of information types we catalogued, one difficulty
with analyzing the frequency distribution of information types in scraps lies in
drawing distinctions between similar information types. It is inevitable to ques-
tion whether the categories we list could have been combined further, and thus
the diversity lessened or erased. Our approach has been to group categories as
aggressively as possible without losing the essence of the scrap's composition,
attempting to find a rough lower bound on the strength of this long tail effect. A
less aggressive grouping strategy produced results where 25% of all scraps were
unique types. Though individual pairs of categories might be further merged, we
believe that the long tail effect is quite strong and worth noting.
Reflecting on our methodology, a clear limitation of our study stemmed from
our use of interview and artifact analysis instead of live observation via shadow-
ing. We were thus unable to study how information scraps were used and created
in situ, but instead only how people reported they used their scraps, along with
evidence from their workspace and the physical and digital artifacts we collected.
We were unable to capture the number of information scraps participants gener-
ated each day or significant contextual information surrounding capture and re-
trieval. We observed that participants often exhibited a kind of confirmation bias
toward their own organizational skills by mainly acknowledging well-organized
work, so it is further possible that this also affected our observations; for example,
our participants may have ignored particularly embarrassing examples of disor-
ganization. The methodology's strength was that it allowed us to observe a broad
number of information scraps, perhaps more so than would have been possible
in situ. We believe that an ethnographic shadowing methodology would comple-
ment ours well; it could objectively investigate many of the questions we could
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not.
Our triangulation method for locating information scraps was also not a per-
fect lens. We found that it was successful in unearthing a large number of in-
formation scraps in a variety of locations. On several occasions, only the last of
the three dimensions we attempted (tool, location, and then type) successfully
located a particular scrap. The triangulation method's strength lies in unearthing
a wide variety of information; its weakness is that the number of information
scraps found can be too numerous to examine thoroughly within the allotted
time. In the future, we suggest the triangulation methodology might be modi-
fied to serve as a fast "tour" through a participant's information scrap landscape,
allowing the investigators to then choose a small number of tools or locations to
focus on.
3.9 Implications for Design
In this section, we ask: what design affordances would enable personal informa-
tion tools to better serve these important and underserved roles? How realisti-
cally can we expect tools, built using current technology, to support such affor-
dances?
Figure 3-12 outlines the set of affordances we have identified, including lightweight
capture, flexible content, flexible organization, visibility and reminding, and mo-
bility and availability. Each affordance is contextualized in terms of the activities
and constraints that influence scrap generation.
3.9.1 Lightweight Capture
Our participants often generated information scraps in response to a need to
capture data quickly. This need occurred most commonly while the individual
was performing some other attention-ally, socially, or physically engaging pri-
mary task. For this reason, lowering both the actual and perceived cost of cog-
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Category Observed Behaviors and Constraints Derived Design Needs
Access Found the most available, easiest and fastest Lightweight Capture: Record
tool to use. Constraints: effort required, information with minimal effort or
limited time and attentional resources. "If it distraction.
takes three clicks to get it down, it's easier to (Section 3.9.1)
e-mail." - FIN2
Physical and social constraints, such as the Mobility and Availability: different
need to write things down with one hand capture methods may be necessary in
while holding something in another, or in the different situations.
while talking to someone. "At off-site (Section 3.9.5)
meetings, I don't have my infrastructure there
and keeping notes on paper is less rude." -
MAN1
Information kept in highly visible places, and Visibility and Reminding: information
strategically placed in places it is needed so it appears in the right place, at the right
will be seen at the appropriate time. time.
Constrained by tools' ability to be placed (Section 3.9.4)
"in-the-way". "If it's not in my face, I'll forget
it. Like if it's on the wiki-I have no idea it's
there." - REC
Content Emphasize, sketch, and annotate. Flexible Content: record any kind of
Constraints: tools' expressiveness. "Drawing data and flexible annotation
is the way you really see it!" -ADMN4 (Section 3.9.2)
Formed collections of "misc" information in Flexible Schema: information may not
text files and word processor files, kept fit existing molds.
information in text files so that they could be (Section 3.9.2)
annotated. "I wanted to assign dates to notes,
but Outlook would only allow dates on tasks."
- MAN3
Organization Organizational styles vary from completely Flexible Categories: Support for a
unorganized to carefully filed; avoid upfront variety of organizational strategies, as
filing decisions. "It's too much work to decide well as for transforming unfiled items
which section it should go in-because into more structured, organized forms.
sometimes things don't fit in just one, or fit in (Section 3.9.3)
multiple places. It's hard to decide what to
do." - REC
Information scraps attached to or placed Flexible Linkage: enable information
near related items. "I can never remember to be linked to other information,
which [computer] is which. So I grabbed the contexts and locations.
gaffer's tape and marked them!" - ENG3 (Section 3.9.3)
Figure 3-12: Observed behaviors and affordances - Interface affordances neces-
sary for management of information scraps derive from mechanisms of creation
and access, scraps contents, and organization.
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nitive, social and physical effort may improve our tools. We see the following
opportunities for reducing effort required during capture:
1. Avoiding upfront decisions and postponing disambiguation - Since infor-
mation scraps are often captured at a moment when time, attention and
cognitive resources are scarce, requiring individuals to make significant up-
front decisions might incur sufficient cost to impede capture. Such deci-
sions may include forcing the categorization of a new piece of information,
choosing a reminder time, or setting parameters ultimately unimportant to
the captured information.
Thus, tools might aim to immediately handle information in whatever form
provided to them by the user and postpone forcing user choices until a more
appropriate time. Navigational and cognitive costs associated with launch-
ing or switching applications contribute significantly to the time elapsed
between the moment an individual forms an intention of writing something
down and the moment they can actually start doing so. Since perceived
time and effort during this critical interval have been found to dictate which
tool will be chosen [65], [66], [81], we believe that minimizing navigational
effort will improve a tool's capture rate, and therefore, overall usefulness to
the user.
2. Supporting abbreviated expression of information- As described in Section
3.5.3, we found idiosyncrasies in participants' language-notes often rep-
resented very little explicitly and instead served as memory primers. Our
finding contrasts considerably with most PIM applications' requirements
that users complete forms with formal expressions for properties such as
who, when and where. Our belief is that tools can lessen the time and effort
associated with entering information by supporting incomplete, informal
capture methods.
3. Supporting diversity - If a tool is restrictive about the information forms
it will accept, individuals will inevitably resort to a coping strategy-either
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imperfectly fitting the information into the tool, or fragmenting informa-
tion by encoding it in another tool. Since coping strategies incur non-zero
costs to devise and implement, and further lead to decreased effectiveness
of future retrieval, we believe it worthwhile to accommodate whatever in-
formation the user wishes to express. We discuss further issues with sup-
porting diverse information forms in Section 3.9.2.
4. Capturefrom other tools - Given that a significant portion of the artifacts
we examined originated from other applications and devices, (e.g., mobile
phone, emails, web pages, IM conversations), we may reduce the need to
create scraps by making it easy to select and pipe the relevant information
from any application into an appropriate place. This desire also pertains to
the need for ubiquitous availability of capture tools.
3.9.2 Flexible Contents and Representation
Our artifact analysis in Section 3.5.1 revealed that information scraps were con-
siderably more diverse and irregular than the commonly PIM information types.
Information often did not match expected schemas: some properties were omit-
ted, while others were introduced. Participants also commonly combined infor-
mation types inside of a single scrap. These behaviors resulted in scraps such as
a person's first name and phone number, a time indicating when to contact the
individual, and driving directions to that person's house-but omitting the con-
tact's last (family) name. Furthermore, as the distribution of types discussed in
Section 3.5.1 suggests, there are many personal data types particular to an indi-
vidual do not fit in PIM applications today.
3.9.3 Flexible Usage and Organization
The tool adaptation behaviors people performed (described in Section 3.5.4) showed
some of the ways people modified the way they used their tools in order to better
fit their needs.
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For example, ENG4's re-appropriation of a bug-tracking tool as a personal to-
do list allowed him to manage all of this responsibilities together in one place.
MAN3's use of sticky notes on the surface of his cell phone to keep information al-
lowed him to get around the cumbersome data entry and access problems of his
cell phone and still keep information accessible. Our study also revealed several
instances where tools had to be adapted in order to accommodate information
that didn't fit, such as when an application failed to provide free-text annotation
capabilities.
Participants also devised their own organizational strategies, as summarized
in Section 3.6.3. Some of the organizational approaches taken were already well
supported in digital information tools, while others were less or entirely unsup-
ported. For example, unlike notes written on physical media, digital PIM tools
were good at automatically organizing large collections of data of the same type,
for example address book entries. However, these tools were less appropriate
for managing highly heterogeneous collections (such as project materials) or for
tasks involving manipulating data, such as generating summaries and reports.
For such a purpose, individuals generally moved data into tools like spreadsheets
that offered such capabilities. For tasks such as brainstorming or drafting, par-
ticipants resorted to using whiteboards, and paper and pen as these afforded the
vastly greater layout and manipulation flexibility needed for these activities than
currently offered by any PIM tools. Thus, to support individuals across such a
large variation in form and tasks, PIM tools will need to be dramatically more
flexible and general-purpose.
3.9.4 Visibility and Reminding
Two needs caused participants to place information in highly visible locations:
the need to be reminded of something, and the need to have easy access to frequently-
needed information. For the former, many participants reported strategically
placing notes in locations where they knew they would later serendipitously "trip
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over" them at the right time. For the latter, as described in Section 3.5.4, the de-
sire to be able to reference useful information also inspired participants to place
information in prominent, always-visible locations, for example sticking sticky
notes to their workstation monitor or writing information in the corner of white-
boards.
It is still difficult to situate digital information in highly visible locations. Lim-
ited screen real estate and digital information display surface area has meant
that the problem of physically situating digital information is still solved most
straightforwardly by first converting the information to physical form (i.e., print-
ing it) and then sticking the physical version in the appropriate places. However,
location-sensitive devices (such as mobile phones) may eventually be used to
support such passive location-sensitive reminding, as demonstrated in the pro-
totype wearable Remembrance Agent [121].
Remembering what notes represent is another challenge. The fact that most
information scraps were expressed briefly and incompletely meant that much
context surrounding the meaning of scraps was kept in the head, instead of writ-
ten down, meaning it could be easily forgotten over time. MAN4 expressed that
being able to retrieve information about why a note was taken was the most de-
sired feature of a note-taking tool: "The thing I want the most in a note-taking
tool would be to be able to ask it-Who? What? Why?-'Why' is absolutely cru-
cial. If my sticky-note could answer this for me I'd be golden."
3.9.5 Mobility and Availability
Many participants reported carrying legal pads, day planners or pocket sketch-
books to capture and manage information when they were away from their desks.
Such tools were seen as both easier to use than portable digital tools when away
from their desks, as well as more socially appropriate in meetings, where the use
of digital technology was viewed as "tuning out" of a meeting.
As a result, although nearly every mobile smartphone and personal digital as-
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sistant (PDA) provides some basic PIM and freeform notetaking functionality,
adoption varies considerably among users [46] . Our study elicited two major
impediments to the use of such devices for notetaking and personal information
management:
1. the problem of information fragmentation resulting from the use of multi-
ple devices and locations
2. the difficulty, time and attention costs associated with mobile information
entry.
Inter-device fragmentation can be ameliorated by automatic inter-device syn-
chronization, or by moving information to a centralized repository (such as a
compute cloud/web service). The ubiquity of high-bandwidth wireless networks
with low-cost data pricing models have started to make feasible constant, trans-
parent over-the-air synchronization or access to cloud services a reality. Such
technology has facilitated new ubiquitous capture services, including Jott 3 , which
translates phone voice commands into calendar appointments, to-dos, etc., which
it can add directly to an individual's corporate or cloud-based calendaring ser-
vice.
With respect to mobile data entry, significant progress towards improved text
entry methods and new mobile capture modalities may improve their suitability
for use in scrap capture. Both on-screen and physical "thumbboards" are im-
proving text entry speeds by incorporating better tactile feedback, predictive in-
put and error correction facilities. Approaches that extend the reach of digital
capture to handwriting on real paper are also gaining traction in new digital pen
products, such as the IO Pen 4 , that have inspired many research efforts focused
on achieving a more seamless integration between paper and digital information
[67, 146].
3Jott - http: //www. j ott . com




In this chapter, we examined the phenomenon of information scraps: personal
information that does not find its way into our current personal information
management tools. Information scraps are pervasive-our participants shared
with us an impressive number of scraps, both physical and digital, scattered over
diverse parts of their information environments. We examined the wide variety of
information held in scraps, the forms this information took, and the information
scrap life cycle-how scraps were captured, used, and then stored or disposed.
We identified a set of typical roles information scraps play in our lives: tempo-
rary storage, cognitive support, reminding, archiving, and capture of unusual in-
formation types. We then examined the needs that these roles demanded of our
tools, and how participants' information scrap solutions addressed the needs.
These needs included lightweight (fast, low-effort) capture, free-form expression
of data, versatile representation of data, flexible organizational and usage capac-
ities, visibility, proactive reminding, and mobility.
Our investigation uncovered evidence of unmet design needs in today's per-
sonal information management tools and thus suggested opportunities for im-
proving those tools. By carefully considered redesigns, we can help users capture
information into applications. We hypothesize that improved designs may thus
reduce the number of unmanaged information scraps in our lives, though sys-
tematic study has yet to verify this hypothesis.
In particular, the wide variety of information contained in information scraps
is galvanizing, as it suggests an opportunity for PIM to engage new types of in-
formation. The data indicates that a significant percentage of our personal infor-
mation is beyond the reach of our current generation of tools, and furthermore
will likely remain so without a significant recalibration of our goals.
We identified over 125 information types from our sample of participants, and
surely there are others. The diversity suggests that it may not be tractable for each
of these information types to be managed by its own tool. Instead, we suggest
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that the future of personal information management may lie in finding a flexible
approach that encompasses both traditional information and the unique data
types that are currently underserved.
For this purpose, in the following chapters we look at micro-note tools, exam-
ples of note-taking tools designed to flexibly accommodate any kind of textual
information in a way that supports the pervasive, low-effort, fast capture of short
text fragments in a way that compliments the capture needs experienced by par-
ticipants of this study. Does the use of such micro-note tools result in a reduction
of unmanaged information scraps? Are they suitable to supplement or substitute




Examining the place of micro-notes
in information practice: The List-it
Study
Through the lens of information scraps, we identified some of the reasons that in-
formation went unmanaged in the extremely attention-and-information-intensive
workflows of modern workplaces. These included the inefficiency of certain in-
terface affordances of PIM tools, the lack of flexibility towards accommodating
heterogeneous information types, and the insufficient availability at times they
were needed.
Micro-note taking tools [96], however, comprise a new class of PIM tools that
are growing in popularity and seem to support users in all three of these areas:
they are easy to use, optimized to let people capture arbitrarily small bits of in-
formation quickly and easily, and they keep these information items readily avail-
able in visible locations. These tools thus are a close digital analog to sticky notes,
offering flexible, fast storage while lacking some of the more advanced organiza-
tional facilities available in structured PIM tools.
Moreover, from the perspective of PIM research, micro-note tools present an
unprecedented opportunity to study the information needs of individuals in great
detail. By imposing few constraints on the kinds or forms of information that can
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be captured, notes are captured more accurately and better reflect people's infor-
mation needs "in raw form", than items that have been forced to take a particu-
lar structure, such as in traditional PIM tools. Also, the efficiency of micro-note
tools implies that users of such tools can use them the moment a need arises,
even when in the middle of a primary task, instead of deferring the need to a
later point. As a result, the moments and ways at which micro-notes tools are
accessed reasonably accurately reflect the moments and situations that informa-
tion needs naturally arise.
What role do digital micro-note tools play in the personal information prac-
tices of those who are adopting them? Are they being used in some ways to
supplant structured tools for certain purposes, or to augment them? Are these
micro-note tools fulfilling the needs of information scraps which were previously
relegated to paper? For example, are these tools being used as temporary stor-
age buffers for items before they get filed into structured tools, much as sticky
notes are used? Or is it the final resting place for information items? What kinds
of information get stored, and how is information expressed when captured, and
'filed', if at all? Once captured, when and under what conditions is such informa-
tion retrieved? What are the unmet needs surrounding these tools? Are the ad-
vanced features and organizational capabilities offered by structured PIM tools
necessary?
To address these questions, we used a three-part strategy. We first developed
and released List-it, a simple micro-note tool designed to simplify the creation
and keeping of short textual notes. This tool (and its source) were made freely
available on the web, and participants were invited to volunteer for the study.
Two years after its initial deployment in August 2008, List-it had accrued 17,845
registered users, out of which 1,514 volunteered to participate in our study.
In order to expand the ability to analyze the ways in which people used List-
it beyond examining notes created, we instrumented List-it to log detailed us-
age statistics for study participants, allowing us to analyze how notes are created
and accessed over time. This logging granted us an unprecedented view of the
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dynamics surrounding the creation, access, and revision of notes (which we de-
scribe in 4.4.3), comprising a collection of 21,353,324 activity log entries for the
420 users who met the minimum usage criteria out of the volunteers mentioned
above.
Finally, to assist with interpretations of captured notes and activity logs, we
conducted two surveys and interviews with selected participants. These inter-
views focused on identifying the relationships among all the various tools that
users used to manage their personal information, to determine how List-it was
used in their workflows and information management practices.
4.1 Research objectives and outline
Our goal was to understand how the lightweight and flexible capture and high-
availability of micro-note tools led them to be used, compared to traditional PIM
tools. Formally, our research question (RQ) consisted of the following:
* RQ: What roles are micro-note tools fulfilling among the needs of their users?
What does the ways that micro-note tools are used suggest about ways to
make other PIM tools more effective?
We addressed the RQ, in turn, through the following specific questions:
" MNQ1 - What do people put into notes to themselves?
" MNQ2 - What purpose do these notes serve ?
" MNQ3 - Are there differences in personal strategies in the ways people
keep and file notes?
In this chapter, we first describe the design of List-it, and its supported ca-
pabilities, below in section 4.2. This is followed by a discussion of the mixed-
methods approach we used to investigate these questions. Following a presen-
tation of the results, we provide an analysis and discussion of implications for
PIM.
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At the point of this writing, the List-it study presented in this chapter is the
largest-scale, and longest-duration, digital note-taking study that has been pub-
lished.
To enable the greater research community to benefit from this rich data set, an
additional contribution is herein made, in the form of the release of the MIT In-
formation Scraps Corpus (MISC)1, a public, growing repository of redacted micro-
notes which the participants of our study have voluntarily contributed for the ad-
vancement of PIM research. We hope that this burgeoning data set will further
inspire work in this area, much as other large NLP corpora have. We discuss MISC
at the end of the chapter.
4.2 Design
From the outset, we aimed to keep List-it simple and basic. This was done for
several reasons. First, from an experimental perspective, restricting List-it's de-
sign to look and work like other micro-note tools had the benefit of greater ex-
ternal validity of study observations - that is, the things that we learned about
how people used List-it would be more likely to be generalized to the ways others
used similar micro-note tools. Secondly, offering only the most basic function-
ality would reduce the learning curve, accelerating people's paths to becoming
experts on its use. Mastering the interface would lead people to more quickly
start to devise ways to use List-it that best suited their needs, which is what we
hoped to be able to see. Third, besides the issue of learnability, we have argued
that people prefer simple tools and interfaces over complex ones for capturing
information. Finally, from a practical, software development perspective, keep-
ing List-it simple meant we were better able to ensure that the tool was robust,
which we found out later was essential - that is, inspiring confidence in the ro-
bustness of a tool was important for users to inspire trust in it for the storage of
critical information scraps.
'this corpus is available at http: //listit . c sail. mit .edu/MISC
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Figure 4-1: List-itfor Firefox: List-it is a Firefox add-on that occupies the browser
sidebar. This sidebar can be hidden or shown, and a separate note-capture wid-
get can be used to quickly take notes.
The main design goal of List-it was the quick, efficient capture and retrieval of
textual notes. The design we arrived at, visible in Figure 4-1, consisted of a simple
list of notes residing in the user's Firefox sidebar, a text field for incremental key-
word search, and an input box for capturing new notes. Creation of a note simply
involved typing in the top text box and hitting Control-Enter, or clicking Save.
Enter was by default used to create multi-line notes, although Control-Enter and
Enter could be switched easily in List-it's configurable options. To support quick
use, hot-key accelerators were provided that could be used to instantly open and
close List-it, and to jump to any of List-it's controls. To facilitate note creation
while in the middle of other web-based tasks, a quick note popup was added,
which consisted of a small text box that appeared along the user's browser status
bar. The last feature was a "quick bookmark-in-a-note" icon next to the standard
bookmark star in Firefox's address bar, which created a note with the current URL
being viewed, to expedite the use of List-it for bookmarking.
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Since notes had to be accessible regardless of internet connectivity, all notes
were kept in a local database (using Sqlite 2). This method ensured that a large
number of notes could be kept, loaded quickly, searched instantly, and updated
even without internet connectivity. When connectivity was present, however,
List-it synchronized notes with a server to enable a consistent view of notes across
multiple computers.
The decision to embed List-it in a browser was not an easy or immediate one.
First, we observed that many PIM related activities were moving to the Web -
including e-mail, thanks to the popularity of web-based e-mail services such as
GMail3, calendaring tools such as Google Calendar, and even personal messag-
ing, via GTalk for the web. Second, the information demands while browsing the
web were great, but poorly met by the facilities built into browsers themselves.
People look at hundreds of web pages a day, during which they encounter mas-
sive quantities information for potential later use. Yet despite these demands, as
described in Chapter 2, earlier studies (such as [2]) revealed that that bookmark-
ing facilities were exceedingly under-utilized, with individuals opting instead to
store information found on the web in other forms, such as by taking screenshots
or saving entire pages to disk. This suggested that there might be a significant op-
portunity to tap into unmet needs in the browser.
Based on demand, List-it was eventually ported to other platforms, - at the
time of this writing, a HTML5 version, a mobile (iPhone/Android) version, and
a Chrome extension have been made available. Although there was initial de-
mand for a desktop version, this demand has subsided, perhaps because resizing
a browser window (only to display List-it) makes it suitable for use as a desktop
sidebar.
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2SQLite - http: //www. sqlite . org
3GMail - http://www.gmail . com
4.2.1 Comparison to micro-note tools
A class of PIM tools that has recently emerged has sought to fill the need to help
people rapidly organize large collections of information. In particular, personal
note-taking tools such as SimpleNote4 , Notational Velocity5, Tomboy notes 6, as
well as the previously mentioned set of tools known as snippet-keepers discussed
in 2.5.1 share a common design goal with List-it: to facilitate quick capture of
collections of information. The first set of tools is the most similar to List-it, in
that they focus on textual note capture and creation, while snippet keepers are
designed to allow people to collect widely heterogeneous collections of informa-
tion (such as files, web pages, and notes) into a person's collection. As previously
noted, however, most snippet keepers have limited support for structured infor-
mation; most structured data items are treated as opaque binary objects.
While we could have performed a study of any of these existing tools, there
were several reasons not to. Many of these tools (in fact, all except Tomboy notes)
were either not yet available or closed-source, commercial products - making ex-
perimentation and instrumentation difficult. Most of these tools were also laden
with features and capabilities that seemed unnecessary, and might, in fact, ob-
scure the core functionality of capture. Moreover, the lack of in-use studies of




Conducted from August 2008 until August 2010, this study was an examination of
the longitudinal use of List-it over 2 years. Users who had installed List-it at any
'SimpleNote - http://simplenoteapp.com/
5Notational Velocity - http://notational.net /6TomBoy Notes - http: //projects.gnome.org/tomboy
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point during this time were invited to join the study ("Volunteer for MIT Notes
for Science") with a splash screen that was displayed on first load. Participation
in the study was not a requirement to use List-it; it was completely voluntary, and
no incentives were given to do so. The only participation criterion was that par-
ticipants be at least 18 years of age, and agree to the study terms regarding data
access and handling. No further screening was done. Volunteers were allowed to
withdraw from the study at any time. At the time the study was conducted, 1,514
List-it users were declared to be participating in the study, out of 17,845 regis-
tered users of List-it. For each of these volunteers, any interactions with List-it
were logged and uploaded to our servers, along with any notes taken.
From the initial set of volunteers, we selected those who had had at least 3
weeks of active use and had created at least 30 notes for post-hoc analysis. This
was done because many users downloaded List-it to "try it out" but did not sub-
sequently adopt the tool for various reasons; thus, filtering allowed us to focus
our statistical analysis on those individuals who actually adopted the tool. This
yielded 420 users, who collectively created 116,024 notes and logged 21,353,324
interactions.
In order to better understand the contents of logs and notes, we conducted a
survey and email interview with a subset of users in September 2009. The sur-
vey, conducted one year after List-it was released, asked active users to identify
what other personal information tools they routinely used, and to comment on
how List-it fitted in among these other tools. The email interview, conducted at
roughly the same time, consisted of free response questions that invited users to
describe their strategies for keeping information. These insights allowed us to



















Table 4.1: Examples of one-word notes -A sample of one-word notes reveals a mix
of common nouns, proper nouns, abbreviations, numbers, codes, URLs, pass-
words. (Names, codes and e-mail addresses have been anonymized to protect
participants' identities.)
4.4 Analysis and findings
4.4.1 What did people write?
Note length and expression
Notes were typically very short, with a median length of 54 characters, (min: 1,
M: 140.6, SD: 1642, max: 342,363 chars.). Figure 4-2 illustrates the distribution of
note length by number of characters. In terms of words, the median note was 5
words long; and 28% of notes were only one word in length. Examples of such 1 -
word notes are visible in Figure 4. 1. Most notes were a single line; as can be seen
in Figure 4-4, 75% of notes contained no line breaks, while 78% did not contain
punctuation.
We observed three strategies for managing note length: no compression (full
length), inclusion of only keywords, and abbreviation. The most common strat-
egy was to use only key words, as these notes:
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Figure 4-2: Log note length (characters) - Log distribution of note lengths in char-
acters (up to 1500) for 116,024 notes in sample 1500. Median note length was 54
characters. (min: 1, M: 140.6, SD: 1642, max: 342,363 chars.) (Notes longer than
1500 characters accounted for less than 1% and are omitted.)
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Figure 4-3: Log note length (words) - Distribution of number of words per note
(up to 200) for 116,024 notes in sample. Median note length was 5 words; 16%
consisted of only 1 word; (min: 1, M: 17.5, SD: 137.89, max: 18,476 words)
(Notes with more than 200 words comprised less than 1%, and are omitted for
clarity).
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Figure 4-4: Log lines per note - Distribution of note lengths in lines (up to 20out
of 116,024 notes in sample in length. Median note length was 1 line, (min:1, M:
2.50, SD: 22.56, max:4902 lines). 75% of notes were one line.
(Notes longer than 20 lines accounted for less than 1% and are not displayed.)
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elasticity of approval ratings? chart it! how does a politicians
approval ratings change after significant effect .. and more
importantly how soon does it bounce back????
Participants abbreviated common English words such as tomorrow ("tom")
and the names of people and places suggesting that these abbreviations are suf-
ficient to disambiguate within their personal context.
As we describe in Section 4.4.1, memory triggers, which were notes devised
purely as reminders, were often extremely short because, much like tying a string
one's finger, a single word or mark was sufficient to remind someone of some-
thing on a short-term basis. Upon asking participants to interpret some of the
one word notes, they responded as follows:
1. website - "Get bits for new website; update and transfer old website data
to new website."
2. scholo - "I was leveling my warlock in World of Warcraft, and in order to
get my epic land mount, I had to do a super long crazy quest chain. Part of
it involved running the instance Scholomance (called "Scholo" for short)."
3. jhsieh - "I need to contact a person as soon as I have time."
Note contents
To answer our first research question (MNQ1 - What do people put into notes to
themselves?), we started with a qualitative analysis of note contents, grounded in
our study of information scraps (described in Chapter 3) of the notes participants
took using our tool. This analysis classified the information represented in the
note, such as phone numbers, date/times, URLs, references to things, names of
people, recipes, and so on, into basic categories.
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To derive these categories, four expert coders performed open coding on 540
randomly chosen notes created by study participants. These initial types were
pooled, matched, and revealed as 62 categories which were clustered into 48
final categories, which were labeled with descriptive names, such as to-do, web
bookmark, contact information, web site passwords, and so on. For this analysis,
each note was assigned to at most one category. Figure 4-5 displays the resulting
distribution of forms and the raw counts of the most common types.
This process yielded an exponentially-shaped distribution, visible in Figure 4-
5(a), signifying a large variety of different types of notes in List-it, with a few very
common forms. The head of the distribution was dominated by many forms typ-
ically associated with structured PIM tools: calendar events, address book con-
tact information (names with phone numbers and email addresses), to-do items,
and web bookmarks. However, these collectively comprised only 278 (51%) of the
distribution. The remaining 44% was distributed among forms that were typically
less associated with mainstream PIM tools, such as passwords, tracking/shipping
and confirmation codes, travel itineraries, meeting agendas, word definitions,
code snippets, recipes, etc. The final 21 categories comprising the tail of the dis-
tribution each occurred for a single note in the sample, and included types such
as expressions, jokes, problem statements, alphanumeric codes and thoughts.
Note roles
To answer MNQ2, a separate subsequent analysis was conducted to identify note
roles, that is, the likely purposes that each note was intended to serve. The follow-
ing five roles were derived from the initial coding exercise:
1. Memory triggers - Notes whose primary purpose is to bring something to
mind (make information salient).
2. Reference items -A piece of information that is likely to be needed at a par-
ticular later point in time.
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le I~ II 6 4 3 4 1 1 * t
Form % Count %
TODO 164 30.4
WEB BOOKMARK 90 16.7
CONTACT 18 3.3








KEEP IN MIND 5 0.9
ACTIVITY LOG 5 0.9
PASSWORD 3 0.6
QUESTION 3 0.6
Figure 4-5: Noteforms per category. N=540 notes were assigned to at most 1 cat-
egory each; 48 final categories were identified. (3-coders, Fleiss r, = 0.71). The
most common forms are visible in (b), including: TODOs (explicitly marked with
"to do", or starting with a verb); THING a single proper or common noun that
is not a reference to a person; THINGLIST a list of common nouns (e.g. "car,
turnips, cat"); WEB BOOKMARK a web URL alone or w/ label.
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3. External cognition -Notes where the purpose of creation is to facilitate think-
ing aloud on screen (as if writing on paper).
4. Logging, Journalling, Chronicling - A note that serves as a record of some-
thing that the user did or experienced, to help keep track of this event.
5. Emotional/personal archive - An item kept for personal value, typically for
emotional, aesthetic or sentimental reasons.
This last category was formed to encompass a set of emotional, sentimen-
tal and personal reasons for keeping information cited by users in the survey;
these included reasons such as "jokes I like", "verses from the Bible", "quotes that
I like", "lyrics for my favorite songs", and "code snippets I was proud of". This
category was distinguished from the reference items in that they were likely to be
retrieved for emotional, rather than functional, needs - e.g., to brighten the user's
day, rather than to log into a web site.
Role coding was performed on 600 notes by 4 coders; each coder was asked
to assign a primary note role, and as many secondary categories (on a scale from
1-5) as deemed necessary. Finally, coders were asked to propose any new roles
while examining the sample. No such new categories were proposed. Measuring
inter-coder reliability revealed a moderately strong agreement (Fleiss , = 0.615)
among primary categories, or K = 0.85 when secondary categories (with a score
of 4 or higher) were included. At this threshold, 473 (79%) of the notes were as-
signed to at least one category, with an average 1.44 role labels per note overall
(the remaining 140 notes were predominantly test notes or in a language that the
coders could not read). To simplify discussion, all subsequent note role anal-
ysis was done with these 473 notes, pooling secondary and primary categories
together. From the level of agreement, we concluded that external observers not
having access to the original note author could still use clues in most notes to
moderately strongly agree upon their purpose(s) of creation.
From this coding process, we estimated the frequency of these intents and the
affinity between roles, that is, the frequency with which a note with a particular
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type N (%) co-occurs % forms %
reference 29 todo 42
mem trg: 303 (66%) ext cog 12 noun 15pers arch 8 web bkmk 7
journal 8 contact 3
mem trg 41 web bkmk 41
ref: 215 (47%) ext cog 10 noun 7.5pers arch 12 contact 6.9
journal 10 copypaste 3.7
mem trg 65 todo 18
ext cog: 59 (12%) ref 39 question 8pers arch 20 draft 4
journal 19 idea 3
mem trg 38 copypaste 32
pers arch: 61 (13%) reft cog uote 14
journal 13 joke 8
memtrg 51 todo 37
journal: 43 (9%) ref 51 mtg mins 1
ext cog 26 noun 1
pers arch 18 plan 1
Table 4.2: Count of roles belonging to each role - Each note (N=473) could be
assigned multiple roles at levels 1-5. Thresholding at 4 yielded P = 1.44roles/note.
2nd column: co-occurrence probabilities of purposes. 3rd column: breakdown
of the most common forms (from Fig 4-5) arising in each role.
role also served other roles (Table 4.2). This figure also displays the connection
between the previously identified forms and each of these roles, displaying the
most common forms occurring in each. Memory triggers comprised a majority
(66%) of the coded notes, and also overlapped the most with the other categories.
"Pure" memory triggers, defined as notes that contain no other information be-
sides a key word or phrase intended to bring something to mind, comprised a
large portion (57%) of these memory triggers. Since these items did not contain
additional information, they were easily distinguished from reference items. For
example, for contact information it was often only the particular contact detail
(e.g., the phone number or e-mail address) that was kept, for bookmarks only the
bare URL, and for an event the room number, date and time. OTher "important"
but secondary details, such as the name of the person, event, or web page, were
often omitted. As a result, for many kinds of items, there was some ambiguity
as to whether their purpose was to remind the user of the event, or to serve as a
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role mean length mean lifetime in mean
chars/words/lines (SD) hours (SD) p(delete) (SD)
all in study 162.35 / 17.57 / 2.97 1155.86 hrs (40.149) 0.55 (0.48)
(df = 66151) (825.74/88.82/9.72)
memory trigger 55.56** / 8.53** / 1.49** 1005 (46.00) 0.70** (0.45)
(df = 303) (88.78/14.79/1.69)
reference 108.69 / 12.23* / 1.95 1678 (3042.26) 0.45* (0.49)
(df = 215) (240.67/41.26/2.23)
ext cognition 137.22 / 22.52*/ 2.06 1157.28 (2056.74) 0.49 (0.5)
(df = 59) (196.30/32.93/2.60)
personal arch 166.32 / 26.16/ 1.83 1794.79* (950.82) 0.30** (0.5)
(df = 61) (443.89/78.14/1.99)
journal (df = 43) 188.60 / 18.34 / 2.27 1121 (2002.28) 0.411* (0.5)
(163.08/26.32/2.07)
Table 4.3: Average notefeatures by role -ANOVA tests were separately computed
for features, blocking by participant. ANOVA tests rejected the null hypothesis
(implying the existence of a difference among means) at (p < 0.001) for all fea-
tures. Significance indicators in the table (**p < 0.001, *p < 0.01) further in-
dicate where pairwise differences involving the particular role exceeded signifi-
cance against the other roles.
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reference for these details. Coders labeled an item as a memory trigger when it
was explicitly labeled to-do, phrased as an imperative (e.g., "call dan 252-2322")
or had a clear date (e.g., for an event to be attended).
A large variety of items fell squarely in reference - these included logins and
passwords for web sites; how-tos, such as recipes and instructions for operating
office equipment; personal contact information, such as addresses; and difficult
words to spell. Coders labeled 47% of notes as reference items.
Notes in the external cognition role occasionally overlapped with memory
triggers when they resulted from the process of brainstorming possible actions
to take next. The following is an example of such a note by a participant, taking
the form of a plan containing various other forms, including to-do items (serving
as memory triggers) and contact information (for future reference):
next steps XXXXXXX
done- call ZZZ marketing
consider incentives? no others require it; our pricing is more competitive
Are notes in roles characteristically different?
Table 4.3 conveys the result of a comparison of notes that fell into each role
along several simple features: note length (in characters, words, and lines), av-
erage lifetime, and probability of deletion. The tests were blocked by partici-
pant, to control for inter-participant variation, and significance was determined
using pairwise Tukey-HSD post-hoc tests. All feature tests rejected the null hy-
pothesis for role at p < 0.001 as follows: note characters F(3,689)=27.02; tokens
F(3,689)=23.23; lines F(3,689)=8.62; lifespan in hours F(3,499)=11.06; probability
of deletion P(3,1052)=59.40. All feature tests also rejected the null hypothesis for
participant ID, indicating that differences among individuals contributed signif-
icantly to the means and standard deviations computed above.
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Figure 4-6: Time to create a note, in seconds - Time elapsed from initiating cap-
ture until note was saved for 33,912 recorded note capture operations. Median
duration was 7s (M=27.5s, SD=241.2 1).
4.4.2 How fast did they write it?
Creation of notes was fast - measuring from the time it took a participant to ini-
tiate capture until they clicked 'Save' ran a median of 7.4s (M=27.5s, SD=241.21).
Figure 4-6 (a) displays the distribution of seconds (up to 1 minute) of all such
note capture measurements across participants.
4.4.3 Do different people use List-it different ways?
PIM studies have repeatedly found that personal styles strongly influence the
ways that individuals keep information using various tools. In terms of office pa-
per organization, for example, Malone [101] concluded that an individual tended
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Figure 4-7: List-it lifetime timeline legend wi enlargement - Each timeline plot
represents 2 years of use, from the lower left to upper right. Note creations
are green circles along the diagonal; subsequent actions to that note are de-
picted vertically above this mark: triangles and squares for edits (of increas-
ing/decreasing length), dark green circles above the diagonal for retrievals, and
red'x's for deletions. Each note's lifetime (i.e., time from creation until deletion) is
represented as a vertical line. Notes remaining undeleted at the conclusion of the
study are in green. This figure shows packrat and minimalist keeping strategies.
to either be a filer, a person who files things fastidiously, or a piler, someone who
does little organization and lets things land where they fall.
We hypothesized that individuals' use of List-it might also exhibit such similar
interpersonal differences. Since our analysis in 4.4.1 already revealed significant
inter-personal differences in the lengths, lifetimes, and probability of deletion
of notes, we focused this analysis of note collections as a whole; specifically the
temporal dynamics of note creation, edits and deletion, and the growth of note
collections over time. To reveal such patterns, we constructed note lifetime visu-
alizations, examples of which are visible in Figure 4-8 and 4-9.
Examining participants' timelines revealed clear similarities and differences.
To more concretely understand the core patterns exhibited, 3 coders clustered
the participants' visualizations based on appearance. Four distinct keepingstrate-
gies emerged from this process as follows:
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Figure 4-8: Typical timelines for a packrat and a minimalist - Packrats (e.g., a)
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Figure 4-9: List-it timelinesfor sweeper and revisor - Sweepers perform periodic
"purges" of note collections, resulting in the "stair stepping" patterns visible in
(a) above. Revisers re-use a single note repeatedly over time instead of creating




" packrats - Keeping many items indefinitely without modifying them.
" minimalists -Deleting notes soon after creation to keep List-it tidy/minimal.
" periodic sweepers -Periodic cleaning up (deletion) of large numbers of notes
in batch sweeps.
" revisers - Individuals who repeatedly edit the same notes over and over.
Examples of timelines exemplifying each strategy are visible in Figure 4-8 and
4-9. Coders labeled each participant's timeline with four ratings ("None", "Some",
or "Much") according to the degree with which it exhibited the characteristics of
each of the above categories. As with our earlier analysis of roles, pooling coders'
votes at the "Some" level generated a mean 1.78 (SD = 0.78) personalities per
user (aggregating at the "Much" level yielded M=0.44 categories per user, which
signified under-coding). Out of resulting 207 (50%) of users who had at least 1
"Some" membership, 81 (41%) exhibited only one of these strategies. Agreement
among coders was moderate (3-coders, Fleiss r = 0.561).
Subsequently, we computed a number of basic statistics for each group (vis-
ible in Figure 4.4) including the number and length of notes they created, per-
centage of notes they deleted, average lifetime of notes taken, number of notes
per day, average number of edits per note, average frequency of use of search, and
tool use frequency. Packrats kept more and longer notes, and deleted fewer; as
a result, their collections grew at an average rate of 1.06 notes/day. Minimalists'
note collections remained a constant size, as they deleted notes the most vigor-
ously. The minimalists also used List-it the most regularly (a full 33% of all days
the tool was installed).
Comparing these four categories to previous PIM "personalities", the frequent
filers and archivists found by Malone, Mackay [100], Whittaker [139] and others
most closely mapped to our "minimalists". Since List-it has no explicit folder-
ing/archiving mechanism', individuals desiring to keep their lists organized and
7Users can easily simulate folder functionality, through saved search filters - in practice, this
was rarely/never used as such
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everyone 420 18.0/2.11 (138.95/79.18) 1.63 (2.24) 1.15 (1.49)
packrats 165 25.17***/3.06 (178.30/40.12) 1.93* (1.84) 0.86* (2.08)
minimalists 201 13.99/1.99 (109.179/94.60) 1.33* (0.91) 1.34* (0.95)
sweepers 39 15.94/1.80 (140.88/97.32) 1.27* (0.50) 1.21* (0.74)
revisers 29 14.06/2.64 (178.30/88.44) 0.35** (1.8) 0.41** (2.74)
style kept
(b)
edits/note searches/day days active A/day
everyone 420 33% (47%) 0.29 (2.06) 0.17 (0.37) 27% (3%) 0.47 (2.26)
packrats 165 67%* (47%) 0.19** (0.88) 0.25* (0.40) 25% (2%) 1.06* (2.58)
minimalists 201 13%** 0.26 (1.74) 0.10** (0.19) 33%* (4%) -0.00*
(33%) (0.41)
sweepers 39 20%* (39%) 0.30 (5.23) 0.16 (0.33) 29.7% 0.07* (0.34)
(4%)
revisers 29 38%* (48%) 1.48*** 0.29 (1.06) 18%* (3%) 0.02* (0.21)
(6.29)
Table 4.4: Means and SDs of note and collection stats by keeping strategy - 420
users were categorized by their "keeping style". Note characteristics were tested
over all notes by participants (df = 66,151) using ANOVAs blocked by partici-
pant; user characteristics were tested with 1-way ANOVAs (df = 420). All tests
rejected the null hypothesis indicating differences among keeping styles as fol-
lows: chars/note: F(4, 66146)=49.69 (p < 0.001), words/note: F(4, 66146)=32.21
(p < 0.001); edits/note: F(4,66146)=297.99 (p < 0.001); added notes/day
F(4,415)=6.16 (p < 0.01); deleted notes/day F(4,415)=2.95 (p < 0.05); note collec-
tion size change/day F(4,415)=10.41 (p < 0.001); % notes kept F(4, 415)=10847.48
(p < 0.001); searches/day F(4,415)=8.35 (p < 0.01); days active F(4,415)=5.87
(p < 0.01). Results of pairwise Tukey-HSD post-hoc analysis indicated above with
(***p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, *p < 0.05) for all features that exceeded pairwise signif-
icance.
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style words/lines adds/day deletes/day
tidy (tendencies that such groups in previous studies exhibited) were likely to
prune them down to only what needed to be visible at a time. Meanwhile, the
earlier category of pilers and non-filers most closely matched our packrats, who
kept List-it as an extended circular file. Similarly, the periodic sweepers in our
study mapped nicely to Whittaker's "cleaner-uppers" and Abrams's "sporadic fil-
ers" [3]. Our category of "revisers", however, was unique to our study and may be
the result of an appropriation strategy devised for people who like to have one
continuous text area rather than discrete notes.
4.4.4 Note revisitation and retrieval
Search terms
Participants collectively performed 6193 keyword search queries, using 3263 dis-
tinct search terms over the study period. The counts of the searches were dis-
tributed with a heavy tail; the most frequently occurring search term ("todo")
was issued 143 times while most query terms were issued only once (median=1,
M=1.9 queries). Among the top 100 terms searched for, the 15 most frequently
occurring ones were note label meta- data seemingly added to facilitate retrieval,
comprising words such as "todo", "reminder", "toread", "tips", "trackme", "fol-
lowup", "tips", "shortcuts", "@done", "@work", and "@home". The next most com-
mon terms were 14 generic categories of things, including "books", "computer",
"flight", followed by computer terms (3) "samba', "web", "url", "mount", "ftp", com-
pany names (12), and names of people (3). Overall, search terms were short, with
a median length of 5 characters and a mean of 11.2.
How often were notes searched for? Keyword search use highly depended on
the individual. Most individuals used search very infrequently; 72 (17%) never
used it at all, and the mean number of searches per user per day over their entire
use of List-it was 0.18 (SD = 0.36)8. A few participants used it fairly regularly; 7%
8To calculate this statistic, we considered only days where the user interacted with List-it at
least once
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averaged more than 1.0 searches per day over their use of the tool. The partic-
ipant who used searches the most averaged 3.9 searches per day, accumulating
130 searches using 92 distinct search terms during her use of the tool.
Which users searched and who didn't? Participants who created more notes
also searched more often than those who created fewer notes (p = 0.11, p <
0.0001, df = 1509). While average note collection size did not correlate signifi-
cantly with the amount of searching, it did vary with strategy; minimalists searched
significantly less than packrats. This was likely due to the fact that, as Section
4.4.3 revealed, packrats were more likely to store reference items (which needed
to be quickly retrieved, a good use case for keyword search) while minimalists
used List-it predominantly for memory triggers which were only effective when
they were noticed - thus explicit searching for these forms was unlikely.
Which notes were retrieved? Out of all (N=116,024 ) notes in our sample, only
13,131 (8.83%) were ever retrieved via keyword search. But if retrieved, they were
often retrieved multiple times. Figure 4-10 displays the number of retrievals for
notes retrieved at least once.
The large-count retrievals (127 notes retrieved 65-70 times, 158 notes retrieved
70-75 times, 6 notes retrieved 75-80 times) in the histogram were generated by
5 individuals who added textual labels (essentially tags) to each of their notes
and searched for these tags repeatedly to essentially create multiple views of their
notes collection. These peaks thus were created because each of these tags caused
the repeated retrieval of a large number of notes. The first three users used sim-
ple project or person tagging: "Sarah", "bike", "Wifi". The fourth individual used
tag sequences to categorize each note at multiple levels of granularity: "home
- photo", "home - entertainment - movie", "home - music - 90.xfm monday 5/11
(...) ". These notes seemed to be a mixture of memory triggers and reference items
but such roles were not distinguished by his system. The fifth individual used a
mixture of types of tags to organize 273 links of found cartoons on the web. Each
note contained a single URL, annotated with an action ("watch later", "add to
x list', "google X"), a priority, ratings (e.g., "LOVE LOVE LOVE"), or the name of
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Figure 4-10: Histogram of note retrieval - Count of times notes retrieved at least
once were retrieved in total (median=5, M=9.41, SD=12.88, df=13131).
4.4.5 Interviews
Eighteen people (12 males, 6 females) were recruited via e-mail to participate in
an interview we conducted in October 2009. (While this interview preceded the
conclusion and final analysis study by 1 year, List-it remained largely unchanged
during the second year.) Ages of participants ranged widely (18-25:3, 25-35:4,135-
50:2, 50-60:5, 65+:4); all graduated high school; 6 graduated college, and 6 had
advanced degrees (master's and doctorates). While three reported spending less
than 3 hours a day on average at their computers, 11I reported spending more
than 6 hours a day at a computer; thus the majority of these interviewees were all
heavy computer users. Fifteen responded that they used List-it on their machine
at work, while 13 had it on their home PC. We focus the discussion on responses
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to the question that yielded the greatest variety of responses: "If you could have
one tool or feature that would make you more organized, what would it be?"
Ease and speed of capture
Eight (44%) of the responses mentioned some aspect of being able to write things
down quickly and easily. Several participants expressed that any steps that got
in the way of writing something down became a deterrent. Many participants
gave specific suggestions towards making capture more effective. Six participants
requested direct select-and-paste features. Others mentioned wishing to be able
to directly capture e-mails, web page contents and calendar events into List-it.
Three asked for support for speech-to-List-it transcription from mobile phones.
Simplicity
Several emphasized that the simplicity of the tool was the primary reason they
liked and trusted it. In particular, one participant, a writer, described her avoid-
ance of other popular note-taking tools:
At first I tried using Evernote and found it too "veiled"; also too labo-
rious to load and work with. I was looking for a note-taking program
that would really seem as if I were just doing that: typing into a blank
space of some sort and then going on to the next blank space.
Simplicity was especially valued by older study participants, who mentioned
the understandability of List-it's interface and ease of use.
Reminding, task management and motivation
Many participants mentioned wanting better support for to-do lists and reminders.
Several simply asked for functionality that would let them set alarms on notes,
which would cause them to be alerted (or text messaged) at a particular date and
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time, or after a certain period of time had elapsed since note creation. Three peo-
ple suggested that this date and time should be automatically gleaned from text
put into the note. Beyond alarms, three participants mentioned wanting specific
views of their notes that would sort their notes by priority, or, more specifically,
by what they had to do that day.
Five people requested the ability to be able to either easily merge/group notes
together or tag them by task, and then be able to check them off when the tasks
were completed. Two participants suggested implementing functionality to have
List-it automatically remind its user when he/she did not look at a particular
note, or when the contents of a particular note was forgotten. One participant
wished that List-it could remind him when he was in the process of writing some-
thing he had already written down previously.
Visibility/prominence
Closely related to reminding was visibility; many participants preferred List-it
because it was highly prominent in their browser.
One place to put it in and get it out
Several participants mentioned having a single place to put information regard-
less of what it was as the most important reason why they liked putting infor-
mation into List-it. Several others mentioned wishing that List-it could make it
possible to automatically import text from external information sources (e-mail,
address books, calendar and the web) so that this information would be more
easily accessed in one place. Thus, one of the most valued reasons people used
List-it was for its role in reducing information fragmentation (discussed in 2.4.3).
Flexible annotation
Two participants mentioned annotation. One said, "I wish I could easily anno-
tate emails in Gmail. Things is pretty good for keeping track of tasks to do, but I
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wish it had more room for annotation." A similar comment was made regarding
annotations to URLs kept as bookmarks.
Organization
Separate from task-related organization, several participants had recommenda-
tions for ways they'd wished List-it would group information that they had not
seen in any other tool. Two such comments mentioned automatic organization,
and support for pivoting hierarchies.
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Figure 4-11: MISC, MIT Information Scraps Corpus Redaction Tool - This tool is
designed to make it easy for people to prepare their List-it notes for public re-
lease, by redacting sensitive information. When participants log in, they are pre-
sented with all of the notes they have taken in List-it. Participants are invited to
first select notes they wish to publish, click on words or codes to redact them, and
finally are asked to select an option for "What is this note", to provide researchers
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Much progress has been attributed to the availability of common, open data
sets for research. From early computer vision face datasets, spoken corpora for
voice recognition (e.g., [61]), natural language text corpora (e.g., [41]), to, most
recently, recommender data sets (such as made available by the NetFlix prize
[18]) and social networking data sets (such as the Enron e-mail corpus [91] and
data streams readily available from sites like Twitter9) have allowed researchers
to more easily and effectively compare methods, and benchmark their successes
against a common set of criteria. More importantly, the availability of such data
makes it possible for researchers to focus their time and efforts on analysis and
problem solving rather than on the labor-intensive problem of getting the data
to begin with.
Yet, beyond the aforementioned Enron corpus, there have existed no such
standard data sets for the field of personal information management. As a con-
sequence, PIM artifacts such as notes-to-self have remained little understood.
The work in this thesis is, in many regards, the first to characterize digital textual
notes-to-self and implications of their capture. Since the List-it project amassed
such a large collection of notes in its relatively short time of existence, we sought
to make this available to researchers outside the project with the hopes of spurring
innovation in the field.
Of course, the notes captured in the study contain much sensitive information
that was obtained from users per an agreement that such information would not
be disclosed outside the research group. Thus, we created a tool to make it pos-
sible for people to easily, manually "donate" notes that they saw fit to the public
research corpus, and in the process, to "sanitize" these notes of sensitive infor-
mation using a simple redaction process.
Figure 4-11 shows a screen shot of MISC, the MIT Information Scraps Corpus
redaction tool, which allows users to perform note redaction quickly and easily.
When a List-it user logs in, all of the notes they have created with List-it appear
on the left. They can then select a note they wish to share, by clicking on it, which
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9Twitter - http: //www. twitter. com/
loads it into the main panel in the center. There, users can remove sensitive infor-
mation by simply clicking on sensitive words, or dragging to select regions. Once
redacted, the note is assigned a category and added to the queue of notes to be
published. Once submitted to be published, notes are instantly made available
in the MISC notes archive, available in XML or CSV.
4.6 Conclusion
The purpose of the study in this chapter was to examine people's means of deal-
ing with "information scraps," a term we coined to represent the whole gamut of
small pieces of information that eluded organization in digital PIM tools, from
notes to-self and reminders, to statements or phrases filed for future reference.
To this end, we created List-it, a micro-note tool which was flexible, easy to use,
and instrumented to record in-situ interactions, to allow us to observe how peo-
ple actually saved and accessed information. From this data, amassed over a pe-
riod of two years, we were able to deduce the basic personal information needs
which underlay the ubiquitous notes-to-self.
This study revealed a number of parallels between the ways people used List-
it and the findings centering on the use of paper from previous studies. For
example, the ease and speed with which notes could be made led List-it to be
used to store many short notes (one or two word reminders) in under 10 sec-
onds (Section 4.4.4), rivaling the time it took to write something down on a sticky
note. List-it's visible position in the browser lent it to be used for reminders and
quick reference items for use during browsing (mentioned in interviews, Section
4.4.5), much as sticky notes were used to place information "in the way" of some-
thing so it was found when needed [16]. Like paper, List-it was used for "thinking
things through" - brainstorming, writing drafts (e.g., e-mails or blog posts), de-
vising plans (e.g., itineraries and planning vacations) and problem solving (e.g.,
keeping track of possible solutions). This process of "thinking through writing"
was made possible by the freeform nature of notes taken in List-it, which sup-
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ported the natural documentation of ideas in the forms that they occurred. In
contrast, this was difficult to execute with most structured PIM tools because of
the constraints placed on the kinds of information and forms these tools could
handle.
We found that people kept anything and everything in List-it; the lack of any
preconceived notion of what did or did not belong in List-it made it a single place
where everything could be stored and kept: ephemera, information of immedi-
ate need, possible later use, or that may never be actually needed. As a result,
our study participants used List-it for keeping ideas, thoughts, archiving snip-
pets from the Web, and chronicling things that they had done or experienced-
just as they might have done in a paper journal.
The absence of organizational requirements imposed by the tool also con-
tributed to List-it's usefulness, because it freed the user from having to think
about what kind of notes they were taking, and avoided forcing users to "pigeon-
hole" notes into any one particular form. Note forms and roles (Section 4.4.1)
in List-it were only loosely correlated, in that notes often served multiple roles
fluidly and simultaneously - for example, notes taken at an event could simulta-
neously serve as a reminder of something to do (a memory trigger), a reference
for future access, and a memento of the experience. Structured PIM tools, in con-
trast, strongly associated fixed sets of affordances and functionality with particu-
lar forms (e.g., alarm reminder functionality is available only for calendar events),
which may be imposed undue restrictions on what users could do with their in-
formation. Moreover, while most structured PIM tools force discrete items to be
stored separately, we found that users naturally mixed information forms in their
notes, and embedded forms in other forms, (by including bookmarks in a to-do
item, or contact information in a calendar appointment, for example), which al-
lowed them to keep associated items naturally together. Finally, the lack of orga-
nizational features, such as folders, in List-it did not deter individuals, but rather
inspired them to devise their own solutions, such as textually tagging notes, and
appropriating List-it's search functions to create quickly-toggleable views of sets
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of tags as needed.
An open question that resulted from looking at visualizations of List-it use
over time (in Sec. 4.4.3) was whether and how PIM tools should support inherent
differences in the ways people preferred to manage their information archives,
whether they be packrats, minimalists, sweepers, etc. These differences were
easily recognizable in List-it usage patterns and note collections, just as previous
studies had found in paper, e-mail and web bookmark organization. Examining
the needs of each of these personalities in greater detail could lend insight to-
wards making tools more effective. The strength of List-it as it stands is that it
accommodates all of these individual styles of note-taking.
In summary, our study revealed that supporting the quick and convenient
capture and access of arbitrary information enabled digital micro-notes to be
used in much the same ways that paper-based information scraps were - for re-
minding, reference, external cognition, journaling and the archiving of items of
personal value. Thus, while previous personal information studies have argued
that paper and pen would remain more versatile and convenient for note-taking
than digital tools [127]; such affordances are finally enabling digital PIM tools to
challenge the age-old supremacy of the pen, paper and sticky note.
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Chapter 5
Extending micro-notes with context
and structure: Jourknow
The study described in Chapter 4 revealed that people kept a large quantity and
variety of notes in List-it, a tool optimized around the fast and efficient capture
of short textual notes. List-it essentially demonstrated that simplicity and quick-
capture of notes alone greatly facilitated the capture of information, which might
otherwise have been forgotten as an information scrap.
What additional features needed from a PIM tool? While some benefit may
arise from the act of taking notes alone, making effective use of information pre-
viously kept could, at least in theory, bring about dramatic improvements to peo-
ple's lives. Information about past experiences could improve a persons overall
productivity, allowing better decisions based upon hindsight, and better man-
agement of outstanding tasks and responsibilities.
What clues do we have that there is room for improvement in List-it? As de-
scribed by participants of the Information Scraps Study, information that was
"out of sight was out of mind" - a problem which would also afflict users of List-
it, who were limited to viewing a small selection of notes at a time. Since, as
revealed in Section 4.4.1 most notes served as memory triggers, representing a
note taken for the purpose of reminding, visibility of these notes was particularly
important.
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A related issue pertained to the long-term interpretation of notes. Comparing
the notes people took in List-it to information scrap artifacts revealed a num-
ber of similarities: notes were often short, incomplete fragments of information,
many consisting of only a single word. As with information scraps, the contex-
tual information necessary for interpreting such notes was kept in the head and
not written down (as described in Sec. 4.4.1), which meant that it could be for-
gotten over time. Once forgotten, such notes might become entirely incompre-
hensible, and therefore useless. Since the memorability of notes was critical to
the long-term interpretation of information captured, making information more
memorable could be viewed as a priority for a micro-note tool like List-it.
Finally, the infrequent use of search for retrieval suggested that perhaps notes
were not being retrieved and used as well as they could be. Other studies of in-
formation re-finding in the context of the Web documented that people naturally
re-found information over time by repeating the same queries and re-finding
processes rather than using dedicated history or bookmarking tools to facilitate
later re-retrieval [27] [85] [37]. Thus people were also likely to repeat laborious
re-searches, even in the presence of a micro-note tool like List-it.
This chapter presents an experiment seeking to extend List-it's capabilities
to better support the use of micro-note collections once captured. Jourknow is
a prototype note-taking tool that extends List-it's lightweight capture facilities
to support more effective memory for captured information, reminding facili-
ties, and exploration, with the objective of letting people make better use of their
growing note collections over time.
5.1 Jourknow
5.1.1 Goals
Instead of proposing to replace existing PIM applications, our intention for Jour-
know is to augment existing tools with new experimental modes of input, re-
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Figure 5-1: Jourknow - Jourknow displays the user's note collection, which we
collectively refer to as the codex. Alongside the codex, Jourknow displays episode
thumbnails exposing the time and context surrounding each note. Faceted
browsing facilities allow users to quickly find notes in the codex by the structure
of their contents. Finally, the current context display (bottom right) provides a
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trieval and organization, so that recommendations can be made to inform the
design of the next-generation of PIM tools.
Jourknow has attempted to address the preceding design needs as follows:
1. Lightweight Capture - As demonstrated in List-it, supporting the unre-
stricted, quick and easy capture of arbitrary information items encourages
people to capture information they need in ways most convenient for them.
Jourknow aims to continue to support the fast and versatile capture of in-
formation, extending List-it's facilities to support direct capture from within
external applications.
2. Flexible Contents and Representation - The long tail of information scraps
observed in the study of Chapter 3 suggests the need to support a wider
variety of information forms than those currently addressed by structured
PIM tools. Extending List-it's capabilities to traditional "structured data",
such as calendar items or bookmarks, Jourknow utilizes artificial natural
languages, which we call "pidgin languages," as we will describe in Sec.
5.1.2.
3. Flexible use and organization - Information may need to be captured or
referenced at any time, in a variety of different ways; for example, in some
situations, a "rolodex" or traditional address book interface may be the eas-
iest to reference needed items, while in others, a sketchbook-like interface
may be the most suitable. Jourknow aims to bridge multiple representa-
tions together, so that the advantages of particular representations can be
leveraged when they are needed. As described in 5.1.3, this is made possible
by deriving a common relational data model (RDF) from semi-structured
input, and using this representation to update external manifestations (such
as in one's address book).
4. Visibility and Reminding - The problem of information filed in structured
PIM often being "out of sight and out of mind" causes people to duplicate
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information on paper so that it can be placed more prominently, using writ-
ten (ie., Post-It) notes. Jourknow seeks to make it possible for notes to make
themselves salient through a variety of reminder mechanisms.
5. Availability - A final design goal is to support pervasive capture and ac-
cess; information may need to be captured or referenced at any time, such
as while in the middle of another task/application, or when one is away
from one's desk.
These goals are achieved through a combination of design features, which we
describe in the next section.
5.1.2 Design Features
Our design achieves these goals through the following means:
1. Unconstrained text entry - Like in List-it, information is entered as free text
in a small text widget that can be invoked anywhere by a keystroke.
2. Entity recognition - Jourknow recognizes named entities in the entered text
and associates the entered information with these entities. New entities can
be defined as needed.
3. Structure recognition - Jourknow uses a simple and extensible pidgin to
recognize structured information in text fragments such as "meeting with
Joe at 5pm in G592" and "add milk to shopping list". Users can adapt the
pidgin to their preferred means of expressing structure.
4. Context capture - Jourknow watches what a user is doing and where they
are doing it, and records that information with input text to assist in later
retrieval.
5. Application integration - Jourknow mirrors applicable parts of the entered
information to structured applications such as calendar, address book, and
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web browser, so that it can be retrieved and visualized using those rich
domain-specific tools.
6. First-class textfragments - Jourknow treats its input, not as one big blob of
text, but as a large collection of text scraps and entities that can be retrieved
individually. This offers a much finer grain of retrieval than other systems,
so that users can home in on exactly what they need.
7. Structured retrieval - Jourknow offers search and faceted browsing based on
tags, entities, and relations for finding relevant text scraps and entities.
All of the above design features are unique to Jourknow beyond the capabili-
ties provided by List-it except unconstrained, efficient text entry, which was the
principal design goal of List-it. Although unimportant for the following discus-
sion, the actual design and implementation of Jourknow preceded that of List-
it by a year ([134]); List-it was developed subsequently to Jourknow to focus on
studying the effects of this lightweight, unconstrained input.
A potential criticism of using a pidgin is that it is simply "NLP lite"-that as
soon as we solve the problem of recognizing arbitrary natural language, our ap-
proach will not be needed. But there are several reasons to pursue our approach.
First, a complete NLP solution remains distant at this time, and even if it were
currently viable, would be more than is needed for the simple data capture we
are supporting. Our approach offers many of the benefits of NLP input, but much
sooner. Secondly, we note that individuals' jotted notes are generally not in nat-
ural language. They include abbreviations, ungrammatical constructions, and
a variety of other language hacks to make entry more immediate. Users do not
want to waste time crafting grammatically complete sentences to record infor-
mation fragments. While NLP might ultimately be able to handle this unnatural
language, we note that shorthand is highly individualistic, requiring a solution
that learns for each user differently- an even more challenging problem than
standard NLP Thirdly, our approach emphasizes the value of bridging from a
more naturalistic input framework to a traditional GUI output environment, in
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contrast to many natural language systems that assume natural language is the
right modality for both directions.
In the remainder of this section, we offer more detail on the mechanisms
listed above.
Text: Lightweight Input of Information
The two main design goals for data input with Jourknow are, first, efficiency, the
ability to get the information into the computer as easily and conveniently as
possible; and secondly, the facility to capture the structure of information in as
flexible, and non-restrictive, a way as possible.
To address light-weight data entry, Jourknow provides a simple, nonrestrictive
text input, in which users may type notes in any way they please. Jourknow al-
lows users to divide their text buffer into notes, which may be freely rearranged.
The set of all of a person's notes and their contents in Jourknow is called the per-
son's codex. To reduce the effort of switching applications to add notes, Jourknow
extends List-it's browse-only shortcut hotkeys to system-wide hotkeys that make
it possible to interact with it while other applications have focus. The "toggle vis-
ibility" hotkey instantly brings Jourknow into focus, and dismisses it from view
when pushed a second time. A "paste" hotkey sequence sends any selected text
from any application directly into a new Jourknow note and brings it into view,
while a "bookmark" hotkey, if pressed while viewing any document or web page,
adds the document's title and link to a new Jourknow note. Similarly, text may be
simply dragged and dropped, or pasted into an existing or new note from another
application, rearranged freely within a note, or moved between notes.
Jourknow allows users to categorize notes in their codices by adding tags,
which by default are identified syntactically as a single word starting with the
'@' symbol. Notes may have any number of tags. Additionally, tags may option-
ally have values, which by default are identified with a colon following a tag. For
example, class notes for an algorithms course could be tagged just as "@class",
both "@class" and "@algorithms", or alternatively, "@class:algorithms". These
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tags may be later used to quickly select subsets of notes to be viewed, as de-
scribed in Filtering, Exploration, Finding and Reminding. Tags are scoped to
the entire note, and thus, all text and subtext (described next) in the note inherit
the tag. The syntax used to recognize tags may be changed in Jourknow's pref-
erences. Beyond unstructured text and tagging, Jourknow provides two mech-
anisms by which users can express structured information to the system in a
way that Jourknow will be able to understand. The first is a simplified language
or "pidgin" [142] which allows users to express structured data items more nat-
urally for particular predefined domains, such as for events, meetings, or ad-
dress/contact information. Our goal is for our pidgin to automatically capture
common kinds of structured data entry that end up in unstructured form. The
second is a lightweight triple syntax (based on Notation3[21]), a domain-generic
grammar with which the user may make statements to express arbitrary struc-
tural properties and relationships among entities, without having to predefine
pidgin for the domain or ontology. Examples of each are illustrated in Figure 5-
2. When Jourknow's pattern recognizers (described in 5.1.3) identify either type
of structured information, Jourknow creates subtexts for these, which are struc-
tured entities that reflect its interpretation of what was written.
If a user wishes Jourknow to recognize new pidgin phrases for new domains
not covered by the Jourknow's base PIM grammars for events, addresses and to-
dos, Jourknow makes it easy to do so. The user can simply use a pidgin means
expression anywhere in their codex, which, when interpreted, creates a subtext
structure representing a mini-grammar that the pidgin language processor can
subsequently use to recognize the new forms. An example of such a means ex-
pression to handle pidgin forms such as:
new cafe Diesel at Davis Sq wifi yes
into subtext would be:
'new cafe <A> at <B> wifi <C>'
means <A> a :cafe; :hasfreewifi <B>; :atlocation <C>.
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where the expression after "means" represents the intended structure expressed
in Notation3, and tokens in brackets represent corresponding "slots" for values.
Users can also require that the slots conform to a particular type by adding the
required type in brackets, for example: ''<A Date>'.









@todo - pick up project 2
@school @urgent
meet with Prof. Karger at 3pm wednesday
in his office about named entity res
@zagat
:Burger-Vous a :restaurant : rite;_cheap:
:atmosphere :poor: :rating 4
:cuisine :nouveau-american.
Figure 5-2: Jourknow supports combinations of tags and unstructured text (top),
pidgin grammars (middle), and Notation3 (bottom).
The subtext consists of instantiations of any structures described in the codex.
Once instantiated, these structures can be "brought to life,"-manipulated like
objects in traditional PIM applications, used to set reminders, or sorted and fil-
tered by property or value. To maximize their availability and utility, Jourknow
exports subtext structures that represents PIM data types such as events, con-
tacts, and to-do items to the user's standard PIM applications. Edits via these
external representations are reflected in the subtext, and are made visible in the
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codex through a revision indicator. We describe how this is done in 5.1.3, System
Implementation.
For example, the pidgin
mtg at Luna Cafe @ 5pm w/ Akemi cell 617-229-xxxx re:camping this weekend
translates to a subtext that encodes the fact that there is a meeting on the topic of
camping this weekend that is happening at a location known as the Luna Caf e,
at the time 5pm, with something or someone named Akemi, who has a cell phone
number 617-229-8888. Instantiation of this subtext causes an event to appear in
the user's calendaring application (currently Google Calendar, iCal and MS Out-
look) with the appropriate date, time and subject, as well as contact information
to appear (if one didn't already exist) for a person named Akemi with the appro-
priate phone number, in the user's address book.
We note that ambiguity with resolving names of places and people to records
is, in general, an extremely challenging problem. For example, if the user already
has several contacts with a name Akemi, it would be impossible for Jourknow to
tell (from the example above), which Akemi the user was referring to. Jourknow
deals with this by first attempting to find an exact match for an identifier among
the names of all the entities in the subtext. If an exact match is unavailable, Jour-
know resorts to using near-misses, by looking for matches with edit distances
less than 20 percent of the identifier's length. If no matches are available, Jour-
know resorts to creating a new subtext item to represent the structure being men-
tioned.
Jourknow allows the user to avoid such ambiguous naming situations in sev-
eral ways. First, the user can add nicknames to various entities by adding a nick-
name pidgin expression, which creates a subtext structure that causes the nick-
name to be functionally equivalent to the original form when matching. For
example, AK means Akemi Kuromasa generates a subtext which establishes the
phrase AK as equivalent to Akemi Kuromasa when searching for a subtext element.
Second, the user can avoid the process of entity matching entirely, by mention-
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ing the subtext entity's identifier (available from the structure editor, described
next) directly in their pidgin expressions. Users can add additional names explic-
itly to specific subtext entities through either pidgin or Notation3 expressions,
such as : AK :name Akemi-chan' ., which is a Notation3 expression attaching the
name Akemi-chan to the subtext entity identified as : AK. Subsequently, Jourknow
will find the entity : AK when looking for matches for this string. More details on
named entity matching are described in Section 5.1.3.
As soon as a structured data item is recognized by a pattern extractor, Jour-
know gives the user immediate feedback of how the expression was interpreted,
by indicating groupings of words into clauses as parsed, bold-facing headwords,
and highlighting values for recognized data types (See Figure 5-2). This feedback
is important, because as described later, many pidgin grammars are ambiguous;
therefore, it may not be possible for Jourknow to select the correct parse. If Jour-
know chooses an incorrect parse, the user may hit a button to cycle through al-
ternative parses, or failing that, correct the interpretation manually. Similarly,
this feedback gives the opportunity for the user to see what entities Jourknow has





Figure 5-3: Structure editor for subtext elements - the structure editor provides
a traditional form-like view of subtext elements so that values can be quickly
changed.
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Clicking on any entity that Jourknow has recognized in a text fragment brings
up a view of the subtext known as the structural editor, which allows the user to
directly view and manipulate a subtext element's properties and values (Figure
5-3). When the user completes editing of the subtext, Jourknow then updates the
text to reflect the user's changes.
Context: the activity and environment of the data
The context consists of information describing the particular circumstance un-
der which the text was entered. This information about the user's situation is au-
tomatically captured without explicit action by the user. In particular, Jourknow
aims to capture context that could later be useful as a "hook" to help quickly re-
find a piece of text, or for reminding the user about the text's meaning, by priming
recall of the actual situation in which the note was written. Specifically, Jourknow
captures two types of situational context at the time a piece of text is edited: the
user's desktop activities, and the physical setting or environment. Examples of
the former include documents the user is editing or examining, applications the
user is using, or people with whom the user is communicating; examples of the
latter include the user's location, and pictures of the user and/or the physical en-
vironment, as taken from the user's laptop's embedded webcam. Our goal is to
make these available geo/temporal/ activity contexts serve in the same way that
physical contexts help re-finding of physical notes.
We make the captured context visible to the user by means of episodes at-
tached to each note (Figure 5-4). Intuitively, an episode should correspond to
a continuous period of time, as characterized by one activity. Jourknow has the
ability, however, to segment time according to different criteria, to support the
multitude of ways we think about our activities. Examples of segmentations in-
clude simple time-based approaches - such as by hour, time of day (morning /
afternoon /evening) - or those defined according to particular phenomena ob-
served in each context, such as the user's location, the times during which certain
music was being played, or stretches of uninterrupted activity in a particular ap-
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Figure 5-4: Expanded context summary view - The expanded view of context
summarizes the user's activities during the time interval specified by the episode.
Salience heuristics used to rank and filter events to be shown to generate the
summaries as described in 5.1.3. Tabs at the bottom allow users to see past
episodes for notes that have been edited in multiple episodes.
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plication. For each episode that such a segmentation defines, Jourknow consol-
idates and summarizes all of the context during the time interval for which that
episode was defined, into each episode context view, such as the one in Figure
5-4.
By expanding the context panel attached to each note, the user can view a se-
lection of the most relevant information to the writing and editing of the note.
These can comprise desktop screenshots, photos of the user and his or her sur-
roundings, the most active documents or web pages, and location information
(including an interactive map). If the user edited a note over several different
sessions, a tabbed interface allows the user to simultaneously view all of the rel-
evant contexts.
Filtering, Exploration, Finding and Reminding
There are various ways a person may wish to access information once it has been
captured in their codex. For example, when in class, a student may wish to "fo-
cus" on a subset of their codex consisting of all the notes for that particular class,
ordered chronologically, or by topic. Therefore, users may wish to filter or order
notes based on some aspect of their content, such as those tagged a certain type,
containing certain text or entities, or a piece of structured data. A user may also
wish to select subsets of notes that meet criteria concerning the situation(s) in
which they were created, viewed, accessed or edited, such as being edited at a
particular place or time.
In Jourknow, we seek to facilitate both types of criteria for filtering, in order
to facilitate focusing on a particular subset of notes, exploration, and refinding.
By using data contained in the text, subtext, and context, together with the cor-
respondences that Jourknow maintains between them, it becomes possible to
unify all of these different axes for filtering into a single, simple interface. For
Jourknow, we have chosen the mechanism of incremental search that combines
faceted browsing [145] with keyword search. Facets allow the user to quickly fil-
ter notes based on either content- or context-based features, or combinations
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thereof, such as tags, tags with values, structure therein contained, access time,
or location, by associated resources. Users first select the facet with which they
wish to filter their codex, and then are presented a list of values they can select
from for that facet. Keyword search lets the user further refine, or directly jump
to notes containing a particular word or phrase.
After the desired subset of notes is achieved, using episodic views makes it
possible to explore relationships among the contextual factors surrounding a note,
to answer questions such as: where was I exactly, and what was I doing when I
came up with those great ideas?
Finally, beyond exploring information in an ad hoc way, the user may wish to
set up information to surface to the foreground of the desktop in certain situa-
tions in the future, such as "tell mc about this when i'm in her office." Bellotti
describes this kind of "information foregrounds" as supporting the "in the way
property" of reminding [17]. Jourknow's tagging and pidgin enables these kinds
of reminders to be triggered concurrently by any part of the context, such as time,
location or application state.
5.1.3 Implementation
The main technical challenges we faced in implementing our design for Jour-
know included supporting the following functionalities:
" Unconstrained textual input.
" Flexibility in how information can be structured, without requiring people
to predefine (or adhere to predefined) ontologies in advance.
" Integration with desktop applications; specifically, alignment of subtexts
with applications' data ontologies.
" Extraction of the subtext from unconstrained text, particularly supporting
incomplete grammatical input, partial phrases, and informal language.
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" Capture of context, and subsequent selection and presentation of relevant
contextual events for supporting effective refinding and memory priming.
* Correspondences among text, context, and subtext; maintaining this corre-
spondence amidst unconstrained textual input and editing.
In the following section, we describe our solutions to these six challenges.
Data Model: Three Representations
Text - Jourknow features three different knowledge bases (KB's) to maintain the
structures that comprise the text, subtext, and context introduced earlier. The
text KB maintains what is traditionally thought of as the "contents" of the codex;
specifically, what is needed to construct each of the notes and their respective
contents. Instead of saving and overwriting snapshots of the notes as most text
editors do today, the text KB preserves the entire history of edits the user has
made, similar to log-structured file systems. Providing a complete edit history
in this manner enables Jourknow to identify exactly when each character was
created or edited, as well as recreate the state of the journal from any arbitrary
point in the past. Being able to efficiently identify the time of creation for each
character in the codex is critical to Jourknow's functionality, because this is the
key by which Jourknow establishes a correspondence among text, subtext, and
the context chronology. When Jourknow is up and running, in order to facilitate
the fast creation-time-lookup of characters, Jourknow maintains in memory a
data structure which packs the character creation time (represented in millisec-
ond granularity) into the data structure used to represent each character in the
buffer. The creation time is linked with the character for the entire duration of its
existence, and follows each character as it moves through edits to the surround-
ing text. New characters assume the current time; characters that are cut and
pasted lose their previous times, and are made to assume the new creation time
of the paste. But in order to avoid having large quantities of text assuming the
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Figure 5-5: Architecture ofJourknow - Illustrating of how the components of the













each paste. This ensures that more reliable time signatures of text are created,
and is used to establish correspondences with subtext elements, as described in
the next section.
Subtext - Entities in the subtext KB are represented as graphs in RDF [93].
A subtext that originates from pattern extractors, such as the pidgin parser or
the Notation3 processor, is grounded in the PLUM and Jourknow ontologies, and
mapped to standard RDF ontologies, such as iCalendarl for events and vCard2
for contacts. Use of these standard ontologies makes it possible to employ exist-
ing tools to help ontology alignment with the schemata used by external sources.
This simplifies the process of importing subtexts, such as events from atom/RSS
feeds, contacts from the user's LDAP server or IMAP e-mail account, and book-
marks from the user's web browser. Importing non-codex subtext items can al-
leviate the name-ambiguity problems mentioned earlier, by creating subtext en-
tities to concretely identify the names of people, places and things that the user
commonly interacts with.
Similarly, when manifestations of the user's subtext are exported to the user's
applications, the ontologies must first be aligned with the target application's
schema. We have so far interfaced Jourknow's subtexts for events and contacts
with Apple's iCal and Address Book (via Applescript), as well as with Google Cal-
endar (via the GData API). Unfortunately, performing a good mapping, between
the rich, expressive ontologies typical of the semantic web, and the rigid schemata
of most desktop applications, often requires making arbitrary decisions regard-
ing which fields best align (e.g., does "about" best align with "comment" or "de-
scription"?). As more applications adopt flexible data representations in the fu-
ture, we hope better mappings will become possible.
Maintaining consistency between subtexts and external manifestations is nec-
essary to present the illusion of a single data model, so the user sees a consistent
view of data. When Jourknow creates an external manifestation of a subtext el-
1RDF calendar, an ontology for calendar events - http: //www. w3. org/TR/rdf cal/2vCard and vCalendar for personal data exchange - http: //www. imc .org/pdi/
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ement, it tags the manifestation with an identifier that can uniquely identify it,
and adds this identifier to the subtext item. Some external APIs such as GData3
already generate unique IDs for identifying elements; these IDs are used as-is,
while in other cases, we insert the identifier to a miscellaneous field (where avail-
able) in the inserted element. Once this correspondence is established, main-
taining synchronization is relatively simple; Jourknow periodically polls applica-
tions using its data transfer API, and examines all items that are tagged with a
subtext identifier. For each such item, Jourknow refers back to the original rep-
resentation, and compares the field values; if the values have changed, this in-
dicates that the user has edited the subtext externally. Jourknow then displays
the discrepancy in the GUI, indicating to the user that the value has externally
changed. Similarly, when the user updates the subtext via the codex, Jourknow
first determines whether the subtext already has had external manifestations,
and if so, updates these manifestations with the new values.
Context - The Context KB consists of a chronology of observations drawn
from the user's desktop state and actions, as well as its situation/environment,
which is created and maintained by PLUM [90]. PLUM executes a sequence of
observer knowledge sources at a regular frequency (usually 2-3Hz), which, in
turn, calls upon various facilities in the underlying operating system to yield ob-
servations. Examples of activities currently observed by PLUM knowledge sources
include the identity of an application that has focus at any particular moment;
the names and locations of any documents or web pages being viewed or edited;
the user's activity in chats, writing emails, or music listening; and periodic desk-
top screen captures or the user's activity/idle states. Examples of environmen-
tal or situational states, as captured by observers, include the user's location (as
perceived through Placelab [128]) and webcam snapshots of the user. Each ob-
servation has an associated "validity" time interval, the largest contiguous time
interval during which the observed phenomena remains unchanged in a particu-
lar state. All observations made by knowledge sources are encoded as RDF graph
3Google Data APIs - http:/ /code.google.com/apis/gdata/
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structures (for representational flexibility), grounded in the PLUM ontology.
Episodes and saliency heuristics
In order to find the set of episodes associated with particular text in the codex,
Jourknow locates all the episodes whose intervals intersect the creation times of
the text. Once associations are made between text and episodes, Jourknow ex-
tracts observations relevant to each episode by pinpointing all observations that
overlap with each relevant episode's interval. However, when there exists a great
number of observations, in order to prevent inundating the user with a record of
all of their activities, Jourknow provides saliency heuristics: these can be used to
evaluate context observations, and support the selection of context that is most
likely to be interesting and relevant to the user. Jourknow defines such selections
as those which are most recently observed, most frequently observed, or those
observed for the longest total duration. We have additionally defined an "outlier"
saliency heuristic, inspired by TF-IDF [125], which weighs context proportionally
to its total observed duration during a particular episode, and inversely propor-
tionally to its total frequency observed across episodes. This latter heuristic has
proven useful in filtering out routine visits to commonly revisited web sites, as
well as intermediary pages that consumed little face time.
Associating text with subtext: Timeprints
When a pattern extractor first identifies a previously unseen structure in the text,
it generates a new subtext entity to represent the item. To allow future edits of
the original text to properly update the correct subtext entities, it is necessary
for Jourknow to be able to uniquely identify a text's corresponding subtext. This
is particularly important for updating external manifestations of subtext, as de-
scribed earlier. To effectively and reliably support this lookup, we tag each new
extracted subtext with a "time fingerprint", computed by taking the set of creation
times of the source text. Jourknow maintains a hash of such fingerprints to corre-
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sponding subtext entities, and when the source text changes, the corresponding
subtext's timeprint is updated to reflect the change. Using this algorithm, multi-
ple instances of the same textual form can refer to separate subtext entities. As for
structure extraction from text to support the various modes of input, as described
in the Interaction section, Jourknow provides three types of textual pattern anal-
ysis: simple syntactic forms (i.e., regular expressions), recursive-descent pars-
ing, and Notation3 interpretation. As the recognition process can be compute-
intensive (particularly for the recursive-descent parsing), Jourknow runs recog-
nizers only on regions of changed regions of text, and executes recognizers asyn-
chronously and independently on their own threads. The syntactic recognizer
uses a standard regular expression engine to find syntactically structured ele-
ments in the text, including tags, file paths, and URLs. The Jourknow pidgin
language processor (PLP) expands the scope of Jourknow's extraction capabili-
ties to include context-free languages. We have thus far designed pidgin gram-
mars to handle the most common types of PIM data: events, contacts, and todos.
To implement PLP, we extended NLTKlite's rdparser4 , a simple deterministic top-
down parser for context-free grammars. Our modifications allowed the inclusion
of regular expressions as terminals, which we defined to match if, and only if, the
regular expression matched the entire token. This modification greatly simplified
the recognition of tokens by syntactic form (such as dates) without a separate lex-
ical analysis phase, and enabled the addition of "wildcards" to the grammars, to
stand in for words or combinations of words that could not be known a priori.
This occurred frequently in our pidgin grammars, such as with names of people,
locations, or the topics of a meeting.
While enabling wildcard terminals greatly enhanced the expressiveness of our
grammar language, it also dramatically increased parse ambiguity. Making the
grammar more flexible, such as by not requiring phrase headwords (such as "at"
or "with"), further increased the number of ambiguous parses. Fortunately, avoid-
ing a separate lexical analysis phase made it possible for us not to have lexical
4NLTK - Natural Language Toolkit - http:/ /www.nltk.org
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ambiguity issues separately from parse ambiguity, allowing Jourknow to handle
them together. Furthermore, the rdparser automatically returned all possible
parses for a particular sentence, reducing ambiguity resolution to the problem
of selecting from a set of parse trees. To do this, we devised a very simple heuris-
tic: we chose the parse tree that was broadest at its base, which essentially corre-
sponded to the parse tree that recognized the most number of separate clauses,
and attached them closest to the root. This eliminated the most common source
of incorrect parses, the consumption of clauses by wildcard terminals, as evi-
denced by outcomes such as (meeting: (with: (person: Michael at Stata)))
insteadof (meeting: (with: (person: Michael)) (where: (at (location: Stata))).
In the event that this heuristic failed, Jourknow allowed the user to immediately
tell when a parse was incorrect, by highlighting clauses based on recognized types,
and by allowing the user to cycle through alternative parses using a single key
press.
5.2 Deployment and evaluation
We limited the evaluation of the Jourknow prototype to five students in our lab
for initial design feedback. These participants expressed excitement about the
system, especially the tying of context capture and retrieval to notes. Opinions
were split as to whether the tagging functionality would be useful for retrieval, as
opposed to simple text search. All of the participants strongly desired the ability
to embed rich media in Jourknow's notes, so that it might support pictures, music
and even references to context elements.
In our future work, we plan to test each of Jourknow's features in a larger scale-
deployment with real users, possibly integrating functionality with List-it in order
to more formally evaluate the effectiveness (strengths and weaknesses) of each.
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5.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Our goal in this chapter has been twofold: first, to test whether structured data
could be captured in notes more flexibly and with less effort than through the
form interfaces of the multitude of structured PIM applications available today;
and second, whether the resulting structure in notes could be used to more effec-
tively navigate and retrieve information from large note collections. In addition,
we sought to demonstrate how passively captured context can fill in the gaps to
serve several purposes, such as assisting re-finding of entered information, and
preserving the meaning of structure, long after it has been created.
The tremendous information management benefits offered by graphical user
interfaces over richly structured data are entirely lost if the cost of entering in-
formation into those applications deters people from doing so. In this chap-
ter, we have argued that we may not have to choose between lightweight input
and sophisticated retrieval and output. Text provides an excellent lightweight in-
put mechanism that can express arbitrary information, but can also express rich
structure through individualistic shorthand; structured information and related
contextual information can be navigated and retrieved through rich interfaces
while providing the "information scent" [114] to help a user locate the less struc-
tured parts. We have outlined the design of a system that minimizes the work of
text entry, and uses a variety of techniques to capture subtext (structure in the
entered information) and context (situational metadata about the entered infor-
mation) for use in retrieval and presentation. And we have described the imple-
mentation of a system that meets the design.
Our work is situated between two extremes of textual information input. On
the one hand, we have the natural language used by everyone to communicate,
with all its flexibility, inefficiency, and ambiguity. On the other hand, we have the
rigid, concise, unambiguous programming languages and data syntaxes used by
programmers to communicate information to machines. While folklore tells us
that most people cannot program, and do not desire to, this only rules out the
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extremes of the spectrum. There is room in the middle. Individuals already seek
conciseness (and precision) in the notes they jot to themselves. We note that cur-
rent input mechanisms, such as forms, avoid data entry ambiguity by placing a
significant navigational burden (and significant input limitations) upon the user.
Essentially, the computer is passing the buck to the user to parse the input for
them. We speculate that requiring users to obey the strictures of a relatively nat-
ural pidgin may be less of a burden. We believe that a restricted, pidgin variant of
natural language can be simultaneously natural enough for people to adopt, and
unambiguous enough for a computer to understand, particularly since we allow
input text to "detour" into arbitrary unstructured language at need. While most
people may not be able to become as precise in their input as programmers, we
believe that they have the incentive and capability to accept limited constraints
on how they express information so that a computer can understand it. Our dis-
patch of captured subtext to existing applications reflects a compromise and a
deployment strategy. While these applications provide good domain-specific in-
teractions, one of our major arguments in favor of text is that it saves the user
from having to choose a domain for the information they enter, and instead cre-
ate domain-crossing collections of information that they feel are connected. It
is unfortunate, then, that at retrieval time, the user must again make domain-
choices based on application boundaries. It would be better for the user to be
able to create rich GUI visualizations that cross domains to aggregate any objects
users consider connected, and exploit their structure to display them well. This
goal has been pursued in the Haystack system [83] among others. We believe it
will combine fruitfully with the lightweight input mechanisms described here.
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Chapter 6
Accelerating and automating routine
PIM activities: PINKY and Atomate
Golden maidservants hastened to help their master. They looked like
real men and women and could not only speak and use their limbs
but were endowed with intelligence and trained in handwork by the
immortal gods.
- Homer, The Illiad (8th Century B.C.)
As early as 8th century B.C. people imagined highly skilled mechanical ser-
vants assisting them to complete their tasks each day. Today, we can readily ob-
tain robots that clean our living rooms, do our dishes, wash our laundry, and to
help us correctly park our cars. These robots save us valuable time and effort
from previously extremely labor-intensive tasks, effectively freeing us to other
tasks and activities.
But as knowledge work consumes increasing amounts of time and attention,
we ask - where are our personal information robots to help us sort out our var-
ious informational tasks and activities and to stay on top of our priorities? The
majority of our tools, from our search engines, e-mail and communications tools
and our myriad information management applications that run on our desktops
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and phones more closely resemble digital information equivalent of sophisti-
cated hand tools than servants. These "information hand tools" help us con-
nect with and communicate with others with amazing speed and efficiency, to
search, retrieve and carve through vast databases of information worldwide in-
stantly, and to construct documents and databases of our own. But unless an in-
dividual takes the initiative to perform actions with these tools, they sit unused;
individuals must learn how to use these tools, figure out how to apply them to
the problems they wish to solve, detect when a situation arises that needs to be
acted upon, and then, finally, apply the tool in particular ways towards the goals
they want accomplished.
The examples of automation in information work, meanwhile, are few and far
in between. Perhaps the most notable examples of automation in our routine in-
formation practices consist of spam filters, e-mail foldering rules, and calendar
alarms. These "invisible machines" that hardly cross the minds of most individu-
als work transparently behind the scenes to save us from being deluged in spam,
help us to categorize our massive quantity of incoming e-mail and prompt us
with important reminders.
Why might we want more? In Chapter 2, we described a number of studies
that suggested that prospective memory failures were frequent, and had a signifi-
cant detrimental effect on everyday work practices - causing individuals to forget
and neglect their responsibilities, and to waste time and effort. These studies also
suggested that our organic memories and attentions were our "weakest link" in
our personal information practices, and that, without frequent reminding most
of the things that we wanted to keep track of faded from our memory very quickly.
Finally, a third set of studies revealed the damaging effects of interruptions on fo-
cused knowledge work, which are becoming increasingly pervasive due to the
immediacy of information technology. These studies revealed that kind of highly
fragmented work resulting from unmediated interruptions was more time con-
suming, less accurate, more stressful and mentally taxing than uninterrupted
work.
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One way that technology could mediate our information work was demon-
strated by Apple computer's visionary Knowledge Navigator [48] concept video,
which illustrated a fictional software assistant that helped a professor manage
his tasks and responsibilities. Although this vision was futuristic in many ways,
such as the fact that the software agent was capable of understanding spoken
commands, carrying out a perfect dialogue with its user, the most impressive
aspect of the scenario was not the direct interactional capabilities of the agent,
but in the things that it knew about the professor in order to effectively act as
as his personal information mediator. First, it handled and automatically prior-
itized all incoming interruptions in the form of phone calls, faxes, and e-mails,
and, depending on the professor's context, would only notify him if appropriate
to do so. Other interruptions were deferred until a more appropriate time, or, in
some cases (such as calls from the professor's mother), would be replied to on the
professor's behalf; the agent even synthesized an appropriate alibi detailing the
reasons he himself could not reply. In other aspects, the agent's perfect memory
of their mutual past interactions allowed the professor to easily get information
that otherwise would have been difficult - at one point, he asked for a document
authored by a past student whose name he had forgotten, but that he had looked
at regarding a particular topic. Given this request, the agent quickly consulted
their past interaction history and retrieved the likely results.
To achieve the mediation portrayed in this scenario, the agent clearly demon-
strated that it maintained an accurate model of the professor's environment, sched-
ule and priorities, and a detailed history of their interaction. This model was used
by the agent to determine what information it was that the professor most likely
needed at a particular point in time, based upon what he was likely to remember
or forget. The result was that the agent was able to remind the professor only
about relevant information and only as was necessary, maximizing the utility of
the information that it offered, while minimizing disruptiveness - at extremely
little interactional and attentional cost to the professor.
While achieving the level of competence as envisioned by the knowledge nav-
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igator scenarios is still a distant goal, a number of examples from past literature
have suggested feasible directions towards going part of the way there. Specif-
ically, in this chapter we consider ways to reduce the effort required to use PIM
tools and to start to grant PIM tools autonomy, so that they can help people man-
age information without incurring attentional cost, without stumbling over diffi-
cult Al-problems in planning and problem solving in the process.
To achieve these goals, we demonstrate two approaches. The first, embodied
in a system we first describe called PINKY, is to facilitate and accelerate frequent
PIM actions - by letting users issue simple commands in English, and translat-
ing these commands directly into sequences of actions performed automatically
by the system. The result is a command-accelerator for PIM that reduces the
effort required to do common tasks that previously took minutes to a few sec-
onds. The second approach extends this idea to automatic, deferred, contextual
execution of commands. For this, we introduce Atomate, the first system to com-
bine end-user programming and reactive automation to allow people to delegate
PIM-related tasks to be performed automatically whenever certain situations and
circumstances arise.
6.1 PINKY
While Jourknow was designed to facilitate the rapid, efficient and flexible cap-
ture of structured and unstructured information, it did not consider ways to re-
duce the effort required to perform other PIM activities - such as organization,
retrieval, maintaining and sharing information.
We thus devised an experiment called PINKY, or Personal INformation Key-
words, which combined a technique inspired by Jourknow's quick and efficient
structured data capture interface with the capabilities of Chickenfoot [29], a frame-
work and language designed to allow end-users to automate routine tasks on the
web.
PINKY consisted of a hotkey-addressible interface (Figure 6-1), which users
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Figure 6-1: PINKY/INKY -Personal INformation Keywords (extension to INKY, In-
ternet Keyword Commands [1071) - Commands interface for quickly performing
routine PIM tasks online. PINKY's interface is normally hidden from view, and
is brought up using a browser-wide hot-key. As commands are typed in the top
input box, possible interpretations (parses) are shown below.
could quickly "pop in and out of" while in the middle of performing other ac-
tivities. With this interface, users could invoke a wide variety of PIM actions,
through fast, efficient, lightweight action commands. These actions were spec-
ified as Chickenfoot scripts, and could easily be created by the user to cover ac-
tions appropriate for their tasks or needs.
To reduce the effort required for selecting an appropriate action, PINKY ag-
gressively and continuously matched partially-completed text, as it was being in-
put against the set of known command templates. This matching algorithm was
performed with a variation-resilient parsing technique called sloppy parsing de-
vised specifically for this purpose [981. Each template consisted of a frame with
typed slots and template text. As matches were made, the top 3-5 matches were
presented to the user, with parse slot values filled in with parsed bindings. With
this algorithm, the number of keystrokes/mouse actions required with PINKY to
invoke an action, could be made to approach the number of actions required to
specify required parameters. Auto-complete of parameter values further reduced
this number of keystrokes.
Since this project was a collaboration with many individuals, full details of
PINKY are omitted here. A complete description of PINKY's design, architecture
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and user-evaluation can be found in a paper presented at UIST 2007 [107].
6.2 Beyond command and control to zero-attention
UIs
While PINKY reduced the time required to perform common tasks, the user still
had to initiate each action manually, and specify how it was to be performed each
time. Given the rates at which people are now being interrupted (as revealed by
such studies as those discussed in 2.4.4), having to issue these commands - how-
ever fast and low-effort they might be made with PINKY - could be disruptive
to a person's workflow, and become cumulatively burdensome. We thus sought
to push beyond command and control to enable PIM tools to automatically per-
form actions when certain situations arose without any explicit action taken by
the user - i.e., to reactive automation.
6.2.1 Background: reactive automation
The term reactive automation in this chapter refers to processes that monitor one
or more particular streams of information (such as sensor streams) for particu-
lar conditions, and then execute a particular program when those conditions are
satisfied. The application of sensor-reactive processes in various types of com-
putational control systems has been widespread since the advent of adaptive sys-
tems in the 1960s, across as wide a set of domains as clock radios to moon landers
to nuclear reactors [69].
However, their use in PIM has been limited. Based upon how Malone saw peo-
ple stacked and filed paper, Malone contemplated ways that reactive automation
might be used to make reminders more effective, that is, to make information
selectively more salient when it was important:
In addition to tasks that are classified by priority, there are tasks that
are classified by date (e.g., deadline) and by event (e.g., some users
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had things grouped to do when they returned to an inactive project or
when they saw a certain person). Computer-based systems can easily
issue reminders based on date, and some systems have been designed
to trigger reminders based on certain kinds of events. For instance,
Buneman, Morgan, and Zisman describe a system which can alert its
users when specified conditions occur in a database (e.g., a stock price
reaches a new high) [34]. [101]
The system alluded to by Malone was DAISY, an early decision support sys-
tem built by the US Office of Naval Research designed to help commanders make
better decisions based upon streams of incoming information:
DAISY is meant to help tactical level managers plan and carry out
missions with the assistance of a set of state-of-the-art decision aids.
These include various mathematical models, access to a large, dis-
tributed data base stored on heterogeneous computers and a dynamic
checklist facility to assist in remembering all of the various details in a
complex decision process. In addition to the military context, scenar-
ios are under development for such diverse tasks as corporate merger
and acquisition planning, consolidated budgeting tasks and certain
office processes. [34]
With respect to custom reactive behaviors, professional computer systems
administrators perform nearly all routine system monitoring and maintenance
tasks via lightweight programs or scripts they have drawn together that run when
certain conditions are met. The simple UNIX scheduler cron' for example, is
used to schedule the execution of scripts at particular times of the day, while util-
ities such as swatch 2 are designed to watch other streams, such as log files, pro-
cess signals, or filesystem events and execute scripts based on particular speci-
fied conditions pertaining to these inputs. Since the operations to be taken could
icron - http://pubs.opengroup. org/onlinepubs/9699919799/utilities/crontab.html
2SWATCH - http: //swatch. sourcef orge .net/
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depend highly upon the exact configuration tasks needed by the machine, system
administrators often construct custom scripts on a per-machine or configuration
basis.
6.2.2 Challenges in applying reactive automation to PIM
Yet these tools used by system administrators are not appropriate for use by ev-
eryday users in a PIM context for several reasons. First, most of the actions and
conditions pertaining to the state of the system and software running on the sys-
tem, rather than the user. Information pertaining to state(s) and activities of
the user and user's environment are largely unavailable to computer applications
software today, even among the computers we carry in our pockets.
Moreover, even when such states are available, constructing the necessary au-
tomation may be difficult. System administrators who have experience program-
ming can map their desired sequence of events and possible outcomes to appro-
priate program logic; however, those who have no programming experience will
need interfaces that make this process easier to understand and carry out.
However, as described in the next section, possible approaches to both chal-
lenges can be suggested. First, the growth of social networking sites geared around
the sharing of human activities means that such activities are already being tracked
and logged computationally -whether manually, or automatically by sensing hard-
ware. In our system, Atomate, described in the following sections, these activity
feeds are treated as sensor streams for human activities to drive reactive automa-
tion, which is the first known use of such feeds for automation purposes.
As for the second challenge, advances in the field of end-user programming
have demonstrated ways that graphical interfaces could facilitate programming
for those who are inexperienced with programming concepts or methodology.
The Scratch programming language, for example, designed for children without
any computer science background, has demonstrated the progress that this field
has made [102]. Atomate makes use of Constrained Natural Language Interfaces
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(CNLIs) to make the expression of logical rules easy for end-users without pro-
gramming experience [23].
6.3 Atomate
The transition of personal information management (PIM) tools to the web presents
an unprecedented opportunity to give these tools greater capabilities. The web is
a data-rich environment with an increasing amount of machine-readable (semi-
structured) information that systems can leverage directly to take action. In par-
ticular, the rise of social networking and life-tracking web sites have brought a
wealth of near real-time information about people, such as their whereabouts,
current activities, and opinions, as well as more slowly changing information,
such as people's relationships with and preferences toward other people and things.
Today, the data produced by these social networking sites and services are
geared toward human consumers, e.g., letting people view each others' updates
easily in RSS 3 news aggregators. In this chapter, we demonstrate that by treating
feeds from these services as sensor streams, the same data feeds can also be used
to drive simple adaptive, context-reactive automation, which can be used rou-
tinely to take care of a wide range of simple tasks without user supervision. To
this end, we introduce Atomate, a web-based reactive personal information assis-
tance engine. Unlike the personal agents portrayed in Semantic Web scenarios,
Atomate requires no complex inference, learning, or reasoning - data available
from the feeds can be used directly to drive useful behaviors.
Atomate relies on two key components: the first is a uniform internal RDF
[93] data model that simplifies the integration of heterogeneous information.
The second is an interface that makes it easy for end-users to create behaviors
and to modify the data model. For the latter, we introduce a guided-input, con-
trolled natural language interface (CNLI) I designed to let non-programmers ac-
3 RSS - http: //backend .userland. com/rss09l
4 Controlled Natural Language Interfaces apply simple grammars derived from human nat-
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curately and easily specify actions to be performed, and to inspect and edit the
data model. While the use of CNLs has previously been explored for ontology au-
thoring and semantic annotation, Atomate is the first system that uses a CNLI for
letting users specify rules for reactive automation.
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe Atomate in detail, beginning
with a description of behaviors and how they are expressed. These examples are
followed by a brief discussion of related work, and a detailed description of Atom-
ate's architecture. We then describe a user study to evaluate the creation of rules
with Atomate, ways that Atomate can be extended, and conclude with a discus-
sion of results and ongoing work.
6.3.1 Atomate scenarios and walk-through
We present three scenarios illustrating how a user interacts with Atomate to script
simple reactive automation.
Scenario 1: Simple contextual reminding
There are certain household chores Xaria needs to do on particular days of the
week, but she often forgets to do them. Since she sometimes works late, a regular
calendar alarm would interrupt her at the wrong time - either on her drive home,
or while she's still at the office. With Atomate, she can set up a reminder action
to trigger precisely when she gets home, delivered via a variety of mechanisms -
SMS, e-mail, or via desktop notification.
To set up an Atomate reminder to take out the trash when she gets home on
Tuesday evenings, Xaria clicks on the Atomate tab in her Firefox browser, and
clicks My tasks. This displays the interface visible in Figure 6-3. She first specifies
what she wants done: she selects alert me (Figure 6-3.1), which defaults to a
combination of desktop notification and an SMS message. The next two options
ural language for communicating with users unambiguously. For more information, see:
http://www.ics.mq.edu.au/~rolfs/controlled-natural-languages
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Figure 6-2: Atomate behavior creation interface - Actions are visible along the top




are whenever or next time, which let her specify recurring or one-shot actions.
Since she has to take the trash out every week, she chooses whenever (6-3.2).
Clicking on whenever makes visible the situation specifier, as the who does what
line (6-3.3). This interface is used to specify the contextual and situational condi-
tions under which an action should occur. Such constraints are evaluated against
Atomate's RDF world model, which is formed from the integration of various
near-real-time web data streams about various people, places, things and their
relationships. Since Xaria wants to be reminded when she gets home, she clicks
the who slot, which produces a list of all the entities with properties in the world
model, and selects the top choice, my, which represents her entity. Atomate dis-
plays all her entity's properties, including her current activity, birthday, current location
and so on. She selects current location (6-3.4). This moves the entity selector to
the predicate position (labeled does) and displays a list of all predicates that take
a Location as the first argument, such as is, is near, is not near. She selects
is (6-3.5), and this moves the selector to the object (what) slot, where she selects
Home (6-3.6). (She could have equivalently selected [[my home]] , which would
refer to the same entity via her entity's home property).
At its current state, the behavior would execute whenever she got home. To
constrain the behavior to execute only on Tuesday evenings, she selects the on/af ter
button (6-3.7). This produces a calendar widget, where she selects every Tuesday
(6-3.8). Finally, she specifies the reminder message by clicking message (6-3.10)
and typing "Trash day!".
As Xaria constructed her new behavior, Atomate displayed its partial interpre-
tation of the rule as-completed at the bottom of the screen. Now that the behav-
ior is finished, Xaria reads this interpretation to herself to verify its correctness:
Alert me when my location is home on/after Tuesdays at 5pm
with the message: Trash day!
She confirms the rule by hitting Save (6-3.11) and the behavior appears in her
Atomate's list of tasks.
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Figure 6-3: Scenario 1 Walkthrough - A step-by-step montage of how to con-
struct the reminder "Alert me to take out the trash when I get home on Tuesdays"
of Scenario 1, using Atomate's constrained simplified natural language UI (CNLI).
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Although it is ambiguous as specified, it is more likely that Xaria intends on
having the system remind her once on Tuesday upon reaching her home than
over and over repeatedly while at home on Tuesday evenings. This assumption
is common to most kinds of behaviors that users create in the system, and thus
Atomate's rule chainer is designed specifically to execute once, only when the
world model's state changes to satisfy conditions for execution. We describe this
in detail in Section 6.3.2.
Scenario 2: Social coordination
In this second scenario, we illustrate how Atomate can be used in a simple social-
coordination task.
Ben is often overloaded with things to do and misses events on his calendar
- sometimes he's forgotten about them, in other cases he misses events deliber-
ately when he's busy with other things. In either case, he wants to be notified
which of his friends (if any) are attending events he's scheduled, so that he can
intervene (either to to tell them he's coming), ask them about it afterwards, or
just even to decide whether or not to go.
To set up an appropriate event, Ben opens Atomate and clicks New task. He
selects the notif y me action, and whenever to specify a repeating action. Next, he
constructs the first condition clause by selecting, in sequence:
[my] [current calendar event's] [location] [is not] [my] [location]
Next, he adds a second clause:
[any friend's] [location] [is] [my] [current calendar event's] [location]
This clause uses the any wildcard entity specifier, which is evaluated against all
entities of the specified type. Ben verifies that the rule looks correct by inspecting
the English rendering and hits Save.
For this rule to work, Ben needs to have provided Atomate with two types of
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data sources: a location source for him and his friends, and his calendar'. His lo-
cation data source is configured to set the current location property on entities
representing him and his friends in Atomate's world model, while his calendar is
configured to update the current calendar event property on the entity repre-
senting him. Section 6.3.7 describes how new data sources can be configured to
update properties automatically.
Since Ben did not specify a message, Atomate will tell him about the situation
that caused the rule to trigger. Atomate uses the same mechanism for previewing
rules in English to render notifications in simplified English as well. For exam-
ple, if Ben was missing Liz's birthday party that his friend John is attending, the
notification would appear
Ben's current location is not Liz's Birthday Party location.
and John Smith is at Liz's Birthday Party.
Extending the system:
Scenario 3: Adding a new data source to Atomate
The final scenario illustrates how Atomate can be easily extended to new data
sources.
Sherry prefers buying groceries from Cropz, a local organic grocer, but the
availability of produce items there changes every few days. Cropz recently started
posting the arrival of fresh items on a simple static web page. Since she never
remembers to manually check the page before going shopping, she sets up an
Atomate script to inform her not to buy available organic items whenever she
arrives at the supermarket.
Her grocer does not publish an RSS feed, so she uses ScraperWiki8 to set up
a process to scrape the grocer's site into an RSS feed every couple days. Once
5Examples of services that could be used for location include Plazes 6 and Google Latitude
7. As most of these services do not provide indoor localization, we have also created our own
WiFi-based room-granularity location-sensing service called OIL (Organic Indoor Location). For
calendaring, any of the popular online calendaring services like Google Calendar would suffice.
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Figure 6-4: Scenario 3: Adding a new data source to Atomate - Scenario 3, Sherry
adds her custom RSS feed from Cropz to Atomate
she constructs the scraper, she copies the address of the resulting RSS feed to her
clipboard, and clicks on the My Feeds section of Atomate (Figure 6-4. She selects
Create a data source and names it Cropz Feed. She then pastes the scraper
feed URL into the source field. Atomate retrieves the feed and displays the cur-
rent feed entries below. Next, she changes the type of the entries from the default
(News Story) to Fresh Produce by clicking on the type: property value, select-
ing new type and replacing the entry value. This causes all entries in the feed to
assume the same type - a new rdfs:Class [93], since Atomate had no previous
record of a class named Fresh Cropz. In this way, new RDF classes can be spon-
taneously created from data arriving from new sources; and multiple sources can
be configured to create the same data types. Sherry can further customize the
names of the other properties of each of the Fresh produce items, or filter out un-
necessary properties by un-selecting the row(s) corresponding to the properties
she wishes to filter.
Next, she constructs a rule to use the new information. She goes to My tasks
and creates a rule to trigger based on her location and available fresh produce
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items:
Notify me when my location is Super Market and any Fresh Cropz's



















Figure 6-5: Atomate data flow - Atomate pulls data from the web and updates
the world model. Model updates are fired and picked up by the rule chainer,
which evaluates triggers for user-specified behaviors (rules). Triggered rules that
depend on changed entities are fired. The effects of such behaviors can update
the world model (via "Set") or call external web services.
In the following sections, we describe details of Atomate's design, explaining
at a high level how data flows through the system, followed by a description of
the data model, the rule chainer, and the user interface.
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Data flow
Atomate works in a reactive loop retrieving information from the web, updating
its world model, and triggering user-specified rules. As portrayed in Figure 6-5,
Atomate's feeder component periodically retrieves from Atomate's RDF model a
list of all the data sources the user has configured, and polls each. For most data
sources (corresponding to RSS/ATOM feeds), this poll corresponds to a simple
GET operation of the particular feed in question. For data sources that provide
push (asynchronous call-backs), the feeder registers a callback on startup and
waits for asynchronous notifications.
For each item retrieved from a source, the feeder updates the corresponding
entity in the world model, or creates a new entity if no such corresponding item
is found. This updating is fully deterministic, as established through per-source
mappings created by the user when the user initially sets up the data source. The
process of creating such mappings is described in Section 6.3.7. For example,
a Twitter feed would cause new Tweet entities to be created in the RDF world
model, while entries from Facebook would cause updates to or creation of new
Person entities.
Updates to entities in the world model are noticed by the rule chainer. When
such updates occur, the rule chainer retrieves all Rule entities from the world
model. It evaluates each rule antecedent, and fires all rules whose triggered an-
tecedents depend on the entities that changed. As described further in Section
6.3.2, rule antecedents can be either entirely time-based or based on the state of
entities in the world model.
The effects of rule firings depend on the type of rule: rules can either cause
updates to properties of entities in the world model (if they have a Set clause,
described in Section 6.3.2), trigger a message or notification to be sent to the user,
or cause a tweet or other message to be posted via a web service. As described in
Section 6.3.7 new actions can be easily added to call arbitrary web services. If the
world model is updated as a result of this firing, the chainer is informed and the
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rule trigger evaluation starts again.
Atomate's world model
Atomate internally represents all data it manipulates as RDF entities, including
information about things in the physical world (people, places, events), digital
items such as messages, articles, tweets, and e-mails, as well as Atomate-specific
rules, predicates, and data sources. The uniform representation reduces overall
system complexity and makes it possible for users to examine, access and update
parts of the world model using the entity inspector user interface (see Section
6.3.3), which acts as a global address book for the system. For example, users
can redefine or add their own predicates and actions by creating new entities of
the appropriate types, as described in Section 6.3.7. As also described in that
section, Atomate also facilitates integration with new, external data sources in-
cluding web feeds and standard web data APIs.
Rules
Behaviors in Atomate are represented internally as rules, consisting of an an-
tecedent, which characterize the conditions under which the rule should exe-
cute, and the consequent, which specifies the action to be taken. The antecedent
of a rule in Atomate consists of conjunctions (ands) of clauses. Each clause can
consist of either a predicate applied to the current time (to cover temporal con-
straints), or a binary relational predicate which can be applied to values in Ato-
mate's RDF entity database. Each argument of a binary relational predicate can
be either a simple primitive type (number, date, or string) or a path query over
Atomate's world model. Each path query originates at either a single specific en-
tity (node) or all entities of a particular type. This latter situation occurs when the
user specifies a condition with the any expression, such as any Person, any Event
or any e-mail, described in 6.3.3, which lets users express situations pertaining
to any instances of a particular type. The tail of a path query consists of proper-
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ties which are traversed from the origin node(s). These paths of properties can be
of arbitrary length and are expressed as chains of possessives in the CNLI. A rule
is considered triggered when an interpretation can be found that maps entities
to query expressions and satisfies all of the clauses in the antecedent.
An additional feature supported by the rules is the that expression, which
is used to refer to entities that were implicitly referenced in preceding clauses.
Implicit references arise in two situations: at the end of a path queries (e.g.,
my current location) or via the wildcard expression any (e.g. any Location) de-
scribed earlier. The subsequent use of that Location in either case would allow
the specific entity (either the value of my current location) or the value being
bound to any Location to be applied to another predicate. that binds to only
the last such reference.
A rule's consequent consists of a single action; this action either directly changes
the world model through the Set function (which updates the property of an ar-
bitrary entity in the system), or calls upon an external service. The default set
of actions provided in Atomate are set, e-mail, alert, text, post a tweet, update
Facebook status and 'Set'. Section 6.3.7 describes how actions can be added to
the system by advanced users. When an action is called, it is provided as an argu-
ment to the antecedent that caused the rule to fire. This can be used to make the
action adaptive, or to include a helpful message to the user about why the action
was taken. The convenience method toSimpleEnglish() can be used to render
path queries into simplified english. The Set action allows users to create rules
that update an entity's properties, as described in 6.3.7.
Triggering and scheduling
Computationally, Atomate's behavior execution engine is a simple forward rule-
chaining algorithm that uses a naive approach to evaluate rule-antecedent clauses.
This chainer works as follows: for each behavior, the rule chainer first determines
whether predicates can be satisfied by some entity (or entities) under the current
state of the world model. This corresponds to simple path queries to Atomate's
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RDF world model; e.g., determining whether nodes named in each clause, when
de-referenced along the specified properties, yield values that satisfy the predi-
cates in the antecedent. For evaluating existential any $<$type$>$ expressions,
the chainer searches all nodes of the appropriate type to determine satisfaction.
As introduced in Scenario 1, most behaviors exhibit the assumption that they
will fire once when the rule's antecedents transition from not-satisfied to satis-
fied. Atomate's rule chainer implements this assumption as follows: when an
entity is updated in the world model, the chainer is informed of the change, in
particular the entity, property and value(s) affected. Then, upon evaluating the
antecedents for all behaviors, the chainer only fires rules if the values that caused
them to trigger corresponded to any of update operations.
6.3.3 User interface
The Atomate interface consists of two integrated interfaces: the delegation in-
terface, where users construct, activate, and monitor the execution of reactive
behaviors in the system, and the entity explorer interface, where entities can be
viewed, edited, and linked.
My stuff: The Entity Explorer
The entity explorer known as My stuf f displays all entities in the system, fil-
tered by type. It is designed to act as a general global address book for the user,
a single unified interface to reference information obtained from web sources
about people, places, events, articles, and so on. Clicking on any of the type
names along the top of the interface displays a list of all the entities of that type.
Clicking further on any item expands the item and displays its properties. Prop-
erty values can be edited by clicking on them, which opens an auto-completing,
incremental-search entity selector box. This box can be used to assign a primi-
tive typed-value (an integer, string, or date), a single, or multiple entities as val-
ues. The user can merge any redundant items by selecting them and clicking
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merge items. Entities also be set as values of properties by dragging entities from
any list to the property value slot.
The me object displays the user's own entity object and state, which, due to its
importance, is promoted in the interface to the top (type) selector. Users can use
this interface to quickly update properties of their own entity's state, which may
cause relevant behaviors they have scripted to trigger. As entity properties are
changed in the world model, the interface reflects such changes using fading an-
imations to make the changes clear. Users can inspect the recent change-history
of a particular property's value by right-clicking on the value.
Rule creation and management interface
Scenarios 1-3 stepped through the rule creation user interface in detail. This
interface was designed to be as easy, or easier, to use than standard reminder-
alarm dialog boxes often visible in PIM calendaring tools such as Outlook, and
yet provide vastly more expressive reminder capabilities, using a constrained-
input guided simplified natural language interface as explored by the semantic
web community for ontology creation and annotation.
Scenario 1 walked through one example of using the rule creation interface
visible in Figure 6-3. This interface has two sections, a section for choosing an ac-
tion and a section for stating the condition(s) required to make that action occur.
Actions consist of notifications such as alert me and email me, social actions
such as tweet and update my f acebook status and the set action for updating
the property value of an arbitrary entity in the world model. The user may choose
for an action to occur whenever the conditions are satisfied or only the next time
and then is guided through crafting the who does what clause, shown in Figure 6-
3:3-6. Atomate continually modifies the displayed options such that an invalid
rule cannot be created. The user may add additional clauses by clicking and. In
addition to the condition clauses, the user may specify a time constraint for the
action to occur; this is done using the calendar widget shown in Figure 6-3:8-9
which appears by clicking the at/on/af ter button. At any time, the user may add
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a message by clicking with message and entering the message in the text field
provided. While a user is creating a rule, it is incrementally displayed next to the
save button in plain English to reduce the likelihood of error. After reviewing their
rule, the user may alter their rule or click save to have it recorded and displayed
below the rule creation interface in the rule management interface where it may
be toggled active or inactive, and edited or deleted.
6.3.4 Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate Atomate, we sought to first understand whether users could correctly
and effectively create rules using the system. The second goal was to determine
users' thoughts about the potential value for such a system - if and how they may
use it now, and future desires for functionality. To explore these questions, we
performed two studies: an expert design review with user interface researchers,
and a formal user evaluation with real users. These studies are described next.
Design Review
An informal design review was held with 15 user interface researchers (some of
whom have experience in designing end-user programming interfaces) to dis-
cuss the rule creation process and interface. Asked to think about both personal
and lay-user preferences, this discussion was used as early feedback and an op-
portunity to alter the surfacing, presentation, or explanation of the components
before the rule creation study.
Rule creation exercise
This study was designed to test our hypothesis that a constrained natural lan-
guage input interface allows end-users to easily and quickly create rules of vary-
ing complexity, and to inquire about the system's current or future value to users.
Using an example data set (consisting of locations, events, contacts and emails)
we asked users to create nine rules (see Table 6.1 for a full list). These rules ranged
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Rule 1 You have a meeting with a colleague tomorrow at 3pm. Set a re-
minder.
Rule 2 You have to provide a work status report every Thursday at 2pm. Set
a reminder.
Rule 3 Set up an alert that notifies you whenever anyone you know is near
your house.
Rule 4 Set an alert that notifies you when your boss, John von Neumann,
arrives at his office.
Rule 5 You often forget to bring your shopping list with you to the store.
Have atomate text you your new shopping list (1. eggs. 2. bread. 3.
milk) to you when you arrive at your local grocery store (Cropz).
Rule 6 You have been buying too many books from Amazon.com. Remind
yourself every time you visit amazon.com to check your local public
library for the book.
Rule 7 You are working on an urgent project with Vannevar Bush and want
to make sure to not miss new e-mails about it. Have Atomate alert
you when you receive a new email from him containing the word
"MEMEX" in the subject line.
Rule 8 Have Atomate automatically update your facebook status when you
are at a concert.
Rule 9 Have Atomate send you a text message when you have an activity
scheduled in 5 minutes that is not close to where you are.
Table 6.1: Atomate behavior specification exercises - The nine behaviors partici-
pants were asked to create using Atomate in the evaluation.
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from simple to complex, and tested a range of possible behaviors (one-off/repeat
reminding, different predicates and actions, multiple clauses, etc.)
We estimated the study would take 10 minutes, at 1 minute for each of the
nine rules and another for the survey. We first piloted the study with three col-
leagues in our lab, observing as they thought-aloud through the study, before re-
leasing it to a wider audience online. A two minute video was available to explain
the system prior to use.
We used one of four categories to classify each created rule: 'Correct'- the rule
does exactly what the instructions specified; 'half-correct' - the rule would work
but may fire too often as the result of it being inadequately specific, or it was ob-
vious what the participant was trying to achieve; 'incorrect' - the rule would not
achieve the role as set out in instructions; or 'missing' - the participant did not
complete a rule (or due to technical error we are missing it). While accuracy was
of course desirable, one of the goals of this study was to understand the process
participants went through to create rules, and the (potentially creative or misun-
derstood) solutions they may come up with, in order for us to refine the system
for extended use. Thus, we were particularly interested in the 'half-correct' and
'incorrect' rules as these would point to areas or concepts that participants found
difficult to comprehend or input, allowing future improvement.
An exit survey measured quantitative response to how easy the system was to
use and how useful it was deemed to be, qualitative feedback on the ease of use
of the system, and thoughts as to how and when participants would like to use it
now or in the future.
6.3.5 Evaluation Results
Study 1: Design Review
Feedback from the design review resulted in a number of changes to the interface
to make the rule creation process clearer and more intuitive. These included:
labeling the three autocomplete boxes with examples and simplification of the
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time and date entry fields.
Study 2: Rule Creation
Three colleagues performed the rule creation study in our lab, talking aloud so
we could get feedback on what was confusing or unclear about the system. Posi-
tively, the feedback mostly concerned minor improvements as opposed to higher
level concerns about the grammar or interface. Based on those concerns, we im-
proved feedback on what an alert or e-mail would display, on whether a rule was
one-time or to be repeated, and clarified our instructions before advertising the
study online.
In total, 33 participants began the study, but because of time limitations or
technical issues with smaller screens, 26 participants fully completed all rules
and the final survey. The group's age ranged from 25-45, 14 of whom had some
previous programming experience. In the sections below, we first examine how
participants used the system, including measures of accuracy and ease of use,
and discuss how these results suggest design changes and secondly, look at whether
and in what ways participants thought such a system would be useful to them.
As described in the previous section, we classified each answer into one of
four categories: correct, half-correct, incorrect or missing. Figure 6-6 details
these scores as a percentage of all answers. The first six rules were correct over
75% (and mostly over 85%) of the time. The final three were more problem-
atic and raised some interesting issues. Rule 7 (Memex mail): Many partici-
pants achieved 'half-correct' answers on this rule, leaving out one of the two
clauses needed (either from V Bush or subject contains 'Memex'). Rule 8 (con-
cert): This was an intentionally tricky rule, and open to interpretation and how
each person would set up their Atomate system. The "correct" way was to specify
a current activity type of concert, but many participants used:
current activity's description contains 'concert'.
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Figure 6-6: Atomate evaluation - Percentage (0-100%) of created rules that were
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sure to precede each description with the word 'concert', The incorrect rules
here were varied, and in feedback participants said when they could not quite
grasp the correct way to do it they just moved on with whatever they had. Rule
9 (event in 5 minutes): The half and incorrect rules for rule 9 mainly missed out
the second desired clause (and that event's location is near me), meaning
the rule would fire for all events starting soon, regardless of location.
Figure 6-7(a) details responses to the question "After reading and understand-
ing the instructions for each rule, how easy was it to create the rule?". Feedback
suggests (as we intended) that the rules were of varying complexity, but overall it
was encouraging that with only 2 minutes training in the form of a video, 65% of
participants found it easy to create rules. However, 35% said they found it diffi-
cult, and we discuss improvements in 6.3.8.
The half-correct and incorrect answers, along with feedback from the survey,
suggest a number of both simple design changes to improve the system, as well
as interesting directions for future work.
Simple improvements were implemented to address some of the issues we
observed. These included an easier and more prominent way to and clauses to-
gether to form a rule and alterations to the language displayed in the interface,
such as changing at to on / after for adding dates and and if to an option of
whenever or the next time for adding clauses.
We are working on several improvements to the rule creation process described
in Section 6.3.8, including approaches at specifying rules by demonstration and
in-situ simulation of rules as they are constructed. Simulating rule execution, in-
cluding the conditions under which a rule will trigger, aims to mitigate the prob-
lems participants had in specifying rules correctly, in particular the problem of
clause omission, which caused rules to act too often (e.g., with insufficient speci-
ficity). With instant simulation, the user would see immediately that something


















(a) How easy was it to create each rule?
--
4
Not Useful Very Useful
(b) Do you think Atomate would be useful to you?
Figure 6-7: Results of Rule creation study exit-survey - Likert responses to (a) How
easy was it to create each rule? and Do you think Atomate would be useful to you?.
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Usefulness
The second goal of our study was to explore how helpful or useful participants
would find the current implementation, and what other uses they would like Ato -
mate to perform.
After completing the example rule creation, users were asked "Do you think
Atomate would be useful to you?" (Figure 6-7(b)). On a scale of 1 (Not Useful)
to 7 (Very Useful), the mean response was 5.5. Participants valued a number of
uses of Atomate, such as forwarding certain e-mails to a phone, e-mail me the
weather forecast when I am in a new location, or reminders at certain dates (pay
credit card when due) or for certain events and locations (bring earplugs to a
concert, remind me to thank people for gifts when in their vicinity). A number of
participants also reported they thought it may encourage more social uses of the
web, easing the barriers for acts of sharing. One participant said:
When done manually, letting your friends know every time you're at
a bar could be tedious... but with automation it would be more of a
friendly standing invitation and may actually drive me to use social
networking sites more.
A number of creative future uses for Atomate were also posited. The ability
to add sensors to other objects was widely desired, such as a Roomba vacuum
cleaner, a microwave, a fridge, or even toilet paper! Integration with cellphones
was also seen as valuable, declining calls if in a certain location, or replying to
missed calls when in transit.
In summary, the majority of participants found it easy to create rules, and
thought the system would provide value, positing potential supported uses. A
number of rule creation mistakes and feedback suggested both short and long
term design improvements. We discuss some of the longer term improvements
in the following section.
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6.3.6 Platform details
Atomate is implemented as a Firefox browser add-on, and is written entirely in
Javascript. Atomate's RDF data storage layer is kept in-browser using the MozS-
torage APIs9 , which stores all data in an SQLitel0 file in the user's Firefox pro-
file. Atomate's RDF-JS ORM allows RDF nodes to be treated like other Javascript
objects in the code, enabling such objects to be serialized and inherit methods
through rdfs:subClass chains. (Code for entity instance methods are serialized
in the triple-store as string properties.) The rule scheduler, database engine and
feeder are packaged in a Firefox XPCOM components ", and remains a single-
ton per Firefox process (which is limited by FF to one per user). The Atomate
UI, meanwhile resides in a web page which calls upon the components and ren-
ders/lays out the UI using jQuery".
The advantage to having Atomate in the browser is that the many Javascript
client libraries and APIs available for letting sites access data, such as Facebook
Client-Connect", and Google Data for JS'4 can be readily used to obtain data.'5
New data sources with custom client libraries can be added by web developers
without any need for special integration work.
6.3.7 Extending Atomate
Since there are an enormous number of web sites that publish potentially useful
information for use in Atomate scripts, it was impossible to anticipate and pre-
integrate all possible data sources that users might need. Instead, we opted to
make it easy for users to extend Atomate to use arbitrary new sources and actions
as they become available.
9MozStorage - https: //developer .mozilla. org/en/Storage
'oSQLite - http: //www. sqlite. org
iiFirefox XPCOM - https: //developer .mozilla. org/en/XPCOM
12jQuery - http: //j query. c om
13Facebook JS API - http: //developers. f acebook. com/docs/ref erence/j avascript/
14Google Data APIs - http: //code. google . com/apis/gdata/
i 5Atomate complies with Facebook's Terms Of Service by tagging data obtained from FB with a
24-hour expiration date.
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The architecture of Atomate was designed to support extension in three ways.
The first is the introduction of new capabilities (actions) and relation compari-
son functions (predicates) for user behaviors. The second is the addition of data
sources for supplying new information about types of things Atomate already
knows about. The third is to extend Atomate to entirely new types of informa-
tion and representations, as illustrated in Scenario 3. In this section, we describe
in greater detail how new sources are added to introduce new information into
Atomate's world model.
Adding predicates and actions
New predicates can be added to Atomate to add more powerful entity compar-
ison operators or to overload operators for new entity types, while new action
functions can be used to extend Atomate's capabilities. Currently geared towards
end-users comfortable with writing Javascript, adding a predicate or action in-
volves merely creating a new entity of the appropriate type (i.e. Predicate or
Action), specifying required argument types, and attaching an implementation
property with a string value consisting of the appropriate Javascript implemen-
tation." Such an implementation may call upon an external web service to per-
form the relevant action or comparison evaluation.' 7
Adding new data sources
The most common form of extension is adding new data sources to provide in-
stances of existing types. For the purposes of this discussion, we assume that
Atomate had no prior record of the schema or representation used by this new
data source.
16We omit details on the requirements of such a function for sake of brevity, but a tutorial
geared at advanced users of the system is included in Atomate's online documentation and is
easily accessible from within the entity creation panel.
17As predicates are re-evaluated frequently, they should be made efficient and properly cache
computed values.
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Adding a new source requires two steps: adding the source to Atomate's world
model, and telling Atomate how to interpret retrieved data. The first step is sim-
ple: If the data source exports a web data feed in a standard format, such as RSS
or ATOM 18 or other public XML feed, a new Data Source entity is created with the
source URL pointing to that feed. If the data source provides its data in a propri-
etary format, embedded in HTML, or using a custom library, the user can either
write a wrapper themselves (in Javascript), or use a third-party service such as
ScraperWiki, Babel", or Yahoo Pipes!2" to convert data into an RSS feed first.
The second step is to establish a mapping between the new type and an ex-
isting Atomate type. We model our approach to that of Potluck [71], which lets
the user construct a visualization from multiple sources with dissimilar schemata
using drag and drop gestures. Atomate first retrieves and displays a selection of
raw (unaligned) items from the new source. Next, the user selects the Atomate
type that best matches the type of the entities retrieved from the new source. For
a micro-blogging service such as Twitter, for example, the user could select the
closest entity, such as Tweet. Atomate then inserts in the display of each record
of the new source items the properties that are found in instances of the cho-
sen destination type. Atomate automatically maps properties in the destination
type that match source type properties exactly. For the remaining properties, the
user can manually match properties by dragging property names on top of other
property names. Behind the scenes, Atomate creates a mapping descriptor to the
data source which is used to structurally convert incoming items on its feed prior
to being added to the world model.
Atomate does not require all properties in either source or target schemas to
be aligned; new properties can be introduced into the type by leaving source
properties unpaired. Similarly, properties of the target type can be left unpaired;
this will cause entities from the particular source to have undefined values for
18The ATOM Syndication Format - http: //www .ietf .org/rf c/rf c4287. txt
19 SIMILE Babel - http://simile.mit. edu/babel




If Atomate does not already have an appropriate representation for a particular
of entity, a new class can be created directly at the time the new source is added.
To do this, the user performs the same steps as described above for adding a new
data source. Then, when entities are retrieved from the source and displayed as
described above, the user types the name of a new class instead of selecting an
existing class as a target destination type. The user can customize the names of
property fields and set property field destination types as in the alignment case
described above. (Atomate initially guesses the value types by trying to coerce
values in the new feed.) The user may optionally specify an superclass by select-
ing one during this process.
To complete the process of adding a schema, the user needs to specify at least
one property to uniquely identify the entity to update when a new piece of infor-
mation arrives from each source. Defining inverse functional properties serves
as Atomate's simple solution the entity resolution problem, and avoids the need
to deal with ambiguity in updates to the world model. For example, for a schema
representing a person, their e-mail address and phone number could be a use-
ful choice for such a property, as e-mail addresses or phone numbers usually
uniquely identify individuals.
Automatically updated properties
The introduction of new sources and types just described result in the creation
of new entities and classes to the Atomate world model. In many situations it is
useful to assign created values as property value of some other entity in the sys-
tem. For example, if a user adds new entities of type GPS observation from his
car's navigation system, hooking up these values to the user's current location
property would enable rules that condition on the user's current location prop-
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erty to work unmodified with this new data source.
This is where the Set action described earlier comes in. To create properties
that automatically update in response to the arrival of new information items,
a user creates a new rule using the Set action. Set takes as argument an entity,
property, and value. The that expression described in Section 6.3.2 is particularly
useful in Set rules, as it allows for the succinct expression of general property-
update rules. For example, for the previous scenario, the rule:
whenever [any GPS Observation's] [user id] is [any Person's]
[gps service username],
set [that Person]'s [current location] to
[that GPS Observation's] [location].
would connect the locations associated with any new GPS Observations to ap-
propriate Person entities in the world model.
6.3.8 Ongoing Work
In this section, we describe our current work towards extending Atomate to make
it easier to use and more versatile.
Extending the rule language
Ternary and higher-arity predicates are often useful for expressing value-modified
predicates such as within N minutes of or within N miles of; thus we are adding
support for such predicates in the chainer and UI. Second, to realize an initial
goal of better supporting message filtering/routing applications, we will support
"engage-able" actions through while rules. Unlike the next time/whenever rules
described earlier, while rules will engage an action when a rule triggers, and dis-
engage the action when the rule ceases triggering. For example,
while my location is home, send notifications through my computer
would allow Atomate's notification policy to change based on the user's location.
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Simulation and by-demonstration UI
To reduce the likelihood of errors at rule creation time, we are developing an in-
terface that will immediately simulate, when a rule is specified, the conditions
under which it will fire. This simulation will display and replay a recent history of
the user's world model, to demonstrate what caused the behavior to fire. Such a
simulation would help users identify, for example, when they've left out a clause
in a rule antecedent that would cause it to fire more frequently than desired, or
if their antecedent is too restrictive. In addition to firing simulation, we wish to
provide a "programming by demonstration" approach to start specifying rules.
The idea is to use the visualization idea just mentioned to let the user select situ-
ations in which they want the new behavior to execute.
Sharing behaviors and activity feeds
While advanced users and enthusiasts may extend the system to new data sources
and property-updating rules in the ways described, casual end-users are unlikely
to bother. To allow the effort of the few "power-users" of Atomate to benefit the
casual users, we are building a online community repository where users can up-
load entities of their choice, and publish them with descriptors so that they can
be easily found, reviewed, revised, and re-used.
To make it easy for users to connect their Atomates, we plan to add func-
tionality to let Atomate publish state changes as an RSS 1.0 feed known as your
peRSSona. Each Atomate will support publishing multiple peRSSonas provid-
ing different degrees of disclosure/privacy for different consumers - controlled
simply via behaviors that invoke post to f eed actions based on particular state
changes.
From pull to push: PubSubHubbub
Atomate's current method of pulling of ATOM/RSS feeds is inefficient because
feeds are polled repeatedly, which causes entries previously seen to be repeatedly-
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parsed, even when nothing has changed, resulting in wasted computation and
undue load on servers. Because the current architecture requires that Atomate
subscribe to a potentially large number of feeds - hundreds, for example, if the
user is to track the location and activity state changes of all her friends - this could
result in scalability problems on both the client and server.
New callback extensions to HTTP have been proposed to get around this very
problem. One such system called PubSubHubbub2 1 gets around both the prob-
lem of callbacks (building upon Webhooks22 ) and reliably receiving only change
notifications to get rid of redundant parsing on the client. PubSubHubbub clients
register for change notifications at "hubs" for any number of feeds. These hubs
take care of interfacing with the source feeds, using Webhooks when available
and standard polling techniques where not, and push out change streams to in-
terested clients in a store-and-forward manner. As these technologies evolve,
Atomate will require less memory and computational capacity on the client, al-
lowing Atomate to run more efficiently on smaller, memory-impoverished de-
vices, such as netbooks and, eventually, mobile phones.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusion
With PINKY (Sec. 6.1), we demonstrated that text input can be used for more than
capturing data. Command lines are an effective method for experts to invoke
complex functionality over their data. In PINKY, we explored the extension of
our pidgin approach from Jourknow (introduced in Ch. 5) to invoking complex
PIM actions such as "send email to david re today's meeting" to "book a meeting
room 32-G541 for Thursday at 8pm". As with data entry, thus, pidgin commands
can help clear away wasteful GUI navigation when the user knows exactly what
they want to do.
With Atomate, we demonstrated how PINKY-like specification of actions can
21PubSubHubbub - http: //code. google .com/p/pubsubhubbub/
22Webhooks - http: //wiki. webhooks. org
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be extended to specify reactive automation, that is, actions contingent upon, and
to be performed under, particular circumstances that might arise later. Many
such conditions can be detected today using contextual information obtained
from Web-based data sources, effectively taking PIM tools to a new level where
they can work on behalf of people without explicit intervention or attentional
cost. Through our evaluation of Atomate's interface, we established that the ma-
jority of participants found it easy to create rules, and thought Atomate would
provide value in a number of personal information related settings.
Some of the reactive behaviors demonstrated in this paper bear resemblance
to scenarios proposed by Berners-Lee et al. in the original vision for the Seman-
tic Web [22]. However, there are a number of differences between Atomate and
these Semantic Web agents. First, unlike the agents in the Semantic Web sce-
narios, which can "roam from page to page to carry out sophisticated tasks for
users", Atomate acts directly based on the state of its model and information on
incoming feeds, and lacks a sophisticated inference engine, or capacities to learn,
search, or act on the user's behalf beyond the rules set up by the user. However,
the comparative simplicity of Atomate's approach makes it easier to understand,
and potentially more predictable than approaches that use more sophisticated
reasoning mechanisms.
The web that Atomate works with today is very different from the web por-
trayed in Semantic Web scenarios. Very few of today's "Web 2.0" RSS/ATOM feeds
employ RDF; instead, they "shoehorn" data into simpler schemata intended for
news article syndication, often embedding HTML into fields and overloading
field semantics. This has not been a problem until now, as feeds have been con-
sumed exclusively by humans through feed aggregators. But these behaviors
cause a wealth of challenges for Atomate, directly complicating the process of
adding new data sources to the system. As described in Section 6.3.7, the lack of
semantics forces users of Atomate to manually assign, for each new data source,
mappings between fields and the schemata used in the rest of the system. Fur-
ther, due to the "embedding" behavior exhibited in many RSS feeds, feeds often
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have to be first "scraped" to separate data and eliminate presentation markup
from overloaded fields using a tool such as Yahoo Pipes, prior to being added to
the system. Finally, users have to grapple with abstract concepts such as unique
IDs (inverse functional properties) in order to make it possible for the system to
identify corresponding entities to update provided the arrival of new information
along any particular feed. These tasks raise the barrier of letting end-users extend
and appropriate the system to their needs.
However, given the positive responses as to the perceived usefulness of the
system from study participants, we anticipate that reactive automation driven by
data from web feeds and APIs will soon emerge in various forms. To make use of
feeds for such applications easier, content publishers and designers of content
delivery and publishing platforms for the web should consider ways to improve
the quality of feeds to make them more suitable for such applications.
First, data feeds should avoid the schema overloading, appropriation, and
presentation markup embedding practices just described, as this creates the need
for an additional "scraping/extraction" step to syntactically clean up and unpack
feeds prior to use. Second, meta-data could be added to facilitate the process of
schema integration. Life-logging services in particular could add meta-data de-
scribing what it is that the feed represents - the type of activity or state (locations,
music listening, web page viewing, hours slept), and, even more importantly an
identifier of the person or agent that is the subject of observation. Of additional
benefit for interfaces supporting constrained natural language expression of en-
tities would be natural-language labels (common names) to use to described ob-
served entities or observations in the interface. Finally, the use of URIs, or an in-
dication of the inverse functional properties to use in the schema of a feed would
eliminate the need for users to specify this manually in the interface.
We note that such recommendations would be easy to implement using RSS
1.O/RDF which seemingly has fallen out of favor among content publishing plat-
forms and feed readers. The richer RDF representation would allow data items to
be presented in their original schemata, since RDF permits a natural incorpora-
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tion of definitions and properties from external schemata within a RSS-schema
structure documents. With RSS 1.0, information about different subjects could
be combined in the same feed, reducing the fragmentation that occurs with the
more restrictive feed types.
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Chapter 7
Supporting awareness and memory
for past information activities:
Poyozo
We employ a variety of tactics to lower the levels of stimulation when
they threaten to drive us above our adaptive range. For the most part,
however, these techniques are employed unconsciously. We can in-
crease their effectiveness by raising them to consciousness.
We can, for example [...] briefly tune out the external environment to
evaluate our inner environment. This is not a matter of wallowing in
subjectivity, but of coolly appraising our own performance. [...]
Having done this, we can also begin consciously to influence it -
speeding it up or slowing it down - first with respect to small things,
the micro-environment, and then in terms of the larger, structural pat-
terns of experience.
Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (1968)
As exemplified by his quote "An unexamined life is not worth living", Socrates
encouraged individuals to examine their daily assumptions and actions to achieve,
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what he called "genuine self-knowledge", and to "break through (often self-created)
illusions of reality to expose truths - even if they are negative in character" [62].
The goal of science, meanwhile, is to make explicit what was previously implicit,
and to objectively characterize and understand phenomena. One purpose of
achieving such an understanding of a particular system or phenomenon, beyond
intellectual curiosity, is to predict and control it: to be able to anticipate its time-
evolution, and determine how to influence it towards a desired outcome.
The idea that one might gain such an objective understanding of one's own
life towards better controlling one's situation is a powerful and seductive idea.
Yet, like in any science, achieving an understanding of something requires data -
evidence of what a person does and experiences on a daily basis so that these can
be objectively examined. Unfortunately, the mere process of data collection can
be daunting even for very specific segments of one's life, such as one's diet level
of physical activity. This problem is particularly severe for activities we perform
surrounding our personal information, which are magnificently larger in number
and more complicated than any of the activities we perform in physical space.
For example, the author visits an average of 192 different web pages per day, an
average of 1042 times, and communicates with an average of 48 different individ-
uals a day. Recording such interactions manually on a daily basis with the hopes
of measuring and understanding the activities better would hopelessly hinder an
individual to the point that it would likely disable their ability to perform their
primary tasks.
Today, however, technology provides new opportunities to perform the log-
ging of human activities automatically - essentially "for free" - using portable
digital devices equipped with precise sensors and vast quantities of memory ca-
pable of recording nearly every action we take. At the time of this writing, such
technology-mediated self-logging has been limited to a small, yet enthusiastic,
group of self-described "life hackers", who have the computer skills, technologi-
cal know-how, funds, patience and enthusiasm for life-tracking to acquire, adopt
and build these (still imperfect) devices to help them log their daily habits and
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activities. But even these small beginnings have immediately brought to light a
number of questions surrounding how to effectively make use of all the logged
data: that is, how to turn collected data into appropriate statistics, and statistics
into insight, surrounding ways to improve one's life?
In this chapter, we look at the potential for the use of life-logging to address
the symptoms associated with "information overload" that were discussed in Chap-
ter 1. Our goals for such a lifelog is twofold: first, to serve as a retrospective mem-
ory prosthesis - to help people remember the existence and greater awareness
of the various potentially important information items they have encountered in
the past, so that these information items can be effectively used in the course of
their daily activities. The second objective is a focus on prospective reflection; in
particular, to help people better understand how they have spent their time and
attention in the past, in context of what they have to do next, so that they can bet-
ter understand how to achieve their goals. We express these two questions more
formally as follows:
1. retrospective - Will a complete summary of all the information a person
experiences through their computer help people better remember it and
make use of it later?
2. prospective - Can making explicit a person's information-related activities
allow people to maintain better situational awareness, and feel more pre-
pared for the immediate future?
To answer these two questions, we developed a lifelogging visualization frame-
work called Poyozo, which records every web page viewed by the user, every phys-
ical location visited, and a host of other activities as seen through web-based ac-
tivity feeds. Poyozo then allows the user to browse their raw history and summary
statistics that are generated surrounding these activities. We first provide a dis-
cussion of personal informatics, and follow with a discussion and analysis.
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7.1 Popular attention to personal informatics
Personal informatics, or "living by the numbers", is enjoying a sudden swell of
interest and enthusiasm recently, following becoming a topic of interest for a
number of high-profile technology-savvy journalists and editors over the past 5
years, including WIRED magazine co-founder Kevin Kelly, WIRED executive edi-
tor Thomas Goetz, and Gary Wolf of the New York Times. Kelly established a blog
for people interested in personal informatics called The Quantified Self', which
inspired "QS" meet-ups across America consisting of people curious about ways
that they can measure and understand various aspects of their lives.
Another early figure that helped inspire the current enthusiasm personal in-
formatics was graphic designer Nicholas Felton, whose publication of the an-
nual Feltron Report[56] caught much popular attention. The Feltron Report was
a beautifully designed pamphlet consisting of visualizations of miscellaneous
statistics he meticulously measured throughout the previous year. He later founded
DAYTUM2 , a service designed to let people produce their own beautiful visual-
izations out of statistics they collected by posting them to his web site. Along the
same lines, Grafitter[94] was a service that linked to Twitter to let people keep
track of, and later visualize activities simply by tweeting about them.
The enthusiasm from the QS crowd and popularity of Felton's beautiful vi-
sualizations highlight the complex and often perplexing factors that designers
of personal information management tools face when trying to understand the
factors that motivate the use of certain tools and disuse of others. Feltron's visu-
alizations, for example, are practically useless to everybody, since they deal with
tremendously detailed statistics about some person we do not even know. Yet
the visualizations are appealing to many - they are attractive, engaging, "window
into a person's life" interesting.
Our motivation for Poyozo, like with DAYTUM or Grafitter, was to make the
'Quantified Self - http: //www. quantif iedself . com
2 Daytum - http: //daytum. com
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information about people's lives that was ordinarily not captured visible and pre-
sented in a way that would capture the attention of individuals and encourage
them to reflect upon their activities. Increased reflection has been shown to en-
courage increased self-awareness, which, in turn, has been correlated with pos-
itive self-esteem, feelings of greater autonomy and preparedness, and an overall
feeling of understanding of a person's situation[ 115].
Thus, although Poyozo can be compared to time-tracking systems like SLIFE3
and RescueTime4 , which both offer capture and visualization functionality, the
primary focus of Poyozo is thus to motivate and encourage regular reflection over
all of the aspects of a person's life, rather than tracking time spent on particular
projects. Poyozo remains the only known system which performs its aggregation
exclusively on the person's own computer, thereby protecting the user's privacy.
Like List-it, Poyozo also has been released as a free, open-source software project5
to encourage others to use, experiment with and build upon the system.
7.2 Poyozo Walk-through
In this section we provide a brief tour of Poyozo's visualizations of user lifelog
data to convey the various features of its design and how they support the afore-
mentioned goals.
7.2.1 Month view
The main functionality offered by Poyozo is allowing the user to browse and search
a complete history of their activities: the web pages they have viewed, notes they
have taken, physical locations they have visited, as well as any other activities
recorded in activity feeds hooked up to the system (such as tweets posted to Twit-
3SLife - http: //www. slif elabs . com
4RescueTime - http: //www. re s cuetime. c om
sPoyozo is available on List-it's google code repository at http://code. google. com/p/
list-it.
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Figure 7-1: Poyozo month-at-a-glance - Poyozo lifelog visualizer at a month-view
shows mini-word clouds for every day consisting of the top unique terms identi-
fied among all information items viewed or created that day.
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ter or tracks listened to via Last.fm). This history is organized chronologically in
an interface using a digital calendar visual metaphor. The month summary view
of Poyozo's calendar can be seen in Figure 1. In this highly compressed sum-
mary view of a user's activities over one entire month, days are marked with a
word cloud consisting of the significant terms of that day, computed by calcu-
lating the TF-IDF score of terms encountered in the text of all information items
viewed during that day. (Each "day" is treated as a single "document", and term
frequencies are computed by putting all terms of all visited information items
in one set.) Words are sized proportionally to the term frequency of that term
on that day. This yields an effective visualization of words that distinguish pages
that were visited that day, effectively eliminating both stop words (such as "a",
"the") which are common across days, as well as words on pages that are visited
frequently (such as "the", "is", "a', "of'; "GMail", "Facebook" or "Google".)
searl-
Facebook I Andrew Searde's Photos - Last day in
searde chinese room - Google Search
John Searle - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Facebook (50)1 Andrew Searle
John seare andrew seare - Google Search
Figure 7-2: Item-by-term view - Clicking on a term shows all the information
items that were viewed on that day that contained the particular term in ques-
tion. Clicking on the page then takes the user to the particular page in question.
Hovering on a particular term in a day word-cloud highlights the same word
occurring on other pages, making it easy to quickly find the other days in which
pages of the same topic were visited. Clicking on a particular term (Figure 7-2)
displays all the information items visited that contained that term, ranked in or-
der of increasing to decreasing term frequency. Clicking on any such information
items takes the user to the item in question (usually a web page or a note).
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Figure 7-3: Day view: The Poyozo day view lists every information item expe-
rienced by the user, chronologically (by default: inverse chronologically, so the
most recent items are first). In addition, the top information items and locations
of the day (measured by total time experienced) are displayed.
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7.2.2 Day View
Clicking on a day opens a day view, which provides the most detailed display of
a user's activities: a timeline of information items experienced, ordered inverse-
chronologically in a list. This timeline allows the user to display verbatim the
moments that each information item was viewed (and the duration of view), or
to collapse multiple re-viewings of the same information item. The latter mode
dramatically consolidates the number of entries displayed.
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Figure 7-4: Aggregates and time elapsed - Poyozo displays the total time the user
views a particular information item over the course of that day, the past 7 days,
and the past 2 weeks. These statistics are derived simply from the raw activity
logs visible in the day views.
Clicking on the time or icon next to the title of the item displays a time sum-
mary of the experienced item (Figure 7-4). Note that these statistics display the
total time spent viewing the information item that day, that week, and over the
past two weeks. For web sites, Poyozo also computes time totals over all pages
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viewed on that particular site or domain, which can be often a better level of
granularity for time tracking. This permits simple comparisons between partic-
ular information items and their information contexts; for example, to compare
the time spent on docs .google. com this week would be a rough estimate of the to-
tal amount of time spent writing (this thesis, for example), while each particular
document might reflect the amount of time spent writing one particular docu-
ment, such as thesis chapter.
A small top-10 list on the side of the day view shows the information items that
dominated the day. Since a user's physical location technically counts as an "ex-
perienced information item", Poyozo also displays the top 10 physical locations
visited during the same time periods.
7.2.3 Activity rhythms: Visualizing activity over time
In addition to the aforementioned simple summaries of the total time spent view-
ing a particular data item, Poyozo summarizes all of the user's activity in two
ways. First, it offers activity rhythm curves, which plots of the total number of
information items experienced over time, at two levels of granularity, hour of day
throughout the week, by day of week throughout the month (Figure 7-5).
The second way that Poyozo aims to help people maintain a high-level aware-
ness of their own activities is through activity summaries, which are customizable
derived statistics that are continuously aggregated from feeds and low level activ-
ities collected by Poyozo. For example, if an individual has connected Poyozo to a
spending activity source (such as mint .com), a user could add an aggregate statis-
tic that tracks the total amount spent on the particular day (Figure 6). If he or she
wishes only to track a particular type of expense, such as amount spent at Star-
bucks or on fuel, this merely requires the user to alter of the definition of these
statistics.
Currently, the construction of derived statistics requires writing a small func-
tion in Javascript, but can be done directly in the user interface. Making such de-
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Poyozo IMake Life Make Sense
O chrome./listtcontentpoyozopoyozo-mmn.html
POyezO atnow Poyozo Alpha v1 0
summary
Web pages per day (past week)
~)JQ
Web pages per hour (for last 72 hrs)
Your mobility (piaces you've gone)
U 3 U
Figure 7-5: Activity rhythms - Activity rhythms show longitudinal trends in each
of activity that Poyozo observes. Such curves allow individuals to measure mo-
bility (b) and activity (c) longitudinally at various levels of granularity: by hour,
day, or week.
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Call(s) on June 1
j# I Oa Call Incoming Dharmishta Rood
J# I Oa Call Outgoing Dharmishta Rood
S 1p Call Outgoing Dharmshta Rood
BO 2p Call Outgoing Dharmshta Rood
10 2p Cail incoming Dfarmishta Rood
Figure 7-6: Activity-specific behavior summaries - This view lets individuals
track particular aspects individual activities through user-customized aggrega-
tion rules. A user could, for example, track total time spent working or at leisure,
by tracking the time spent viewing news sites, entertainment sites, online comics,
shopping, or socializing on Facebook.
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rived statistics more easily constructible is the focus of ongoing and future work.
7.2.4 Activity Portraits
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Figure 7-7: Activity-portraits -A development workbench inspired by Processing
that lets novice coders construct activity-based interactive graphics to serve as
ambient displays in their home or work environments. Sample sketches can be
obtained from the Poyozo wiki, and completed works can be shared and collab-
oratively evolved.
The number of available screens and display surfaces throughout people's en-
vironments has increased dramatically, providing an unprecedented opportunity
to use these spaces as dynamic information displays. Inspired by work in ambi-
ent information interfaces, such as with projects like Pinwheels [72], we wished
to make it possible for people to create dynamic information paintings, which
we call "activity portraits", that conveyed a reflection of sensed activities in an
aesthetically-pleasing way.
Instead of merely providing predefined visualizers (such as in music players
such as iTunes), Poyozo provides a small development sandbox, visible in Figure
7-7, and javascript API where users can write simple visualizations to display par-
ticular whatever aspects of their lifelogs they please. This development environ-
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ment is inspired by Processing6 and provides a high-level API to access all data
in the lifelog and to register callbacks for events representing new activities that
the user engages in. Sketches can then be run in full screen mode in a browser
window on an arbitrary display of the user's choosing.
When the user completes a sketch, it is saved internally to poyozo, and can
be shared with others with via the Poyozo Wiki 1. This wiki serves to both help
new users get started easily to create various kinds of visualizations, and to let
experienced developers share their creations as well as to appropriate parts of
others'.
7.2.5 Supporting other activities: Extending Poyozo
To make Poyozo support other kinds of activities than web browsing, Poyozo re-
lies on external data feeds which it uses as user-activity sensor streams in the
same ways as did Atomate (Chapter 6). To add new data streams, the Feeder in-
terface (Figure 7-8) provides a simple interface that lets users directly hook up
feeds from a set of 15 popular Web 2.0 web sites.
If the site or activity is not listed, but provides an RSS feed, a generic "catch-
all" option of RSS feed allows users to subscribe Poyozo to such feeds. There are,
however, two challenges to using RSS feeds: first, being designed for news syn-
dication, contains no structure to indicate what activities(s) the feed is talking
about or even who the individual(s) are that are involved. Worse, there is no "end
time" associated with events, as news syndications feeds typically only include
a "updated time" and "published date". Since Poyozo weighs the relative impor-
tance of events by duration to determine how to display them - information that
is not normally or straightforwardedly encoded in an RSS schema - this makes
RSS itself poorly suited as a source of information for lifelogging platforms like
Poyozo.
6Processing - http: //processing. org
7Poyozo Wiki - http: //mypoyozo. com/wiki
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your data sources
To gets started tel the Feeder who you are in the Me' tab. Then. enter in
your usernane and password for each service, You can turn on or off each
service as needed. The Feeder runs in the background every 30 minutes
Note: the Feeder requires tis page to stay open to run, Also. you may have to
restart Firefox after running the Feeder for the 1st time.
Sme









Feeder last ran at 9:46 PM
updating Emait
updating Twitter
got 14 tweets from you
got 16 tweets from your friends
got 110 items from Email
about to save 59 items from Emad
saving should take 0 mmiutes and 59 seconds
updating Lastfm
got 11 tracks for zamang
updating Wesabe
got 669 purchases from Wesabe
foursquare
Figure 7-8: Input configuration for PRUNE - Feeder, the input configurator al-
lows users to connect Poyozo to other Web2.0 activity streams, such as those that
deliver other kinds of information about a person's activities.
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The activitystreams' schema proposed to standardize representations of tem-
poral activity data delivered in web feed form, using a richer vocabulary than that
offered by RSS. However, this standard focuses on a fixed set of "activities", which
are geared towards actions taken on social networking services, rather than "real-
life" activities such as reading a web page, meeting a friend, or going some places.
Thus it is in some sense destined for the same sort of obsolescence faced by RSS
feeds.
A more open, future-proof practice that is becoming common is using a lower-
level base information representation, such as RDF or XML, and letting data ser-
vice authors define, extend or appropriate existing schemas as deemed appro-
priate. For example, Google Calendar encodes information about people's calen-
dars in GCall in their "RSS"-like calendar feeds so that event-specific fields can
be accurately encoded.
7.3 Evaluation
We performed an short trial evaluation of Poyozo to determine what users thought
of the interface and functionality.
7.3.1 Method
A short, 10 day evaluation of Poyozo was conducted in January 2011 involving 11
participants aged 18-29. Participants were recruited by word-of-mouth and e-
mail, and were offered a small compensation for participating. Nine participants
completed the study and exit survey.
Participants were asked to use the Firefox web browser exclusively for the 10
days of the study, to install a copy of Poyozo in their Firefoxes at the beginning of
the study, and to watch an introductory tutorial video about Poyozo.
8activitystrea.ms - http: //act ivitystrea. ms
9 GCal - http: //schemas .google. com/gCal/2005
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At the conclusion of every day of the study, participants were prompted to
write a note as follows:
Write a quick note reflecting upon what you did or thought about to-
day, and what you need to do tomorrow.
This prompt was given in two conditions. On odd-numbered days, participants
were asked to open up their Poyozo visualizations and to look at their day visu-
alization prior to writing the note. On even-numbered days, participants were
asked to omit this step and proceed directly to writing the note.
In addition to the prompts which asked users to look at Poyozo on odd num-
bered days, participants were encouraged to consult the Poyozo visualizations
whenever they needed throughout the week, and to consider using Poyozo as an
alternative to the history features of their browser.
At the conclusion of the study, participants were asked to complete an exit
survey, in which they were asked about their experience using Poyozo, to what
extent, and for what purposes (if any) they found the system useful.
7.3.2 Results
Nine out of the 11 participants completed the study. The two that failed to com-
plete the exit survey were omitted from the analysis.
Participants reported that Poyozo was easy to use (M = 5.72, SD = 0.5) but
participants were divided in opinion when asked about Poyozo's usefulness (M =
3.65, SD = 1.5). When notes taken viewing Poyozo were compared against notes
taken on odd days, no statistically significant difference in length or number of
items found either for TODO items (Mpyzo = 6.0 vs Mcontroi =5.6) or things listed
as accomplished (Mpoyozo = 1 vs Mcontrol = 0.5).
Despite these mixed results surrounding the study, several signs were encour-
aging. First, all participants used Poyozo at least once each day. Moreover, all but
1 of the participants said they planned to continue to use Poyozo. The one that
did not said that her reason for not continuing to use Poyozo was merely that she
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greatly preferred Google Chrome to Firefox, and Poyozo was only available for
Firefox.
When asked what people realized upon looking at their Poyozo visualizations,
responses fell into three categories typified by the following examples:
* I realized I do browse A LOT of different webpages, I should have known this
but it is different when it is displayed graphically in front of me!! I guess Ifor-
get most ofthe things I look at almost immediately - what if i could remember
them better?
e It reminded me of more things I'd done in the day than I originally thought
I'd had. It also helped explain where I had lost some hours in my day too - oh
yeah I was watching those videos, or oh yeah I was onfacebook then. Overall,
It made me realize that I waste a lot of time on facebook.... But it was a relief
to be reminded of constructive things I'd done
Apparently I waste my life online. Should buy a book or just get a life, I think.
* Only a confirmation that my life is indeed as sad as I thought. and that my
browsing habbits [sic] almost never change, I should find some new websites
to go on.
Responses reflecting a similar viewpoint to the second comment (expressing
the realization that the individual wasted a lot of time on-line) was the most com-
mon, reflected in 5 of the 9 respondents.
The first and last responses were essentially opposites; in the first the par-
ticipant was surprised at the variety and number of web pages they had looked




Poyozo represented our initial foray into personal informatics. By re-using the
data infrastructure built for Atomate 6, we were able to prototype Poyozo very
quickly and get it in the hands of real users.
The design space for lifelogging tools is massive, and with Poyozo we have
only begun to scratch the surface. As a single study, our initial small experiment
raised more questions than it answered. For example, what visualizations and
representations are most useful to users? Second, how do people want to explore
their data? The role that personal lifelogging will eventually take in people's lives
will largely determine the answer to this question - for example, do users merely
want more effective ways to retrieve information artifacts they experienced in
the past (i.e., memory prostheses?) Or, is there a broader role for lifelogging as
a tool for actual personal informatics - in the sense of supporting sensemaking
and facilitating discovery of yet unknown relationships among past activities and
contexts?
In our future work, we will continue to explore the design space along both
of these directions. In particular, given people's reactions that Poyozo helped
them realize how much time they spent on particular activities online, we believe
that many other relationships might remain undiscovered about people's activi-
ties. Such realizations could realistically help people understand why people are
happy, stressed or nervous, and therefore directly contribute to their well-being.
Thus, we wish to begin a more thorough investigation of such sensemaking-oriented




In Chapter one, we postulated that symptoms of information overload might best
be dealt with by redesigning PIM tools to better serve the myriad demands and
needs brought about by modern digital communications technology. To under-
stand these needs at the most basic level, we first conducted a study of informa-
tion scraps (described in Chapter 3), which examined the ways that knowledge
workers in various high-tech firms coped with the information demands they
faced when using the limited tools they had available. We then identified a set
of opportunities for making PIM tools work better, the main goals of which were
to provide efficiency of use, support for a greater diversity of types and roles for
the information taken, a reduction on attentional demands, and reminding sup-
port.
Our investigations explored potential avenues for improvement by develop-
ing and testing PIM tool prototypes that provided particular functionality along
these dimensions. Jourknow (discussed in 5) and List-it (Chapter 4) lowered the
capture barrier, and eliminated information-form restrictions, to enable the fast
and efficient capture of arbitrary types of information. The resulting List-it study
revealed that this reduction in capture effort led List-it to be used for a variety of
purposes previously under-served by digital tools. PINKY (Section 6.1) and Ato-
mate (Chapter 6) focused on minimizing the effort and attention required to do
routine tasks. Poyozo (Chapter 7) aimed to improve people's recollection of infor-
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mation, by automatically creating a diary of everything seen by the user as they
went about their everyday tasks on the Web.
What have these prototypes, and studies of their resulting use, suggested to-
wards the ways in which PIM tools might change people's information practices?
In this chapter, we summarize several key observations of the studies presented
in this thesis, and revisit the original questions of Chapter 1, pertaining to how
these changes may enhance our ability to handle the deluge of information and
chaos we now face in our information and communication-enhanced lives.
We begin, however, by discussing issues encountered in the process of study-
ing PIM, in order to convey methodological recommendations, and to establish
a framework for future investigation.
8.1 Problems studying PIM:
Reflections on methodology
Our investigations of the ways that people keep, manage, organize, manipulate
and use information in the modern workplace proved to be a tremendously chal-
lenging area of study.
The information needs of any one individual are highly particular to that in-
dividual, as they are shaped by the person's specific needs, tools, preferences,
and other details. The resulting information strategies that people employ are
thus also shaped by a large number of factors both visible and unobservable -
aspects that are unique to the person's situation, environment, workflow, and
preferences.
It is because of these subtle distinctions that, in addition to direct observation,
methods of ethnographic inquiry, such as ethnomethodology [58], have proven
to be necessary for studying these phenomena. These approaches were devised
to help with the investigation and study of certain domains that are difficult to
characterize, in particular the ways that people employ tools to "create the pat-
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tern orderliness of everyday life," [58] and to capture the ways that situations
shape behavior.
There exist inherent difficulties, however, in applying these approaches to un-
derstanding the common problems and needs of PIM. Ethnomethodology itself
does not constitute a method, and lacks a formally stated theory or agreed-upon
methodology. Thus, researchers must tailor methods appropriate for the partic-
ular contexts of inquiry. This means that ethnomethodological findings are diffi-
cult to compare directly (due to methodological differences), and that the initial
process of designing one's method is challenging and prone to errors.
On the other hand, while many have suggested standard methodologies for
situated action theory [4], such methods have been criticized for being overly
detail-oriented and difficult to apply to finding high-level generalizations com-
mon to multiple individuals. This is, unfortunately, precisely the goal that is de-
sired, in order to uncover the common relationships between people's needs and
the tools shaping their PIM strategies.
8.1.1 Difficulties in directly eliciting feedback:
Self blame, taking tool limitations for granted,
and thinking "within tools"
With the view that direct elicitation would be the simplest and most direct method
to reveal the most important problems as perceived by PIM users, we asked par-
ticipants, during both the Information Scraps and List-it Studies, to describe the
difficulties they encountered in their personal information practices.
Interestingly, participants' responses to such questions often centered on the
shortcomings they saw in themselves, instead of in the tools they used. Partici-
pants blamed the PIM problems they experienced on how "messy" they were, or
on being too busy, forgetful, or incompetent. Some attributed PIM difficulties to
particular characteristics of their work - e.g., "my work demands change day to
day - it's too much for me to keep organized". There was rarely, if any, mention of
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the shortcomings of their PIM tools.
These results suggested that people often overlooked, or took for granted, the
limitations of PIM tools, and blamed themselves when something failed to meet
their needs. This phenomenon has been documented previously elsewhere, such
as by Gwidzka et al, who reported that "Workers may often displace negative feel-
ings about poorly fitting tools and interfaces onto their attitudes toward the con-
tent of the work, blaming themselves, the company, the workplace, and/or man-
agement for what may be a problem concerning poor human factors." [79]
The problem of thinking within the confines of existing tools plagued our at-
tempts to elicit other sorts of feedback as well. For example, when List-it study
participants were asked about new capabilities they would like to help them get
organized, most participants only suggested simple cosmetic changes to List-it,
such as the addition of particular buttons, automatic date-stamping or the rear-
ranging of menus. While small changes such as these could, in fact be useful, we
were hoping to elicit broader ideas about what kinds of basic capabilities would
significantly improve their organization of information. But the fact that people's
acceptance of the deficiencies of the tools they have been using was so ingrained
made it difficult for them to conceive of radical improvements.
8.1.2 Individual variation
As mentioned earlier, a core difficulty surrounding the analysis of people's PIM
practices as a whole was that, when examined individually, participants varied
widely at a number of different levels - from tools used, to strategies employed,
to the problems that they faced. Lansdale explained that such differences were
derived from the fact that people's information strategies emerged from a com-
plex decision-making process seeking to maximize effectiveness while minimiz-
ing time and effort spent organizing. The diversity arose from the fact that the
considerations governing this process were many and varied, and included fac-
tors particular to the individual - such as the current demands of their primary
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tasks and activities, anticipated future information needs, the capabilities and
constraints of available tools, and even simple individual preferences.
If the needs and practices were so different among individuals, should it even
be possible to derive a common set of observations or design principles upon
which to base the next generation of PIM tools? Fortunately, our observations
suggest that, despite differences in people's needs and practices, many of these
overlap significantly, and that the resulting design implications surrounding these
needs are mostly mutually beneficial. For example, while reminder functional-
ity may be significantly more important for certain individuals, nearly all users
benefit when such functionality is improved. We have not found a case to the
contrary; that is, a situation where a particular affordance or design benefits one
group of users while detracting from the usefulness to others. Thus, the diver-
sity among users has actually been beneficial, by providing diverse, independent
evidence towards ways that tools can be made more robust and effective for ev-
eryone.
8.1.3 Changes over time
Beyond inter-personal variation, an aspect that further complicates the study
PIM practices is that such practices seem to exhibit both rapid, dramatic changes,
and slower, incremental changes over time.
Several previous studies documented the ways that individuals' PIM practices
changed over time. Balter for example found that users gradually drifted between
multiple strategies, in particular, oscillating between more or less organization,
depending on information versus time demands[1O]. Whittaker and Hirschberg
found that a single individual may employ multiple strategies simultaneously,
and exhibit high frequency shifts, as they experience different situations from
one moment to the next [138].
Based upon our interviews and observations, such changes are driven by at
least the three following forces: First, the dynamics of projects, collaborations,
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and workflows that induce constant changes in information demands The sec-
ond stemmed from an experimental process by which PIM strategies were tried
and either abandoned of refined. The third derived from PIM failure - situations
where a vital information item was forgotten or lost, inspiring PIM practices to
change.
Based upon the visualizations of the temporal dynamics of longitudinal List-it
use, the more sudden and drastic changes are most often the result of the afore-
mentioned external changes to workflow, such as brought about by a new project,
a new PIM tool, a change in office environment or a new collaboration. The
slower changes over time, meanwhile resulted from the refinement or deterio-
ration process by which a person's organizational system was slowly changed or
collapsed due to workflow constraints. PIM failure, depending on its severity and
situation inspired both small and large changes.
Behind the slower process of refinement seemed to be psychological drivers
of reward or failure, e.g., the gain felt (in terms of overall workflow, organization,
efficiency or satisfaction) when small improvements to information practice are
made, and conversely, the feelings of frustration, stress, and anger, from wasted
effort, and loss of autonomy, when PIM failures occurred. Such perceptions of
reward or punishment from aspects of PIM practice seemed to be keenly felt. For
example, the simple solution of using sticky notes on the bezel of a monitor for
keeping often-forgotten words, copier codes and log-in passwords, was seen as a
"life saver" to ADMN7. Similarly, one web designer who participated in the List-it
interviews claimed that List-it saved her "unimaginable effort" when she started
using it to store often-used special characters, such as the copyright symbol, so
that it could be easily copied and pasted into her designs as she worked. The
magnitude, with which the payoff (in terms of time and effort) of such small inno-
vations was felt, provides further incentive for thinking about ways to streamline
workflow using PIM tools.
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8.1.4 A mixed-method approach
To cope with these challenges, we devised a mixed method approach, incorpo-
rating both qualitative approaches borrowed from the social sciences, and quan-
titative data analysis from captured artifacts and activity logs. In the Information
Scraps Study, we used interviews (a common technique in ethnomethodology)
and artifact-collection (an approach proposed for situated action theory), while
in the List-it studies, we employed interviews, surveys, and low-level activity log-
ging methods (also as recommended by Suchman). To address the problem of
generalizing across users, we analyzed captured data - which consisted of inter-
view results, collected notes and information items, and logs of long-term List-it
usage patterns - using a qualitative approach inspired by Grounded Theory, and
then modeled their characteristics statistically.
Methods that we avoided, however, included video recording subjects, due to
the invasive nature of such a procedure, which could violate ecological validity
by causing people to change their behavior. Our goal was similarly to chronicle
interaction longitudinally over time, for which audio/video recording would have
posed the significant problem of over-capturing extremely private information.
Given that processes are time-varying, an area of future work could be to de-
rive, explicitly and in a principled manner, the properties of such a process, us-
ing the vocabulary of dynamic process models [136]. Such a model, for example,
could formally characterize the forces that cause people to shift strategies, and
model the resulting strategies as states, described in terms of the characteristic
properties of each - the activities, prioritized needs, and tools assumed [116].
Such a model should also factor in inter-individual variation that derives from
individual preferences towards the dynamics of the model and states achieved.
While this is a rich area of further investigation that would provide a more com-
plete, nuanced view of the factors that affect people's interactions with informa-
tion tools, immediate progress may be made by addressing the needs we iden-
tified across individuals in different work spheres. These problems are perhaps
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the most pressing, in that they were encountered many times, by multiple peo-
ple under very different situations and constraints, indicating that these needs
are very pervasive. The remainder of this chapter focuses on these immediate
approaches to a potentially better PIM.
8.2 Supporting diverse information forms and needs
The Information Scraps Study discussed in Chapter 3 examined a large number
of information forms that "fell between the cracks" of existing PIM tools, and ad-
dressed why this information tended to end up in generic tools, or on paper, in-
stead. The List-it study, meanwhile, showed that simply eliminating restrictions
on information forms, and allowing arbitrary notes to be kept quickly, signifi-
cantly simplified the storage and management of many kinds of information,
and gave notes that previously had no "digital home," a place to be effectively
archived. However, micro-note tools lack features that traditional PIM tools pro-
vide, such as support for reminding (calendar/alarms, for example), or advanced
sorting and grouping capabilities. If the information scraps and coping strate-
gies we observed in the first study, together with the longitudinal usage of List-it
observed in the second study, are treated as indications of unmet needs in struc-
tured PIM, what are these needs precisely and how should they be met? We first
review forms, roles, and how these forms and roles suggest needs.
8.2.1 Significance of information forms
Both the Information Scraps and List-it Studies revealed that people kept an ex-
tremely diverse set of types of information in their collections. These information
forms consisted of a few common forms, as well as many rare forms that occurred
only once or twice. This "heavy tail" characteristic was also present in the note
counts of most individuals' collections, indicating that this trend reflected that
most people kept a diverse set of notes, rather than a particular group of "odd"
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individuals who were responsible for the unusual forms.
What is the significance of these rare forms? While one approach is to dismiss
these singletons as outliers or irregularities, there are a number of reasons that
this may be imprudent. First, these rare forms, (consisting of forms for which
three or fewer notes were found), comprised a significant fraction of the total
set of notes (44%). Second, there was no reason to suggest that these outlier in-
stances were any less important than the instances of primary note types. In fact,
these outliers may actually be more important to users, as they represent idiosyn-
cratic personal or or task-specific information which may be less readily available
- for example via the web.
Today, most PIM tools make strong distinctions between information forms,
providing separate places for each in an effort to maintain homogeneous col-
lections that can be easily searched and presented. However, several of our ob-
servations suggest that keeping information items distinct and separate is both
unnatural and may be significantly impeding the use of tools by forcing fragmen-
tation upon people's personal information collections. In people's natural collec-
tions, they often incorporated notes of many different types in the same collec-
tion. Moreover, individuals often mixed aspects of particular forms with aspects
of others. Examples of such chimeral "frankenforms" included notes represent-
ing a calendar event annotated with the names and addresses of attendees, or
directions to get to a particular destination, annotated with a list of things to take
and to-do. Such notes, along with a multitude of other examples of fluid combi-
nations of events, to-do lists, driving directions, meeting notes, web bookmarks,
and so on, suggest that traditional boundaries between information items and
forms may need to be reconsidered.
8.2.2 Significance of roles
In Chapter 4 we discussed the six most common types of roles that could be iden-
tified from the notes and interview analysis: to serve as memory triggers, as ref-
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erence items, as a place for external cognition, as a record of past activities, for
emotional value, and as temporary storage. A role characterizes the reason that
a note was taken in the first place, and usually suggests an intended mode of
retrieval and use. Such a characterization, in turn, facilitates discussion of the
kinds of needs people have in regard to such intended uses - and the various
approaches that can be taken in order to meet such needs.
Memory triggers are created with the intention that these notes would serve to
remind the user of something later. The need surrounding such a note, thus, is for
it to be able to carry out such a reminder, i.e., become salient, at the appropriate
time. As we discussed in Chapter 3, such a need might be met by using a variety
of approaches. One passive approach frequently used for paper notes, for exam-
ple, might consist of placing the note in an appropriate or highly visible place,
where it is likely to be encountered when needed. This strategy was used heav-
ily among the infoscraps participants, who regularly affixed sticky notes to their
monitors and other prominent locations for information needed "at a glance"; or
like ENG3, for example, who placed notes warning of non-standard configura-
tions directly on network switch equipment, situated notes directly upon the rel-
evant object to which the information pertained. Another approach comprises
outsourcing the responsibility to others, such as by asking a friend to remind
them, e.g,, "don't let me forget to do -X- when -Y-"! Digital approaches include
using a proactive calendar alarm, which rings to make information salient at a
designated date and time. Each of these various approaches to solving a single,
simple need offers its benefits and drawbacks. While handy, manual approaches
may be error-prone or cause additional mental load; while digital approaches
may be limited (such as, for example, reminding based only upon a date or a
time) or laborious to set up.
Reference items, in turn, are created in the service of some specific future
task- or action-specific information need, with likely retrieval patterns correlat-
ing to whenever such a task or need arises - whether it be contacting a person
(information need: the person's contact information), logging in to a particular
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system or web site (information need: access credentials), driving to a particu-
lar location (information need: destination address and/or directions) or some
other potential future need.
External cognition notes, meanwhile, are created to "think something through"
by writing it down, such as to brainstorm ideas, derive a solution for a problem,
or to compose or revise a piece of writing. The basic requirements for carrying
out such activities are less well defined, besides the criterion of a location where
one can flexibly and freely refine, manipulate, and update text, or other forms of
information.
Activity logs, chronicles and diaries serve as a record of something that has oc-
curred, or a place to keep track of progress. The roles of activity logs are many and
varied. They may serve a role of project/group coordination, serve to keep track
of progress towards some goal, or they might be kept for timekeeping or account-
ing purposes. Such use of activity logs has been shown to help people achieve
goals by serving as a form of feedback that can encourage further progress. Nar-
rative personal activity logs may also be kept as a personal diary for reflective or
emotional reasons.
Archives for information of personal, emotional or sentimental value primar-
ily serve to store such information for the indefinite future. Although the needs
surrounding the storage of personal archives is not yet clear from these studies,
the study of this role has been largely overlooked in PIM, with the exception of
Whittaker [138] who found that these notes were rarely sought or deleted.
Temporary storage was not initially considered a role in itself, because we
viewed that notes taken as temporary storage items were subsumed by the other
roles. In particular, many "temporary storage" notes were, in fact, short-term
memory triggers, or reference items kept for a single, short-term need. How-
ever, based on our interviews, we discovered that List-it was occasionally used as
a type of extended clipboard, to facilitate data transfer between applications or
web sites - a use which did not overlap perfectly with other roles:
I recently found that the Copy and Paste function doesn't always work
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Figure 8-1: Noteform versus role landscape - Illustration depicting the relation-
ship between note forms (contents) and roles notes with those forms serve. Notes
of any given form (e.g., a web bookmark) may serve several different purposes,
even simultaneously, e.g., a reference item or memory trigger.
between applications. I copy the information into list.it and than copy
and paste it to the reluctant application with no problems. (16)
8.2.3 Where do forms fit among the roles they serve?
Revisiting note roles identified in 4.4.1, we discussed that roles and forms of-
ten overlapped one another, so that in many cases, a single form took on mul-
tiple roles. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 8-1, which shows that while
some forms were very firmly correlated with one particular role, others were di-
vided across multiple roles. Two of the most extreme examples of the former
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were "todo / verb imperatives" and "nouns", which served almost exclusively as
memory triggers. Similarly, certain types of notes were unambiguously used as
reference items, such as "how-tos", including cooking recipes and how to oper-
ate office equipment. But in general, there was substantial ambiguity in roles, as
notes served multiple purposes simultaneously. For example, contact informa-
tion, most commonly kept as reference items (such as in an address book), of-
ten also represented, either explicitly or implicitly, a to-do memory trigger, when
marked with meta-data such as "to-call". Notes that served to chronicle, or record
something that was experienced, seemed to be made for several reasons. The first
was simply to record the experience itself. Such notes also served as reference
items, when taken with the intent of future use, as notes taken during a lecture
that might be referenced when later studying for an exam. Meeting notes drafted
in advance (as meeting agendas), and the process of devising such an agenda,
are forms of external cognition. Notes taken during meetings also often contain
"action items" and other reminders to do things - which later serve as memory
triggers. Finally, event notes might be taken not for any specific purpose, except
to preserve impressions or memories of the experience, or just because the act of
taking the note felt natural.
Thus, in addition to allowing people to keep a diversity of information forms,
PIM tools should also support the needs surrounding the very reasons these notes
were taken, which we characterized as note roles. But the observation that a
single information item may contain components of several different forms and
serve multiple roles simultaneously suggests the need to move away from the
current approach taken by PIM tools in which functionality is tightly coupled to
form, towards one that offers more support wherever it is needed regardless of
form.
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8.3 The psychological dimensions of unmet PIM: Ef-
fort, Attention, Memory
In this section, we summarize the most significant areas for PIM improvement
in terms of three psychological dimensions (inspired by Lansdale's psychological
dimensions of PIM): effort for use, attention management, and memory support.
We address what improvements need to be made, explore the reasons behind
these improvements, and suggest the ways that such improvements are likely to
impact the roles that PIM tools serve.
8.3.1 Effort
Chapter 2 reviewed a number of earlier studies, which revealed the fact that peo -
ple essentially preferred tools that were quicker and easier to use, and that a tool's
perceived ease of use strongly correlated with the degree to which it was ulti-
mately adopted and used. Our own observations supported these ideas: barriers
to the facility of use caused overwhelming discontentment with PIM tools, and
resulted in the perception of PIM-related activities as unpleasant chores. The
most significant instances where perceived effort seemed to thwart PIM activities
were at the time of capture: the obstacles users faced in filing new information,
as with many of the popular PIM tools in use today, caused information not to
be written down, to be put in other places, or to be relegated to a two-stage fil-
ing process, where information was initially written somewhere convenient, and
later filed.
One of the primary goals of the prototype PIM systems which we introduced
in this thesis was to explore alternative approaches in reducing the effort required
to file, manage, and retrieve information, as compared with the difficulties en-
countered with traditional PIM tools. At the most basic level, our systems pro-
vided mechanisms that reduced the number of physical steps required to per-
form information management related routines. List-it, for example, decreased
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the number of steps required in creating a note to a single key-press. Jourknow
reduced retrieval effort through a faceted-browsing interface that categorized
notes along multiple dimensions, including both contextual and structural fea-
tures simultaneously, so that notes would be more likely to be found. PINKY re-
duced the number of steps required to perform routine, but tedious, tasks on
the web - such as looking up the weather, retrieving information from particular
sites, or booking conference rooms. While important, mechanical effort (e.g., the
number of steps required to execute a note or task) was only one of several fac-
tors that contributed to the overall perceived effort of use. As revealed in Chapter
3, the failure to provide the appropriate mechanisms to accomplish what was
needed, or the tendency to overly constrain what could be done with a particular
tool, contributed to users having frustrating experiences with PIM tools, which
ultimately contributed to either avoidance of the tool entirely, or PIM failure.
8.3.2 Attention
Designing PIM tools with the goal of helping people better manage and allocate
their attention provides a significant improvement in helping them work more
effectively. Recent evidence connecting attention management with cognitive
performance has suggested that our minds are able to process and store infor-
mation more effectively, reliably, and with less effort, when attention is managed
in certain ways. For example, studies from cognitive science have shown that re-
call (memory) and task completion (cognitive) performance are both negatively
impacted by interruptions across a variety of stimuli, problem types and settings
[55, 144, 104, 45]. Meanwhile, states of intense, uninterrupted concentration on
a single task or activity, sometimes known as "flow states" [43] have been shown
to allow people to perform mentally at their best - to work most efficiently, think
most creatively, and be most effective at problem solving.
There is also an abundance of evidence suggesting that people are generally
less equipped to appropriately allocate their scarce and limited attention and
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time to ever-increasing demands, while ensuring that things that are the most
important, and require the most attention, receive that attention, while those
which are not as important, do not.
This evidence suggests the need for improved attention management, a role
which potentially could be fulfilled by future PIM tools designed toward these
goals. In particular, we focus our discussion on the following four potential av-
enues for PIM attention support:
1. Supporting the deferral of interrupting tasks.
2. Reducing required interaction effort to improve focus on primary task.
3. Introducing decision support for interruptions to make people more re-
silient against disruptions .
4. Offloading tasks entirely through automation.
Interruption triage and deferral
By studying the ways people used information scraps, we observed evidence of
one way they coped both with interruptions and attention overload (e.g., too
many things happening at once): this was by triaging, serializing and buffering
items that needed to be attended to in an external tool, so that these items could
be dealt with one at a time.
To make such a strategy work, however, people needed a way to capture such
information quickly and easily, so that the process of capture itself would not dis-
rupt and divert the focus of their attention away too long from their tasks. The
Information Scraps Study revealed that individuals often used sticky notes, small
scraps of paper, and note-pads kept readily at hand for this purpose. Yet in the
digital realm, where the volume and frequency of interruptions was substantially
greater, little consensus or evidence of such strategies was found prior to the in-
troduction of List-it; observing List-it in use, however, revealed that a majority of
notes people took were of the short-term memory-trigger variety, some of which
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likely resulted from such an interruption-deferral need. Thus, List-it's sole fea-
ture, of being designed around fast and efficient capture, enabled it to be used to
meet an important need not accomplished by other tools.
Reducing tool-use friction
While the most critical need towards achieving and maintaining flow states might
be the ability to avoid being interrupted or diverted, other factors contribute to
maintaining an effective focus on one's primary task. One aspect involves the
basic interactions and operation exertions, in terms of effort and attention, re-
quired to use the particular tool(s) being applied to the tasks at hand. Just as with
operating a motor vehicle on the highway, where experienced drivers are able to
focus on the high-level cognitive aspects of driving, such as avoiding obstacles
and traffic without having to think about the pedals and controls they are op-
erating, information tools should be designed to let users easily commit to the
"automatic" subconscious, allowing the manipulation of interface and view ele-
ments or common information modes without inordinate mental exertion.
An important additional source of friction derives potentially from the pro-
cess of creating coping and compensation strategies, to work around the limi-
tations of tools, and in response to PIM failure, as discussed previously. Such
coping strategies clearly derive from problem-solving thought processes that un-
doubtedly require substantial time and effort, albeit necessary, but only tangen-
tially, to the primary task. Since such coping-strategies would divert substantial
time in problem solving, as well as energy and attention away from the users'
tasks, this underscores the importance of creating PIM tools that do not demand
the creation of such coping strategies.
Building better "distraction immunity" through decision support
A key factor in determining the impact of an interruption involves the decision
made by the individual at the moment that a potentially distracting event or in-
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formation is experienced. Unfortunately, evidence suggests that people are gen-
erally very inept at making any decisions at the moment of an interruption; they
are vulnerable to heeding the interruption, regardless of its relevance or priority.
From studies on the rise of traffic accidents caused by people being distracted by
their mobile phones while driving [9, 147], to studies of academic or work per-
formance degrading as a result of students or workers being distracted by online
social networks [95,124], research has revealed that the attention being absorbed
by digital distractions is taking away from critical, often vital, primary tasks, and
that obviously, this is having a negative impact on people's lives. As workspaces
have become increasingly digitally connected, helping workers to cope with dis-
tractions has become an issue that needs to be addressed by designers of PIM
tools.
How can technology help people avoid distractions, despite the ever-increasing
stream of interruptions? In addition to effective deferral, as discussed above, one
approach could be to view the problem of attention management, in particular
interruption handling, as a decision-making process, for which PIM tools could
serve as decision-support tools. To do this, PIM tools could proactively make
available and salient important information for deciding whether to defer, ig-
nore, or take the interruption, at the time the interrupting event or information
occurred, so that a quick and effective decision could be made.
In particular, if, when an interruption occurred, a PIM tool were to remind
the user about priorities and deadlines, as well as information pertaining to the
nature of the interruption itself - its relevant topic(s), source, and priority - this
would allow a more effective decision about whether or not to take the interrup-
tion, while imposing no further cognitive burden in the process. Such a tool could
also facilitate the act of deferring the interruption by providing a button or other
modality to effectively queue up the item for later referral, with minimal effort.
Taking this a step further, the development of a more personally reactive and
proactive PIM tool, such as the Atomate prototype tested in Chapter 6, could pro-
vide the power to let the user set up contextual and activity-sensitive information
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filters that automatically defer, or filter, interruptions on the user's behalf. Much
as spam filters today automatically work to eliminate overwhelming amounts of
junk mail, these interruption filters could save users from being overwhelmed
by irrelevant "junk" distractions, particularly at critical moments. But since an
interruption's relevance, unlike spam, is contextually and personally dependent,
it is unlikely that a single trained classifier would be able to fully determine the
relevance of an interruption to any particular user, in his or her active context,
to any degree of accuracy. Therefore, we believe that the approach proposed by
Atomate, which instead allows the user to devise simple self-tuned rules, holds
great promise.
A second, complimentary approach that would make such decision support
more effective, would be to provide more feedback to users about their activities
and progress during the day. Such a mechanism would provide positive feedback,
as well as inducements to encourage people to moderate their behavior away
from distractions, and towards particular tasks in order to accomplish their goals.
Poyozo (Chapter 7) demonstrated one approach that made visible the activities
people spent time performing, and let people easily measure the amount of time
they spent doing particular things on the web. Such a simple approach made
dramatically more salient aspects of people's activities of which they previously
had little awareness.
Automation
The most direct way of alleviating attentional burden is to allow PIM tools to ac-
complish the tasks that users would ordinarily have to do manually themselves.
While the ultimate goal would be to build computational personal assistants that
are as competent, flexible, and versatile as human administrative assistants, such
ambitions are well outside the reach of current technology. Nonetheless, thanks
in part to the advanced computational resources available today, which, in turn,
have prompted rapid development in sensor systems providing information con-
cerning the whereabouts of people and their activities, systems that provide sim-
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ple context-sensitivity and automation are becoming available in a variety of ap-
plication domains, from smart appliances to cars that can provide parking assis-
tance.
A notable exception has been PIM. Prototype PIM systems seeking to provide
context and activity-sensitive automation have experienced limited success, de-
spite numerous attempts. But as described in Chapter 6, many simple tasks that
people performed manually could easily be automated, provided the availability
of suitable contextual information about the user. Such activities included con-
text and location-sensitive reminding, communications mediation (e.g., control-
ling whether and how notifications get delivered), and time and activity tracking
and sharing.
To demonstrate this concept, we built Atomate, a personal reactive assistant
that relied upon decentralized sources for various kinds of contextual informa-
tion. Unlike other approaches to building "virtual personal assistant" systems
such as the SIRII which can be asked to do specific things, or CALO[39] which
was designed to interactively assist a person as they carried out tasks, Atomate
was designed to, once instructed, work implicitly "behind the scenes", observ-
ing the user through its collections of sensor feeds. Thus, Atomate was designed
more to be an autonomous "attention extender" than a remotely-operated or in-
teractive conversational robot.
A key aspect of Atomate's design was the way in which contextual informa-
tion was integrated into a single, consistent world model and shared across all
behavior rules and applications. The primary benefits of such integration was
the effective reuse of contextual information for multiple purposes, such as, for
example, information provided by a single sensor to provide information to all of
Atomate behaviors.
By contrast, today's context-aware applications and appliances largely main-
tain their own independent world models, gathered through their own sensing
subsystems. This causes a kind of contextual information fragmentation that
'SIRI - http: //www.physorg. com/news1627546 3 1 .html
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prevents the many clues spread throughout information environments from be-
ing applied to the automation. For example, no home security systems, regard-
less of level of sophistication, yet incorporate information from seemingly ob-
vious sources of information concerning the whereabouts of the home's inhabi-
tants, such as their online personal calendars or GPS coordinates sensed via their
mobile phone. As a result, the user has to mediate and bridge such knowledge
gaps manually, for example, by transferring details about a family's vacation into
their home security system.
Up until recently, sources of context themselves were also entirely closed and
integrated with applications/appliances, but the trend towards offering open APIs
to developers has initiated a reversal of this trend towards multi-purposing, infor-
mation sharing, and integration. What further remains is to reform applications
to support the addition of contextual sources of information about the user, and
to allow these applications to further expose data generated or obtained about
the user back in a way that it can be leveraged by other applications. Moving to-
wards a model by which user and world state can be more easily shared among
a user's personal information devices and applications will automatically usher
more user context-adaptive applications.
8.3.3 Memory
Since the earliest designs of PIM tools, memory support has been a critical need
for their support. At the most basic level, the goal of all PIM tools is to function
as external memory prostheses, repositories for information that the user may
have encountered and may require later, which moreover, for one reason or an-
other, has not been committed to memory. This becomes increasingly important
as the quantity of information that the user can afford to take time and energy
to commit to memory continues to diminish, compared to the total amount of
information encountered on a daily basis.
With respect to the new insights gained from our research towards support-
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ing external memory, our primary concern has been the problem of designing
a system which could remember the existence of information, as the size of the
user's personal information collection scaled up. However, there exist two con-
sequences of making it easier to capture information - an affordance essential
to making PIM tools more effective. First is the "capture-effort paradox", dis-
cussed in 2.4.1, which revealed that while facilitating the capture of information
resulted in people spending less time and cognitive effort in the process, it be-
came less likely that the information captured would "stick" in organic memory.
This was accompanied by the fact that, as capture was made easier, people nat-
urally tended to capture more information, and consequently, as the size of peo-
ple's collections grew, the memorability of any particular piece of information
diminished.
In this study, it is the existence, rather than the retrieval of information, that is
our focus. Once an information item is sought (either in the context of one's per-
sonal information space or the Web), the problem becomes one of information
retrieval, an area that has been well explored and solved with modern search en-
gines and interfaces for data exploration, such as faceted browsing. In particular,
a majority of information retrieval needs today can be satisfied with a quick key-
word search. However, prior to being sought, the person needs to first remember
that an information item exists. For example, when trying to solve a particular
problem, one might not remember that one previously encountered the prob-
lem, solved it, and wrote the solution down in one's notes. Similarly, due to the
often recurring nature of information needs, one may resume at a later time the
search for the same information one had already previously sought and kept.
Towards solving this problem, we explored two solutions: proactive, context-
sensitive reminding of kept information, and passive reinforcement through poyozo-
lifelog visualizations. The former, realized through Atomate, consisted of making
it easy for arbitrary information items - not just calendar items - to be surfaced
or made salient when certain user-contextual situations were met or actions were
sensed. The second, realized through Poyozo, involved passive reinforcement of
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items previously seen through visual summaries and chronological diaries. While
we have yet to formally measure the effectiveness of these approaches towards
improving retention, users have given us promising feedback that both had ef-
fectively reminded them of information that they had forgotten.
8.4 Summary
PIM tools are the primary aids by which people tackle the complexity of every-
day activities. As such, they assume an extremely vital role in helping people
function on a day-to-day basis. The work presented in this thesis has revealed
that such tools are already used for far more than merely keeping information for
future reference- they are tools for thinking, creation, tracking progress, making
sure things get done, avoiding distraction, coping with variable and demanding
workloads and a variety of other needs. Yet the designs of PIM tools in use today
are not oriented towards such a wide variety of purposes (or types of informa-
tion); instead, their affordances reflect considerations focused on the keeping of
large homogeneous, organized collections of several specific types of informa-
tion.
This chapter summarized the main directions towards which PIM could be
improved. These needs concern supporting more diverse information forms,
more efficient and versatile use (storage, retrieval and organization), attention
management, and memory support. Additional questions remain as to the ways
PIM tools might support the intrinsic variations in the ways people keep and
manage their information, or the ways that such practices change over time.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion: Redesigning PIM tools
for the age of information overload
In the modern work and home environment, the battle between the sophisti-
cated digital PIM tool and the lowly piece of paper is far from over. Paper is an
incredibly versatile and simple medium to use, appropriate, and modify - it is
readily available, plentiful, and can be shaped, taped, bundled, filed, piled, situ-
ated and organized in many ways. On the other hand, paper can easily be mis-
placed, can be lost in clutter, and lacks the propensity for cross-referencing or
changing when the situation is altered.
Regardless of whether or not digital tools will ultimately replace paper, we
have found tremendous evidence supporting unmet opportunities for digital PIM
tools. As people grow digitally connected, they become increasingly dependent
on information. They have more decisions to make, less time to make them, and
a greater urgency to make the right choices. In such an environment, a person's
ability to effectively find, manage and leverage information has a considerable
impact on the resulting outcome - both in terms of the time and effort it takes
to perform tasks, and the likelihood of success. More than ever before, effective
information management has become critical to survival.
PIM tools play a primary role in people's newly information-enriched lives.
These tools are the mechanisms by which people transmit information to their
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future-selves, a way of compiling arsenals of information they might later need
to conquer unforeseen tasks. As we discovered in the Information Scraps and
List-it Studies of Chapters 3 and 4, PIM tools also play a variety of other impor-
tant roles. They are tools that assist in thinking - tools with which people brain-
storm, compose writing, plan, and work through difficult problems. They are
tools for tracking progress, keeping goals, and for marking the passage of time.
PIM tools can be a means to augment prospective memories, as reminders of
all the things that need doing, and how these tasks should be undertaken. Fi-
nally, they provide treasure troves for favorite information objects - videos, ar-
ticles, quotes, thoughts and ideas - all of which may form an essential part of a
person's information identity.
The potential impact of PIM tools on people's lives is substantial, and contin-
ues to grow. Yet our findings (in Chapter 3) suggest that the digital PIM tools in
use today, digital calendaring tools, bookmarking tools, address books, task man-
agers, and so on, are not currently up to the tasks demanded of them. Designed
fundamentally around the model of traditional database applications, a majority
of these tools: 1) force information to take particular forms, 2) fragment related
information in order to impose the creation of consolidated homogeneous col-
lections by type, and 3) are equipped with unforgiving structured data entry fields
that drain the user's energy, time and cognitive effort. Once filed, information in
these applications is inaccessible and invisible, and cannot be organized or visu-
alized freely, but only in the fixed set of ways pre-defined by the tool.
It is thus of little surprise that people still rely significantly on paper, despite
its limitations, for their PIM needs. However, the simple act of organizing large
paper information collections can be very labor-intensive, with the results often
chaotic. Systems such as the catalogue classification schemes devised centuries
ago to help manage large archives require dedicated resources, such as human
staffers, for basic upkeep. With personal information, moreover, the individual
alone is responsible for maintaining his or her information collections. The prob-
lem with such systems is that there is always more information to organize, but
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less and less time. For example, in our List-it study, we found that even where
the intent of capture was temporary storage, information ended up being kept in
List-it indefinitely, as inevitably, people's attention was diverted by a continuous
onslaught of new information items.
We thus focused on the challenge of designing PIM tools that would conserve
the scarce resources of the user's time, attention, and memory, in the face of ever-
larger quantities of incoming information. At the same time, we sought ways to
let tools better address the great diversity of roles that PIM tools naturally oc-
cupied (as revealed by our Information Scraps and List-it Studies) rather than
focusing exclusively on only one or two such roles.
In regard to effort-reduction, we created the following minimal-interaction-
time tools: List-it and Jourknow for note capture and retrieval, and Pinky for
performing common actions. With an extremely simple, but fast interface, we
hoped to drastically reduce barriers to information entry. To reduce the men-
tal steps required to capture information, List-it eliminated constraints on infor-
mation form, and the need to categorize, organize or transform the information
upfront, at time of capture. Our resulting analysis of use revealed that, among
the more than 17,000 users of List-it, the sampling of study participants took a
wide variety of notes spanning the entire spectrum of roles previously observed.
We were also able to observe significant differences among the ways people used
List-it, from which we witnessed several common stereotype "PIM personalities"
that extended the classic "pilers" and "filers" archetypes originally proposed by
Malone.
The examination of List-it in use also revealed that, once captured, most peo-
ple never explicitly referred to a majority of their notes again, raising the obvious
question: what purpose did these notes serve? Were these notes originally in-
tended to serve a particular purpose, which was later forgotten? Or did the lack
of re-visitation simply imply that it was the very act of taking the note, (or the
knowledge of having taken the note) that was important to the user? Based upon
our observations and interview feedback, our best answer was that both cases
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were true; as the rate at which people accumulated information itself acceler-
ated, forgetting similarly accelerated. Likewise, the vast number of notes taken
for personal archives suggested that, not all notes needed to be later retrieved.
The act of recording something was, in many cases, sufficient to allow the infor-
mation to be committed to memory, or merely to convey a feeling of comfort,
knowing that the information had been safely captured.
In all likelihood, if users were forgetting what they had previously noted, they
would not be able to make effective use of their growing collections of infor-
mation. Hence, we conducted an examination of memory-related information
needs. Specifically, in order to allow users to alleviate overload anxiety, and be
more effective with their information, we aimed to help people keep better track
of the information they had experienced, and maintain a better situational aware-
ness of their information consumption activities. The Poyozo system served as
an experiment to this end, comprising an automatic personal diary that tracked
all of the information experienced, presenting summary visualizations for later
perusal. Taking advantage of the highly associative nature of people's memo-
ries, Poyozo was designed to trigger associative trails through presentations of
high level visualizations of information that had been seen, which would subse-
quently open up to expose the raw events and items constituting their viewing
history, as needed. Initial informal feedback suggested that these visualizations
did, in fact, help people get back to past information more easily. Further inves-
tigation is required, however, to formally evaluate its effectiveness in regard to
improving retention and recall of the information kept in notes.
Perhaps the single greatest advantage of digital tools over passive ones, like
paper, is that, by their very nature, they actively mediate the flow, organization,
and propagation of information. These capabilities can be used, in turn, towards
conserving those aspects of a person's consciousness, such as attention, mem-
ory, and energy/effort, which can then be put to uses other than managing one's
daily personal information. Our final investigation in this thesis sought a way
for this autonomy to be translated to conserving a person's attentional resources.
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Atomate (discussed in Chapter 6) revealed that simple reactive automation was
useful for a class of tasks that were indeed quite common - tasks such as auto-
matically filtering potential interruptions, queueing and directing messages to
particular people or devices, or being appropriately notified when an important
event occurred. The objective of Atomate was not to demonstrate how to build a
surrogate of a human personal assistant, but rather to show how simple "atten-
tion extension" could be achieved through end-user created automation. More-
over, by challenging the assumption that PIM tools have to be user-initiated or
pre-scripted, Atomate aimed to prompt further development in proactive tools
that help people manage information.
Together, the experiments and studies presented in this thesis represent an
initial investigation, that, starting from a few sticky notes, misplaced e-mail ad-
dresses, URLs scrawled on a napkin or scrap of paper, identified a set of unmet
needs, and offered potential approaches to better support people's rich and var-
ied information management practices. We hope that, through such approaches,
PIM tools will help people more effectively leverage the massive quantities of dig-
ital information that now surrounds them, to enhance their lives.
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